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ÀBSTRÀCT

This study investigates the nature of the state, social class, and the

international political economy in Taiwan and how interaction of these

sectors has shaped development since 1949. The study shows that

Taiwan's rapid development over the period 1949-1989 was not so1ely the

product of market mechanisms. Nor was it purely caused by the State's

commitment to national planning. No doubt, the Taiwanese state was

important in guiding and directing export-1ed industrialization through

strategic intervention in the economy, but its strength was enhanced by

two other factors: it came at a juncture in history when internal class

relations were relatively fluid and the international political economy

was highly supportive. These internal and external forces operated

favorably to consolidate the donrination of the Taiwanese state over

society, making it possible to lead the country into and through a

process of

planning.

rapid industrialization by means of sophisLicated national
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 INTRODUCTTON

AJ.though there have been many studies of Taiwan's development since the

1970s, most of them are dominated either by conventional economic

analyses and conventional sociological analyses. Conventional economic

analyses stress the comparative advantage of cheap labor and how Taiwan

has reaped the benefits of this advantage through the workings of the

world market (t"tyers , 1973; Koo , 1973; Ho , 1978; Lee , 1978; Balassa,

1981; Ranis et a1., 1981; Bradford, 1982). Conventional sociological

analyses emphasize the compatibility of Taiwan's (Chinese) cultural

values and institutions with modernization and how these culturaL values

and institutions have served to consolidate a rapid social and economic

transformation of the Taiwanese (;in, 1 980a, '1 980, 1 985; Chun, 1 980;

MacFarquhar, 1980; Chu, 1981; Kahn, 1981; Berger & Hsiao, 1988).

Recently, scholars have begun to pay close attention to the role of the

Taiwanese state in guiding and directing export-oriented

industrialization by strategic intervention in the economy (Ànsden,

1979; Barrett & Whyte , 1982; Hofheinz & Calder, 1982; Wade & White,

'1988). Àlthough this statist approach reveals important dimensions of

Taiwan's developmental pattern, it exaggerates the independent role of

the Taiwanese state and pays insufficient aLtention to how the state

came to assume its present form through interaction with olher equally

I
-l
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important social-structural forces such as the social classes and the

international political economy (Koo, 1987; Evans, 1987 i Peng, 1990).

Às some scholars have come to realize, Taiwan's development is not a

phenomenon isolated from the external wor1d, but a process born right

in, and inseparable from, the ínternational political-economic process

(Cot¿, 1986; Koo, 1987; Peng, 1990). In the past forty years of

development, Taiwan not only relied heavily on the foreign capital that

it lacked - foreign exchange, human and natural resources, technology,

etc.. Its production and economic structure were aLso increasingly

integrated into the world economy. Hence, before we investigate the

ways in which Taiwan's internal- class structure v¡as associated with the

movement of international capitaJ., the structure of the world market,

and the motivations of the developed statesr wê cannot adequately

explain why Taiwan has benefited from rather was underdeveloped by the

internati.onal political economy. SimiIarly, unless we situate the

Taiwanese state in the contexts of class structure and international

political economy, vre cannot fully capture the role the state has played

in Taiwan's development. In summary: a comprehensive framework of

Taiwan's development must integrate these three variables, viz: the

state, the class structure, and the international political economy.

The process of development must be understood as a product of their

interaction.



1,2 OBJECTIVES

The primary aim of this study is to analyze the interplay of the state,

the social classes, and the international political economy in Taiwan's

development during the period 1949-1989. My main theoretical position

is that Taiwan's development was not unicausal. It was an outcome of

the interaction between the state, the class structurer and the

international political economy. Hence, if we do not examine these three

variables in their dynamic interaction, I believe vre cannot delineate

the specific ways in which each of them influenced the development

process.

The decision to focus this thesis on Taiwan is based on two grounds.

1) ÀS a Chinese who has Spent considerable time in Tair¡an, I have

developed a special interest in, and acquired a good deal of knowledge

of, this country , 2) taiwan is one of the fastest growing newly

industrializing countries (HICs) in the world, and the study of its

rapid development certainly will illuminate some of the important

developmental processes of wider theoretical implications in regard to

development and underdevelopment in the Third I,torId. As to the reason

why the period 1949-1989 is chosen, it is simply because Taiwan's

capitalist development mainly began after '1949 when the Kuomintang (nUf)

or Nationalist Partyr âs a loser in the Chinese civil war, settled its

headquarters in Taiwan, and because I only have access to Taiwan's data

up to 1989.
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1.3 METHODOIOGY

The present study is a socio-historical analysis of Taiwan's development

in the period 1949-89. By socio-historical analysis, I mean the

analysis of the historical movement (or development) of any social

phenomenon in its unique set of social-structural (both domestic and

international) circumstances. In other words, the analysis itself is

both historical and sociological. Being historical, it assumes that all

social events are not static but dynamic. Being sociological, it deals

with the social phenomenon not only in its historical rise and faII, but

also in its social-structural relations to other social phenomena.

The guiding historical hypothesis to be investigated in this study is

that the interaction of the state, class structure, and international

political economy significantly shaped the development of Taiwan during

1949-1989. In other words, the study will not look at the international

political economy and the social classes and state of Taiwan as static,

isolated phenomena. Rather, it witl analyze, from a hiStorical

perspective, how these three forces interacted with one another to shape

Taiwan's development process. Figuratively, the hypothesis can be

expressed as follows:

EC'N'l.fY 

\\

To avoid confusion, the

f ollor+s:

TÀIT{ÀNI S DEVETOPMENT

variables in the hypothesis are defined a5



International Political Economv refers to a high1y

5

competitive

interstate system within which the market operates. In this system the

behavior of any individual economy, Society, or state will be affected

by two interactive structural iorces: international geopolitical

arrangements and market operations (such as international capital and

activities of transnational corporations)

State refers to a political entity that claims legitimate sovereignty

over a defined territory, authority over all of the members within that

territory, and the right to use physical force when necessary to insure

the effective exercise ,of its legitimate control. More precisely, the

state encompasses both the government and the judiciary as well- as the

associations and institutions that comprise civil society. It maintains

hegemony through coercion and consensus. In other words, the state not

only consists of the activity of' leadership but also the organizational

functions of the state bureaucracy and various institutions that create

and maintain an ideological hegemony. The former ( leadership)

represents the subjective, sometimes erratic, side of the state, while

the tatter underlines the relatively objective functioning of the

state's organizational, coercive, and ideological structure which has

its own goals to fulfi1. These two aspects are always interwoven with

one another to characterize the stability and transformation of the

state.

Social Class refers to the objective location and practical activity of

people in relation to their specific differential relations to the means

of production in the entire social-productive process. It is held in

this paper that the social-productive process historically has been



exploitative and characterized by the social relations of production

which the surplus product of producers, of the subordinate class,

appropriated by the dominant, owning class.

Development refers to social, economic, and political transformations.

By social, I mean mainly the general living conditions of society such

as income distribution, unemployment, education, sanitation, and daily

consumption. By economic I mean the acceleration of economic growth.

Indicators of this acceleration include GNP growth rater Per capita GNP,

per capita GNP growth rate, and composition of GDP by agriculture,

industry, and service sectors. By political, I mean the process by

which power is increasingly shared by and widely distributed to the

public. It is measured by the development of a multiparty system.

Throughout the study, however, attempts are made to show that the

principal aspect of Taiwan's cievelopment is economic, and that social

and political development is largely the product of rapid economic

growth. Of course, their dynamic interaction and interdependent nature

are not ignored. In addition, despite the absolute improvement of

various aspects of Iife in Taiwan, Tai¡ran's development is nonetheless

capitaList development. That is, there is no question that inequalities

- especially class inequality and other forms of inequality resuJ.ted

from the interaction of class with other factors such as gender and

ethnicity - exist. The study also discusses these inequalities.

This study was based upon library research and the analysis of

secondary data. The data mainly came from the libraries at the

Universities of Manitoba and Winnipeg and from my personal research done

in Taiwan during February 1991.

6
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The study consists of eleven chapters. Chapter 1

chapter, deals with the objective and the general format

Chapter 2 discusses the concept "deveJ.opment" from

perspective and presents a comprehensive overview

development in the period 1949-1989.

, the

of the

7

presen t

thesis.

a

of

hi stor ical

Taiwan's

I n Chapter 3, a review of existing literature

development is given.

regarding Taiwan's

Chapter 4 examines the existing theories of development and presents

the theoretical framework of the study.

Chapter 5 summarizes the history of Taiwan prior to 1949.

Chapter 6 analyzes the role of the international political economy in

Taiwan's development, with specific reference to the threatening

expansion of communism in the world capitalist system after World War Ii

and the impact of this expansion on the American policy toward Taiwan.

Chapter 7 identifies major changes in Taiwan's social class relations

after 1949. Special consideration is given to factors that shaped

Taiwan' s class structuration.

In Chapter 8, two topics are dealt with: 1) the history, structure,

and ideology of the Taiwanese state; and 2l its role in Taiwan's

agricultural development.

Chapter 9 continues the discussion of the role of the Taiwanese

state, norv in industrial development. it also analyzes how the

international forces and internal class relations interacted with the

KMT-controlled state to produce Taiwan's rapid development.
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inChapter '10 examines the consequences of

Taiwan and the problems that the Taiwanese

rapid economic development

face today.

Chapters 11 concludes the

development policies that can

Taiwan's development.

whole thesis and discusses certain

be extracted from the experience of

1,4 RESEÀRCH SETTING

The term "Tainan" used here refers to the area presently ruled by the

KMT since 1949, the former ruling party of China which was forced out of

China by the communists in the same year. Today, the KMT sti1l

rhetoricalty claims that it is the legitimate government of the

mainland. Ideologically this has been the center of conflict between

the governments on both sides of the Taiwan Strait since 1949, as

Communist China also insists that Taiwan must be unified under its

(communist ) sovereignty.

Geographically, Tâiwan consists of more than a hundred islands, all

scattered between the Malay Àchipelago and Japan and separated from

mainland China by the Taiwan Strait. Àmong these islands, Taiwan island

is the biggest. It alone covers 35,855 square kilometers, approximately

99 percent of Taiwan's total area of 36r187 square kilometers.

In terms of natural resources, Taiwan is only modestly endowed. Its

most important natural resource is its agricultural land, but this is

timited in quantity as well as in quality. On1y one-fourth of its total

area is arable, and after centuries of continuous intensive use, the

natural fertility of its farm land is low and diminishing (Ho, 1978:1).
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Second Lo agricultural land is coal, which is estimated at about 700

million metric tons. However, because of the narrowness and the depth of

most seams, only one-third of the reserve is economically recoverable

(Ho, 1978:1).

The population of Taiwan in 1949 was estimated at about 8.5 million,

and it rapidly increased to 20.107 million in 1989 (Statistical Yearbook

of the Republic of China, '1990:5) mainly due to natural increase. In

relation to its total area, the'1989 population gave Taiwan a population

density of around 556 persons per square kilometer. This population

density not only makes Taiwan one of the most densely populated

countries in the r+or1d, but also exerts tremendous pressure on its

agricultural land use.

1.5 SIGNIF]CÀNCE OF THE STITÐY

As pointed out in the introduction, most of the existing literature pays

insufficient attention to the interactive aspect of the state, social

class, and the international political economy in shaping Taiwan's

development. It is hoped that this study, by analyzing hor+ these three

soc ial-structural forces interacted in spec if ic ways that eventually

creaLed Taiwan's development, will contribute: 1) to a deeper

understanding of Taiwan's developmenl process in particular, and 2) to

the development of a more comprehensive theory of the dynamics of

national development in general.



Chapter II

AN OVERVIEW OF TAIT{ANIS POST-1949 DEI'ETOPI.ÍENT

2.1 THE CONCEPT OT'DEVELOP}IENT IN HISTORTCÀL PERSPECTIVE

Before we look at Taiwan's post-1949 development, it is necessary to

establish a general understanding of the meaning of the term

"development" which has changed significantly since the 1950s. In

strictly economic terms, "development" for the past four decades has

meant the capacity of a national economy, whose initial economic

condition has been more or less static for a long time, to generate and

sustain an annual increase in its gross national product at rates of

about 6 percent or more (todaro 1990). For example, the 1960s and 70s

were made the Development Decades by resolutions of the United Hations,

and "development" lvas conceived J.argely in terms of the attainment of a

6 percent annual target growth rate of GNP.

An alternative common economic index of development has been growth

rate of per capita GNP which takes into account the ability of a nation

to expand its output at a rate faster than its population growth rate

(Hafziger, 1990). Levels and rates of growth of real per capita GNP are

typically used to measure in a broad sense the overall economic

well-being of a population - that is, how much of real goods and

services are available for consumption and investment for the average

citizen. More recently, gender inequality in development has also been

acknowledged, anci gender equality has become an important dimension of

defining development (Boserup, 1 970) .

- 10 -
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Development in the past has also been seen in terms of the pl-anned

alteration of: 1) the structure of production and 2) employment, so that

agriculture's share decLines, vrhereas that of the manufacturing and

service industries increases (tewis, 1 954 ) . Development strategies 
'

therefore, have usually focused on rapid urban industrialization often

at the expense of agriculture and rural development. Finally, these

principal economic measures of development often were supplemented by

casual reference to and general acceptance of noneconomic social

indicators: gains in literacy, schooling, health conditions, and

services, provision of housing, for instance (Todaro 1990).

On the whole, however, development in the 1950s and 60s was nearly

always seen as an economic phenomenon in which gains in overall and per

capita GNp growth would either trickle down to the masses in the form of

jobs and other economic opportunities or create the necessary conditions

for the wider distribution of the economic and social benefits of

growth. Problems of poverty, unemployment, income distribution, and

gender inequality were of secondary importance to getting the growth job

done.

Unfortunately, the experience of the '1950s and 60s, when a large

number of Third WorId countries did achieve the overall UN growth

targets but the levels of living of the masses of people remained for

the most part unchanged, signaled that something r+as very wrong with the

narrovl definition of development. An increasing number of social

scientists (not onJ.y economists) and policy makers began to throw away

pure GNP growth and escalated thei r direct attacks on widespread

absolute poverty, increasingly inequitable income distributions, and lhe
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fearful reality rising unemployment, especially in terms of cIasS,

gender, and ethnicity. Consequently, the complexity of development

became increasingly recognized in the '1970s and 80s in terms of the

reduction or elimination of poverty, inequality, and unemployment within

the context of a growing economy (todaro, 1990). "Redistribution from

growth" became a common slogan. Às Seers ( 1 969:3 ) wisely and

prophetically asserted in the late '1960s:

The questions to ask about a country's development are
therefore: What has been happening to poverty? What has been
happening to unemployment? What has been happening to
inequality? If all three of these have declined from high
Ieve1s, then beyond doubt Lhis has been a period of
development for the country concerned. If one or two of these
central problems have been growing worse' especially if all
three have, it would be strange to call the result development
even if per capita income doubled.

The above assertion is nol an armchair speculation or the description

of a hypothetical situation. Many Third World countries such as Brazil

and Columbia, in fact, experienced rel-atively high rates of growth of

per capita income during the 1960s and 70s but simultaneously showed

1itt]e or no improvement or witnessed an actual decline in employment,

equality, and the real incomes of the bottom 40 percent of their

populations (Hafziger, 1 990; Todaro, 1 990 ) . By the earlier "9rowth"

definition, these countries r+ere "developin9. " By the more recent

poverty, equality, and empì.oyment criteria, they were not.

The phenomenon of development or the existence of a chronic state of

underdevelopment, however, is not only a question of economics or the

simple quaniitative measurement of incomes, employment, and inequality.

Underdevelopment is a reality haunting half of the world population

(Hoogvelt, 1986). It is not only a state of mind but also a state of
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national poverty. Hence, according to many social scientists in the

1980s and 90s, development must be conceived of as "a multidimensional

process involving major changes in social structures, popular attitudes,

and national institutions, as well as the acceleration of economic

growth, the reduction of inequality, and the eradication of absolute

poverty" (todaro, 1990). In other words, development must represent the

entire Scope of change by which an entire social system, turned to the

diverse basic needs and desires of individuals and social groups within

that system, moves away from a condition of life widely perceived as

unsatisfactory and toward one regarded as materially and spiritualLy

satisfactory.

In this regard, some recent social scientists'conceptualization of

development deserves attention. According to these scientists, the inner

meaning of development must consist of the fulfillment of three basic

values: life-sustenance, self-esteem, and freedom (Goulet, 1971; Singer

& Ansari, 1988; Todaro, 1990). Life-sustenance is the state of life in

which the person is free of the helplessness and misery arising from a

lack of food, shelter, health, and protection; self-esteem refers to the

sense of self-worth and self-respect independent of material wealth; and

freedom means the emancipation from the social servitudes of men and

tvomen to nature, ignorance, other men and women, misery' institutions,

and dogmatic beliefs as well as the expanded range of choices for

societies and their members together with the minimization of external

constraint in the pursuit of personal and social goa1s. Development in

all societies, therefore, must at least involve the following

objectives: 1) to increase the availability and widen the distribulion
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of basic Iife-sustaining goods such as food, shelter, health, and

protection; 2') to raise levels of living including higher incomes, the

provision of more jobs, better education and greater attention to

cultural and humanistic values, all of which witl serve not only to

enhance material well-being but also to generate greater individual and

national self-esteem; and 3) to expand the range of economic and social

choice to individuals and nations by freeing them from servitude and

dependence, not only in relation to other people (such as gender, class,

and ethnicity) and nation-states, but also to the forces of ignorance

and human misery (todaro, 1990).

In sum, the past four decades have witnessed the gradual realization

of the complexity of the meaning of development by social scientists.

Moving from pure economic measures to the humanistic consideration of

human freedom, today the term "development" has embraced not only

economic, but also social and political transformations by which human

beings are able to live abundantly with self-respect and an expanded

ranqe of social and individual choices.

2,2 ECONOMIC DEVEIOPI*IENT 0F TÀIWÀN

À review of Taiwan's recent deveLopment history to a certain extent

shows signs of moving toward the goals of developmenL stated above,

though at different paces. At the close of World War II, Taiwan's

economy was basically stagnant with an estimated per capita GNP of less

than U.S.$100 (Ho, 1978; Ranis et a1., 1981 ). In late 1949, the

Nationalists (nuomintang), following the defeat by their Comnunist

counterpart in the civil war in nainland China, moved their headquarters
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to Taiwan. At that time, the situation that the Nationalists faced in

Taiwan was extremely bad: they were confronted by a population deeply

suspicious of, and hostile to, their aims.1 They were also threatened

with a massive attack by the Chinese communists from the mainland. And

the agrarian economy of Taiwan had almost collapsed by serious inflation

partly caused by l^?or1d I.Iar II and partly caused by the sudden addition

of more than 1 .5 million ref ugees f rom the mainland (t'tyers , 19'13:43 ) .

However, the years after 1949 showed rapid economic recovery and

growth. Over the 1952-89 period, Tâiwan's real GNP grew at a high

annual rate of 9.03 percent on the average: 7.9é percent during

1952-60; 9.91 percent during 196'1-70; 9.09 percent during 1971-80, and

9.03 percent during 1981-89 (see Table 1). These high GNP growth rates

all far exceed the minimum 6 percent GNP growth rate the United Hations

specified for the Third World if development there is to take place.

The rapid GNP growth also led to a

In spite of a rapid annual population

year in the early periods, the real per

at an average rate of 6.52 percent over

1952-60'. 7.01 percent during 1961-701'

7.53 percent during 1981-89 (see Table

rapid increase in per capita GNe.

growth-rate of over 3 percent per

capita GNP sti11 nranaged to rise

the period: 4.43 percent during

7.02 percent during 1971-80; and

1 ). Expressed in real monetary

1 On February 28, 1947, the injury of a woman hawker by a police officer
developed into a massive native Taiwanese riot against the mainland
government's abusive rule and mismanagement of the economy in Taipei,
the capital of Taiwan. The riot resulted in thousands of killings and
arrests of native Taiwanese, âD incident that has haunted Taiwanese
politics, especialì.y the mainland/raiwanese rel-ationship, up until now
(lai, 1991:27-32). From 1947 to 1949, the conflict between the
Ta iwanese and the ma inlanders became further deepened when
increasingly more mainlanders came to Taiwan as a result of the
outbreak of the civil war. Many Taiv¡anese thought that the coming of
mainlanders would eventually bring them into the war (see also Chapter
VII).
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TABLE 1

GNP, Per Capita GNP, and PopulationGrowth Rates of

Years

1952-1960
1961-197 0

1971-1980
1981-1989
1 952-1 989

GNP

7.99%
9.91%
9.09%
9.03%
9.03%

Popula t i on

3.49%
3,12%
I Otro/t . JJfo

1.23%
2.46%

Per Capita GNP

4.43%
7 .01%
7.02%
7.53%
6.52%

Sources: Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, National Income in Taiwan Àrea ot the
Republic of China, 1 989 r pp. 12-13; Directorate-General of
Budget, Accounting and Statistics, Executive Yuan, Statistic
Yearbook of the Republ-ic of China, various years.

terms in 1989 prices, the per capita GNP in 1951 was as low as U.S.$145,

but by 1989 it had risen to U.S.$7,5.18 (see Table 2), far exceeding

Brazíl's U.S.$2,160, Mexico's U.S.$1,760, Àrgintina's U.S.$2 1520, and

Protugal's U.S.$3,650 (I^iorId Development Report 1990:178-179). À11 of

these countries had a higher per capita GNe than did Taiwan in the

1 950s.

Àccompanied by the rapid rise in per capita GNP was the

transformation of the economic structure. In Table 3, r+e can see that

despite the annually increasing absolute value of agricultural

production in the GDP, its relative value feII rapidly, from 32.28

percent in 1951 to 4.39 percent in 1989. In contrast, the relative

value of industrial production soared year after year, from 21 .33

percent in 1951 to 43.65 percent in 1989. In fact, since 1962 when the

relative value of industrial production surpassed that of agriculture,

Taiwan had already transformed itself from a predominantly agrarian

society into a nascent industrial one.
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Per Capita

Year

TÀBLE 2

GNP, Various Years

Amount in U.S.$

That per capita GNP had increased
was also partly due to the rapid
Taiwanese currency over the same

145
203
154
21-1

389
964

2 1344
3,297
7,518*

more than twofold from 1985 to 1989
appreciation (more than 50%) of the

per i od.

951
955
960
96s
970
975
980
985
989

Sources: Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, National Income in Taiwan Area of the
Republic of China, Republic of China, 1989, P.13.
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Composition of

TABTE 3

GDP by Àgriculture, Industry and Service

Year Total Àgri. i ndustry

Manu- MrE, Cont- Total
fact- G, & ruct-
ur i ng I¡¡* i on

Service (unit %)

Govt. Other Total
Serv- Serv-

:t* iCeS igg5*:t*

Com.
&

Fin.

1 951
1 9ss
1 960
1 965
197 0
197 5

1 980
1985
1 989

11 ,42
10.55
9,64

'1 0.94
'1 .98
3.21
1 .11

'10.10

9.32

45.39
4'7.69
44.59
46 .16
47.67
¿? ?q

46.57
47 .94
q1 û.)

00 32.28 14.82 2.59 3 .92 21 ,33 24 .12 1 0.85
00 29.08 15.63 2.75 4.85 23.23 26.12 11.02
00 28 .54 19.08 3.90 3.89 26.83 24.30 1 0 . 6s
00 23 ,63 22.28 3.96 3 .97 30.02 25.0s 10 .17
00 15.4't 29.17 3.78 3.88 36.83 24.24 11.45
00 12.70 30.08 3.79 5.26 39.91 23.69 10.49
00 7,68 36.02 3.47 6.26 45.75 25.85 9.61
00 5.78 37.59 4.57 4.12 46.28 27.56 10.28
00 4.93 35.67 3 .46 4.52 43 .65 32.15 9. 95

* MrErG, & w = Mining, Electricity, Gas, and water.
** Com. & Fin. = Commerce and Finance.
*** Qlþs¡ Services = Transport, Storage, Communication, Community,

Social and Personal Services, and Import Duties.

Sources: Directorate-General of Budget, Àccounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, National Income in Taiwan Area of the
Republic of China, Republic of China, 1989, P.16.

2,3 SOCIÀI DEVETOPITIENT OF TÀIIÍÀN

The rapid economic growth in Taiwan has been parallelled by rapid social

development , espec ially in terms of family income distribution,

unemployment, education, sanitation, housing, and modern facilities. To

the surprise of many social scientists who believe that as the level of

economic development r i ses , income inequality tends to follow an

inverted U-Curve, first increasing and then decreasing (Kuznets, 1955;

Nafziger, 1 984 ) , Taiwan' s distribution of family income has been

relatively even from its early stages of rapid economic growth. This

was mainly due to the successful land reform Lhat

1951 anC 1953, which made land ownership a reality

took place between

for the majority of
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the Taiwanese farmers (Ho, 1978). Prior to the land reform, the Gini

coefficient was said to be as high as 0.57 (in 1952), meaning a very

high income inequality.2 This figure was substantially reduced to 0.321

in '1964 and became stabilized around 0.3 during the entire 1964-89

period (see Table 4 ). Such a substantial reduction in the Gini

coefficient has marked Taiwan as one of the few countries with a high

income equality, comparable to almost all developed and socialist

countries (Report on the Survey of Personal Income Distribution in

Taiwan Àrea of the Republic of China, 1989:17). Nevertheless, Taiwan's

development was stiIl in essence capitalist. From Tab1e 4, rve can see

that during 1964-1989, the top 20 percent still continuously held almost

twice its size and lowest 60 percent of the population got 113 of their

size.

Another major reason for a high income equality is low unemployment

rates. Table 5 shows that unemployment rates had been low and declining

in the period 1964-1989.

As family income distribution became more equal compared to the early

years, the Taiwanese began to receive more education. In '1946, the

general population of Taiwan was sti1l largely illiterate (about 55

2 it is commonly held that the quality of data collected in the Third
Wor1d is less reliable. This concern is certainLy justifiable, and Ho
(1978) did suggest that the 1952 Gini index overstated the degree of
inequality to some extent, perhaps by as much as 20 percent, due to
the oversampling of urban areas. However, more recent data derived
from island-wide representative samples reveal a clear decline in
income inequality between '1953 and 1989. There also have been doubts
about the reliability of the latter data, but after their careful-
examination, Barrett and Whyte (1982) found that there was no
significant flaw in the quality of the data. Therefore, it is
relatively safe to conclude that the poor reliabiLity of the 1953
figure does not negate the conclusion that income inequality in Tai¡lan
was relatively low over the period '1954-1989.
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TABTE 4

Household Income Distribution (%) & Inequality Indexes

Year Lowest 20% Znd 20% 4Lh 20% Highest 20% Gini Co.

7.71%
7 .84%
8.84%
8,82%
8.49%
't.79%

2.57%
2.22%
3.49%
3.90%
3.69%
3.50%

3rd 20%

16.62%
16.25%
16.99%
17.70%
17.62%
1't.'t2%

22.03%
22.32%
22.05%
22.78%
22.84%
23.08%

41.07%
41.37%
38.63%
36.80%
37.36%
38.01%

0. 321
0.326
0.287
0.277
0.287
0.303

1964
1 968
197 4
1980
1 984
1 989

Sources: Directorate-General of Budget, Àccounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, National Income in Taiwan Àrea of the
Republic of China, Republic of China, 1989, p.19.

TÀBLE 5

Unemployment Rates, Various Years

Year

1964
1966
'1 968
197 0
197 2
197 4
976
978
980
982
984
986
988
989

Unemployment Rate &)

4.34
3.02

1)
.70
.49
.53
.78
.67

2.44
2.66
1,69
1 .57

1.23
2.14

Sources: Directorate-General of Budget, Àccounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of
China , 1990, p.52.

percenl of the total poputation) (Ranis et aI.,

Table 6 indicates that by 1989 illiteracy had

percent. In the same year (1989) more than half of

1 981 :39 ) . However,

been reduced to 7.9

the population above
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ct5six years old have received secondary or above education, 4.37 times

TABTE 6

Educational Attainment of PopuLation above 6 Years 01d

Yea r

1 960
197 0

1 980
1 989

Source:

University
& College

1.89%
5.23%
9.08%

13.10%

Sec onda ry
School

12.33%
25.24%
39.56%
49,00%

Pr imary
School

58.67%
48.95%
39.16%
30.00%

i 1l i terate

2"1 .11%
20.58%
12.20%

'7 0^o/t . Jv/o

Total

00%
00%
00%
00%

Directorate-General of Budget, Accounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of
China, Republic of China, '1990, pp.18-19.

much as Lhat of '1950.

Moreoverr HÊ can also see in Table 7 that over the period 1966-89,

the percentage of school-age children (6-11 years old) in primary

schools increased from 78.6 percent to 99.6 percent; the percentage of

secondary school age youth (12-17 years old) in secondary and vocational

schools increased from 76.6 percent to 94.02 percent; and the percentage

of college and university age youth (18-21 years oì-d) in colleges and

universities increased from 11.3 percent to 30.56 percent.

Nevertheless, although increasingly more people receive education at

different levels in Taiwan, Tôiwan's educational improvement is

underlined by gender and class inequality in which r+omen and poor people

tend to have shorter education than men and rich people respectively

(for more detail see chapter X).
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TÀBLE 7

Enrollment Rates by School-Age Population Group

Yea r

1966
1989

Àge 6-1 1

78.6
99.37

Age 12-17

7 6.6
94.02

Àge 'l 8-21

11.3
30. s6

and Statistics,
the Republic of
a1. , The Taiwan
, P.40.

Sources : Di rectorate-General of Budget , Àccount ing
Executive Yuan, Statistical Yearbook of
China, '1990, pp.'18-19; Gustav Ranis, et
Success Story, Boulder: Westview Pressr 198'1

. In addition to educaLional development, housing space increased

considerably during the same period. In 1949, living space per head l{'as

4.6 square meters, but by 1989 it had increased to 25.9 square meters,

an increase of about 5.63 times over the period. In addition, the

percentage of households served with electric lighting and piped water

also increased from 33% and 14.4% in 1949 to 99.97% anð 84.84% in 1989,

respectively (see Table 8). UsuaLly, households did not have electric

lighting and piped water were either extremely poor or aborigines who

TABLE 8

Housing Conditions

Year

1949
'1989

Sources:

Households Served
with Electric Lighting

33.00%
99.97%

Directorate-GeneraI of
Executive Yuan, Report
Distribution in Taiwan
Republic of China, 1989,
The Taiwan Success Story,

Budget, Accounting and Statistics,
on the Survey of Personal Income
Àrea of the Republic of China,
p.32 & p.160; Gustav Ranis et aI.,

Boulder: Westview Press, 1981 rp.41.

Households Served
with eiped }¡ater

14.40%
84.43%

Living Space
per Head

4.6 m

25.9 m
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lived a primitive life in mountain areas.

Improved sanitation was another major achievement in Taiwan's social

development. Conventionally, the crude death rate and life expectancy

are considered to be the two most important indicators of the level of

sanitation (Nam, et a1, 1984:62-63). Over the period 1952-89, the crude

death rate in Taiwan decreased from 9.9 per thousand Lo 4.21 per

thousand, while the life expectancy increased from 58.6 years Lo 73.6

years (Statistical Yearbook of the Republic of China, 1990, p.36 & p.42;

Ranis et aI., 1981, p. 0). Both of the improved figures are comparable

to those of many western developed countries such as Canada, Britain,

and the United States (world development Report 1990). in addition,

infant and childhood mortality also dropped significantly over the

TÀBIE 9

Infant and Childhood Mortality nates

Yea r

1 960
1 965
197 0
1975
1980
1985
1989

Source:

7.96%
6.62%
6.07%
5.38%
4.87%
4.36%
4.21%

32.43%
23.67%

7 .41%
3.86%
1.02%
7 .37%
6.08%

1-4

7.89%
4.70%
2.85%
1.75%
1.34%
0.97%
0.81%

5-9

1.13%
0.75%
0.62%
0.51%
0.46%
0.40%
0.37%

All ages 0 10-14

0.80%
0.61%
0.54%
0.50%
0.40%
0.38%
0.40%

Statistics,
Republic of

Directorate-Genera1 of Budget, Accounting and
Executive Yuan, Statistical Yearbook of the
China, Republic of China, 1 990, pp.36-37 .

period 1960-89 (see Table 9).
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?he rising standard of living is also reflected in the more extensive

use of modern facilities. Table 10 shows lhat in 1989 there were 110.15

color television sets, 101.26 retrigerators, 94.38 telephones, 106.02

electric cookers, and 60.22 video tape recorders per 100 households.

0ther household equipment and appliances such as gas stoves, washing

machines, stereos, computers, air conditioners, motor bicycles, sedan

vehicles and the like all became widespread on the island. 0f course,

many of the luxury items such as personal computers, sedan vehicles, and

I tems

Color TV Set
Refrigerator
Telephone
Movie Camera
Air Conditioner
Electric Cooker
Electric Fan
vcR
Ste reo
Radio & Recorder
Washing Machine
Sewing Machine
Exhaust Fan
Gas Stove
Gas Geyser
Sedan Vehicle
Motor Bicycle
Personal Computer

TÀBLE '10

Modern Facilities in 1989

Per 1 00 Households % ot

Source: Directorate-General of Budget, Àccounting and Statistics,
Executive Yuan, Report on the Survey of Personal Income
Distribution in Taiwan Area of the Republic of China,
Republic of China, '1989, pp. 112-119,

110.1s
101 .26
94.38

1.59
56. 57

1 06. 02
243.65

60.22
35.78
83.0s
87 .72
2't .79
78.83

100.27
82.98
25.63

115.18
5. 58

Households

97 .80
98.25
91.51

1.53
41.74
96.33
95.33
58.93
35.04
59.19
86.82
27 .14
78,61
98.22
80.82
24.90
76.83

5.42

movie camera were largely ovrned by the rich.
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In sum, Taiwan has shown rapid social development in the past forty

years, especially in absolute terms. Yet, its development is in essence

capitalist, characterized by both gender, cIass, and ethnic

inequalities. in other riords, thís social development, though

remarkable, is nevertheless uneven.

2.4 POTITICÀI DEVEIOPMENT OF TÀIWÀN

Compared with economic and social development, Taiwan's political

development was not as smooth and impressive. Yet, it still shows signs

of rapid strides. Because of the special historical condition that the

Kuomintang (ttur) r+as a loser in China's 1945-49 civil war, and that a

real invasion by Communist China was not only possible but also

imminent, the KMT has since the beginning of its rule in Taiwan imposed

martial law there and declared itself a revolutionary party. This

enabled the mainlanders to monopolize the island's power. In fact,

Taiwan in the 1950s and 60s was essentialLy a one-party system which

permitted no opposition partíes and in which opponents were forcibly

co-opted by the ruling party or by legal and extralegaJ. barriers to

competition (tien, '1989). To maintain its absolute domination, martial-

law was continuously enforced; press censorship $¡as introduced; and

unionization outside the KMT framework was made illegaI.

Às recently as the 1970s Bruce Jacobs ('1978), a close observer of

Taiwan's politics, portrayed Taiwan as having a strong one-party system

comparable to some of the Leninist one-party systems in Eastern Europe

and elsewhere. Such a system has so far provided a leve1 of political

stability rarely seen in the Third Ï,iortd (Huntington, 1968:-422-a23).
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Àlthough authoritarian and hierarchical, the KMT does offer the

institutions and procedures for the assimilation of new groups into the

system. Assimilation has been accomplished by competitive examination

for civil servants, intraparty recruitment, and electoral contests. The

party system has also fostered a political environment conducive to

stable socioeconomic development.

Historically, the polity of Taiwan can be regarded as a modernizing

regime with strong characteristics of a one party system in transition

toward a multi-party system. Às Taiwan passes beyond the initial phase

of industrialization and moves toward a higher level of socioeconomic

development, both the general public and segments of the governing elite

are increasingly demanding more democratization. As Edwin A. Winckler

(1984:483) recently pointed out, "Taiwan's political leadership has

proved remarkably good at adapting political institutions largely to

absorb and selectively to repress" demands for broader participation.

The pattern and pace of adaptation evident in the past may not be

suf f ic ient to deter a possible cr i si s of part ic ipat i on should

democratization stagnate. ClearIy, both the overall political system

and the party system in particular are under pressure to move toward a

new phase of development. In fact, the process has already begun.

Many problems emerging on Taiwan's political horizon should not be

regarded as failures to develop. 0n the contrary, they are products of

that development and underscore Taiwan's rapid social and economic

transformation. The institutional structures that have helped cement

the KMT's authoritarian one-party system are gradually revised, albeit

s1owly, to accommodate public pressure for more intraparty pì.ura1ism and
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even a representative democracy at the systemic 1eve1. Such a

transition has been regulated closely so as not to threaten the KMT's

ruling position. Eventually, these changes could lead to a stable

multi-party system unless the ruling elite abruptly reverses the course

of political development.

During 1986-1987 tr+o major political deveLopments in Taiwan furthered

the transition to a multi-party system of representative democracy. At

its May '12, 1986 meeting, A KMT Central Standing Committee task force

decided that the ruling party would study the possibility of major

political reforms. Subsequently, on 0ctober 15, the Central Standing

Committee passed a resolution to draft a nell National Security Law to

replace martial Iaw, later lifted on July 1 5, 1987 . The existing

emergency provisions restricting private associations and freedom of the

press were also revised in 19Bi to legalize certain politicaL

activities, including the organization of opposition parties, as well as

to remove most of the censorship imposed on press activities.

Ànother major political development vras the formation of the ner+

Democratic Progressive Party (¡pp) on September 28, 1986. Since the

formation of this ner+ party, the KMT authorities have taken no

repressive actions. I^tith the lifting of martial law and the

J-egalization of political opposition, Taiwan has clearly crossed the

threshold to a competitive multi-party system and a meaningful

representative democracy. In fact, in the December 1989 open national

Legislative Yuan eì.ection, the Democratic Progressive Party captured

more than 33 percent of the popular vote (see Table 11); this initial
victory not only legitimized its opposition party status, but also

marked the official beginning of a multi-party system in Taiwan.
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TABLE 1 1

Number of Members Elected to the tegislative Yuan

Year KMT Non_-KMT
Tota l

Nonparty CYP DSP DPP Subtotal

1e'12 22(7 4%) 4Q0%) 2(6%) 0 ( 0%) 6Q6%) 28
1s75 230sÐ 5(17%) 1 (4Ð 0 ( 0%) 6(21%) 2s
1980 41(73Ð 11(26%) O (.7Ð O(.1%) 11(27%) 52
1983 44,71Ð szsÐ O(.4Ð }rcÐ sze%l 53
1e86 41 (67%) 14ß3Ð 0 ( .8%) O( .2%) 14(33Ð 35
1e8e 71(62Ð 1r.8Ð 0(.2) OrcÐ 33T6%t 105(3e%) 105

Sources: Hung-mao Tien (1989), p.185; vok-man l{ong (1990), pp.3-4.
CYP = China Youth Party
DSP = Democratic Socialist Party (both CYP and DSP are affiliates

of KMT (see Chapter VII).

Nevertheless, Taiwan political development is limited by gender,

class, and ethnicity. Àlthough women are able to vote according to the

ROC constitution created in '1911, they are totally absent from Taiwan's

power centre. In the whole past forty years of KMT ru1e, only one lloman

r,ras appointed cabinet nrinister, not to mention president or prime

minister. The destiny of the native Taiwanese was better due to their

continued poLitical struggle. Yet, they r+ere still seriously

underrepresented in Taiwan's political structure in relation to their

population size. Besides gender and class inequalities, one phenomenon

seemed very stable, and it was class domination. According to Gates

(1987), political elites in Taiwan all come from wealthy families; they

are children either of active capitalists, or of traditional wealthy

landlords who have been successful in transforming their land into

capital, or of long-time political-military fanilies.
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2,5 CoNCLUSI0N

Taiwan had demonstrated a very rapid economic, social, and political

change over the period 1949-1989. This change is remarkable in absolute

terms, though gender, class, and ethnic inequalities existed. Despite

of the existence of unevenness, it is stiIl legitimate to ask: Hot¡ l.ras

it possible for a country so badly dislocated by vlar, inflation, and

unrest to revive so quickly and then move forward to a rapid economic,

social and political devel-opment? Why was it able to make rapid gains

in developing into an industrial, democratic society while many other

countries with much greater resources failed in similar efforts?



Chapter III
REVIEW OF TITERÀN'RE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

À review of the literature of Taiwan's development shor+s that it

involves at least three major types of analysis: conventional economic

analysis; conventional socioLogical analysis, statist analysis which

cuts across the disciplines of economics, socioLogy, and political

science, and feminist analysis. This chapter attempts to examine them

one by one. The focus is to present the major arguments of each type of

analysis and to point out their major limitations in undersLanding

Taiwan's development.

3.2 CONVENTIONÀL ECONOMIC ANÀIYSES

Economic Analyses of Taiwan's development began to emerge in the 1970s

and were heavily influenced by neoclassical economics. As a school of

thought, neocJ.assical economics assumes that the economy will normaLly

operate at full employment and that any deviation will be temporary

because the economic system is self-adjusting (wilber , 1984). This

assumption has profoundì.y shaped conventional development economics in

three important respects (Nugent & Yotopoulos, 1984:27): 1) Development

is a gradual, continuous and cumulative process, which can effectively

rely on marginal adjustment. Equilibrium positions are thought to be

stable and lhe price mechanism serves as the beacon summoning the

-30-
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required adjustment, and thus becomes, in itselfr âD important device

for promoting economic development. 2) Growth is harmonious and order

is created out of conflict and selfish drives through the operation of

automatic, equilibrating mechanisms. These mechanisms guarantee that

development generally benefits all major income groups who work together

f.or increased output to mutual advantage. 3) Exchange is mutually

beneficial and free exchange is capable of spreading the benefits of

development across the world through specialization and the division of

labor.

In brief, according to conventional development economics,

development is gradual, marginalist, nondisruptive, and painless. For a

country to develop, what is required is to develop a system of private

property, to create the proper incentives, to perfect market mechanisms,

and thereby to initiate the changes that lead to self-propelled growth.

The optimistic payoff is the general spread of development and the

homogenization of the rich and poor to the extent that they become

indistinguishable - at least up to exogenous factors like the number of

talents they possess or their taste for risk-taking (Nugent &

Yotopoulos, 1984:28) .

LittIe's (1979) analysis of Taiwan's industrial growth from 1963 to

1973 is one of the best examples of the neoclassical approach.

Àccording to Little, Taiwan's industrial boom of 1963-73 can be

explained in terms of four key elements: the creation of a virtual free

trade regime for export, conservative government budgeting, high

interest rates, and a free labor market. Together, the four elements

produced an undistorted - or "not seriously distorted" - price
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In this price

environnent, labor-intensive manufactured exports grew rapidly.

labor-intensive export growthr âs it created jobs and opportunities for

the Taiwanese, in turn generated home market growth which in turn led to

rapid gains in employment and real wages, near elimination of poverty,

and declines in income inequality. As demand pushed up labor costs and

as labor-intensive exports encountered protectionist barriers, LittIe

continues, the economy's comparative advantage had already shifted

toward more capital- and technology-intensive activities.

Balassa et al. (1982) carry this line of argument further by

comparing the economic performance of Taiwan and Latin Àmerican

underdevelopment. According to Balassa et a1., Taiwan, after an initial
period of import substitution, adopted outward-looking policies that

provided broadly similar incentives to exports and import substitution,

and gave producers neutral incentives to choose between domestic and

imported inputs. in contrast, the Latin American countries continued

import substitution beyond the first and easy stage. This became

increasingly costly as it was extended to capital-intensive industries

with large optimum scales of production. They used quantitative

controls to discourage use of imported inputs, even when cheaper than

domestic substitutes, and overvalued their exchange rate to make cheaper

those imports which rvere permitted. Such poLicies retarded export

growth, causing recurrent foreign exchange crises and "stop-go"

nanagement of domestic demand. 0n the other hand, after eliminating

anti-export bias Taiwan enjoyed a rapid growth of manufactured exports

which in turn stimulated overall economic growth.
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In oLher words, for Balassa et aI. the basic reason for the

difference in economic performance between Taiwan and Latin Àmerica lies

in the non-interference of the state in the workings of the market

mechanism, especially non-discrimination against manufactured exports.

Latin Àmerican countries have been held back from the development they

would have achieved in the "normal" course of events by excessive state

intervention. Às Fei (1983:34) argues in a slightly different way, the

basic causation of Taiwan's success on the policy front "can be traced

to the lessening of government interference in the market economy during

the Export-Oriented phase."

The neoclassical explanation of Taiwan's development did not rule out

the influence of the state. On the contrary, Little (1979) stresses

that the state in Taiwan has had a major role in providing the

infrastructure of roads, education, health and so on required for the

private sector to operate satisfactorily. It has ensured that the labor

market is kept free, that the prices of foreign exchange and of

financial capital are kept near scarcity values, and that monetary

stability is maintained. The crucial points are that all activity which

can be performed by private industry is left to private industry, and

the government does not attempt to direct the workings of the market.

The theme of minimal government intervention runs as a leitmotif

through the economic literature on Taiwan's development. Chen

( 1 978:83-84 ) : "State intervention is largely absent, " and "What the

state has provided i s s imply a sui table envi ronment for the

entrepreneurs to perform their functions. " Little (1979:485): "the

restraint of Taiwan's government... resulted in a falling proportion of
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pubLic consumption to GNP." Myers (1983:545): "The party (Kuomintang)

redistributed rural property rights to give more households some claim

to private property. The party stabilized prices and the value of

money, thereby contributing enormously to a beneficient economic

environment within which businessmen could thus make their ov¡n

management decisions. finally, the party also began building a modern

infrastructure with ner+ manufacturing industries. The state also

maintained law and order, expanded educational opportunities, and

provided for the national defence. But these latter activities showed a

very minimal use of state power to guide the private sector."

3.3 CONVENTIONÀL SOCIOTOGICAT ÀNÀLYSES

Sociological analyses of Taiwan's development appeared approximately at

the same time as their economic counterpart and were basically a

continuation of the dominant western sociological approach to Third

World development, i.e., the modernization approach. Às a perspective,

modernization theory consists of many different and sometimes

conflicting arguments. Yet, they all trace their origins to traditional

classical sociological thought, which views all countries as potentially

following a single evolutionary path from "traditional societies"

(pre-industrial societies) to "modern societies" ( industrial societies)

(Portes , 1976:62-63; Hoogvelt, 1 986:1 1 6-1 1 9) . I.iith this assumption,

modernization theorists develop their Traditional-Modern models on the

basis of the conparison between "developed" countries (usua1ly European

countries and North Àmerica) and "less deveJ.oped" countries (ttrira World

countries) (Eisenstadt, 1966). Development is seen as a continuous

process of internal differentiation with its goal similar to the
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capitalist West (Portes, 1 976:62). Individual nations, which are

assumed to have to go through similar development processes (stages)

characteristic of Western "developed" countries, are reified as the sole

units of analysis (Portes, 1976). The sociology of development

identifies and analyzes the social, cuItural, and psychological

conditions, concomitants, and consequences of econonic development

(Bernstein, 1971:144) . The transition from traditional to modern

societies removes cultural and institutional obstacles to development

and c reates the cultural envi ronment necessary for development

( Bernstein , 197 1 :144) .

It was out of this broad theoretical background that sociological

analyses of Taiwan's development first took p1ace. Yet, in face of the

rapid development of Taiwan, these analyses also criticized and

dramatically overturned the arguments of their predecessors who regarded

Chinese culture as the principal cause of China's failure to modernize

its country at the turn of the 19th century.3

3 Max Weber vlas the first sociologist who systematical).y examined
Chinese culture and its relation to China's development. in his book
The Reliqion of China 11964), he argues that the Confucian ethic was
the main barrier to Chinese capitalist developnent. According to him,
the Confucian ethic lacked a worldl-y asceticism characteristic of
Protestantism - a h'ay of life based on devotion to certain material
values or ideals as the means of salvation with a renunciation of
physical pleasure and an emphasis on discipline and rational effort.
I,iithout such a worldly asceticism, Confucianism eventually failed to
bring about its secularization as well as the socioeconomic
transformation in China. Following and developing Weber's line of
argument, Bellah (1958) specifies that the reason that China and Japan
experienced such great differences in their modernization attempt lies
in the Confucian value of harmony. I,¡hile the Chinese see integrative
value as the þrincipal consideration in social life, the Japanese view
goal attainment as lheir highest rule of social pursuits. The Chinese
emphasis on integrative value and traditionalism inevitabLy led China
to resist any change in the existing system, whereas the stress on
goal attainment enabled Japan to more readily overcome obstacles to
change.
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In his book Ï.iorld Economic Development, Kahn (1979) first argues that

Chinese culture, and particularly Neo-Confucianism, has created for

Tair+an and other East Àsian countries a path to modernization different

from the Western experience. More specifically, he contends that the

ethic of Neo-Confucianism - a development of Confucianism since the Sung

dynasty (960-1279 A.D.) - has generated a strong achievement orientation

and economic incentive for the Taiwanese to build their country.

Àccording to him, the Neo-Confucian ethic has been secularized and is

very similar to the Protestant ethic insofar as worldly asceticism is

concerned. Kahn's theory rapidly triggered a ner+ research tide on the

relationship between Neo-Confucianism and East Àsian development (,:in,

1984; yu, 1987; Berger & Hsiao 1988; Hwang, iggg). On the basis of this

intense research, both aspects of the Confucian ethic - the creation of

dedicated, motivated, responsible and educated individuals and the

enhanced sense of commitment, organizational- identity and loyalty to

various institutions - quickly acquired a netl sociological meaning of

fostering Taiwan's development in particular and East Asian development

in general (Jin, '1985; Berger & Hsiao, 1988; Hr+ang, 1988).

In particular, Chu (1981) points out that the Chinese family, which

is heavily influenced by Confucian values, possesses a very distinctive

characteristic - family orientation. By family orientation, Chu means

the tendency to view family life as most important and to put family

concerns over all other concerns. This family-orientation, he argues,

served to pacify the maladjustment and tension of the Taiwanese arising

from rapid social and economic changes. More specifically, being so

strongly tied to their famiì.ies, the Taiwanese were able to comfort and
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encourage each other v¡ithin the famiLy context, thereby maintaining the

high degree of social stability necessary for rapid development. In

conformity with Chu's argument, Jin (1985) finds that the emphasis on

harmony and social relationships in the Chinese family socialization

helped reduce social conflicts when the society rvas undergoing

tremendous changes. In addition, Greenhalgh (1988) observes that the

Chinese family serves an important function in Taiwan's

industrialization by providing management, personnel, incentives, and

organization. Because of the lack of large-sca1e capital, in its early

stage of development Taiwan's economy rvas largely dominated by private

family-based enterprises with less than 50 workers. À11 the management

and organization $¡ere provided by nembers of the family who tended to

work harder than the employees due to their family loyalty, thereby

contributing to a rapid economic expansion. A similar observation by

Àmsden (1979:338) calls this phenomenon the "seIf-expì"oitative nature of

the Taiwanese petty bourgeosie. " Às family enterprises expand, they

rely extensively on networks of kin and friends for strategic resources

such as labor, capital, and information; they often form new familial

relations with other family enterprises by marriage. Such an extensive

reliance on familial networks for business expansion has significantly

helped the Taiwanese to constrain the actions of transnational

corporations (twCs) (Greenhalgh, 1988).

Moreover, Hwang (1988) finds Lhat the Confucian val-ues of

hierarchicalism and authoritarianism helped strengthen the rule of the

Taiwanese government so that it could carry out economic and social

reforms aLmost lvithout resistance. Despite the highly authoritative
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rule of the KMT, he says, Do major opposition party or organization was

formed to challenge its ruling status in the 1950s and 1960s. Under no

pressure of opposition, it is not difficult to imagine that the KMT

could utilize its poLitical strength to implement the reform plans as

designed. a

0n the whole, the modernization explanation of Taiwan's development

is basically a post factum value analysis. The basic theme that runs

through all its various analyses is that since Taiwan has developed, its

culture, and especially its cultural values, must be in some way

responsible for this development. So we have Confucian ethics, family

orientation, values on hierarchicalism and authoritarianism, etc., all
of which are analyzed and subsequently regarded as contributing factors

to Taiwan's socioeconomic success. But why Taiwan? Why not mainland

China? This is exactly the question that the statist developmentalists

have asked.

3.4 STATIST ÀNÀTYSES

The statist anaLyses of Taiwan's devel-opment came into existence in the

late 1970s and early 1980s as a challenge to the conventional economic

and socioLogical approaches. For the statist developmentalists, the

major weakness of the conventional economic analyses of Taiwan's

development is that the concern to demonstrate the fact of market

liberalization has distracted attention from the character and degree of

liberalization (white & Wade, 1988). Liberalization,

change, is often confused with the actual existence of

a

a

direction of

free market.

4 Às will be shown in
Taiwanese was largely
rather than part of the

Chapter VII, the political passivity of the
learned from the brutality of the KMT rule
Chinese culture.
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Hence, for example, when a tariff is reduced from 60 to 50 percent, it
is taken as evidence of a true market economy, while the remaining 50

percent is totally ignored or left unexplained. In brief, the statist

developmentalists criticize the conventional development economists for

being selective, only taking evidence that supporls their theory.

At the same time, the statist developmentalists also denounce the

conventional sociological approach to Taiwan's development as

self-contradictory, cultural determinism, which ignores internal class

dynamics and their relation to the state (tien, 1989). In their view,

if Confucianism was really the inner cause of Taiwan's modernization, it
also should have worked in China. The contrasting experiences of Taiwan

and China, âs they argue, precisely speak to the failure of the

conventional sociological approach as an adequate expl-anation of

Taiwan's development (Pao, 1988).

Às an alternative theory, the statist approach emphasizes two aspects

of the Taiwanese state: the class basis of its relative autonomy and the

role it has played in Taiwan's development. According to Àmsden (1979),

unlike many Third World countries where the states are often controlled

or associated with the landed aristocracy or other powerful social

groups, the state in Taiwan was relatively autonomous. This relative

autonomy r+as a product of two important historical conditions unique to

Tair+an. 1) the KMT was an external ruling party to Taiwan (it moved to

Taiwan only after 1949) and its connection with the Taiwanese landed

aristocracy was minimal. 2) Even though the KMT was a party forced out

of China by its communist counterpart, it still retained a very powerful

military machine of more than 600,000 soldiers which enabled il to
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assume a highLy authoritative rule in Tair+an. Due to these trvo

historical conditions, Àmsden argues, class struc!uration in Taiwan was

very different from that in many Third World countries, in the sense

that the KMT was able to expropriate the laiwanese landed aristocracy

through the land reform - a redistribution of land to the peasants -

rvithout feeling any obligation to it. The successful land reform,

Àmsden points out, had a double meaning: it liberated the agricultural

potential of Taiwan and thereby paved the way to further economic

development; and more importantly, it won the support of the peasant

population by eliminating the landed aristocracy, the single most

important class that might actually challenge the KMT rule. For the

statist developmentalists, the strengthened authority of the KMT was the

real key to Taiwan's development, because it was precisely this

strengthened authority that empowered the KMT to aggresively guide and

direct the country to development through various socioeconomic reforms

and very frequently through interventions in the market (emsden, 19791,

Barrett & Whyte, 1982; Wade & white, 1988; Chu, 1989).

The statist developmentalists di.d not stop at the analysis of the

class aspect of the Taiwanese state. What they wanted to demonstrate

eventually rvas that the Taiwanese state, relatively free from class

interests, has been able to concentrate its energy on the nation's

development by setting up and implementing long-term national

development plans even at the expense of market mechanisms, instead of

Ieaving the nation to market determinations as conventional development

economisls argue (wade and White, 1988).
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For the statist developmentalists, the economy of Taiwan is not a

pure marke! economy but a rnixed one - a guided market economy or in

Amsden's terminology, state capitalism - which is a combination of

national planning and market determination (Amsden, 1979; Wade & I,ihite,

1988). It is a market economy in the sense that initiative rests mainly

with the enterprise, profit remains the enterprise's main motive, and

enterprises that do not make profits will in most cases go out of

business (wade e I.lhite, 1988:5). On the other hand, Taiwan's economy is

guided, âs the state always constrains market rationality by the

priorities of industrialization (Amsden, 1979; Barrett & Whyte, 1982;

Wade & }Jhite, 1988). Industrialization, according to the statist

developmentalists, has been the main aim in Taiwan, not the maximizing

of profitability based on current comparative advantages. For this

purpose, the Taiwanese state has intervened aggressively in the market

to bring about specific allocative effects - in addition to measures

designed to safeguard the self-regulating parts of the market.

Hence, in Àmsden's analysis (19'19), what was revealed in Taiwan was

not an undistorted price environment but an environment closely watched

and seriously controlled by the state. Àgriculture was developed to

foster industrial development; prices of agricultural products were kept

far below the market prices so that the state could transfer the

agricultural surplus to the industrial sector; the state not only

monopolized the production of fertilizers as a means of controlling

farmers, but also controlled most of the heavy industries which it

considered of strategic importance, qui le often at the cost of

distorting the market.
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In a similar analysis, Wade and l¡hite (1988) also argue that the

Taiwanese state has no inclination to limit itself to macroeconomic

policy, or to provision of infrastructure. Nor has it intervened at the

industry 1evel only when the industry is in trouble, as has been the

tendency in the I^iest. In f act, as they point out, the two key

conditions in the conventional economic explanation of Taiwan's success

- an open economy and a small public sector, both together being

necessary for undisLorted prices - have not been present in anything

like the degree they are taken to be present in the conventional

economic account (wade & l.lhite, 1988 ) .

In sum, all statist developmentalists agree that the basic approach

of the Taiwanese state has proceeded from the recognition that some

industries and some products are more important for the future growth of

the economy than others and it has attempted to concentrate scant

capital in strategic industries such as steel, ship-building, cars,

petroleum, etc. (Amsden,1979; Barrett & Whyte,1982; Hofheinz & Calder,

1982; Wade & I^ihite , 1988 ) . As a result, some industries have

accordingly been highly subsidized and directed by the state; others

have experienced policy intervention only intermittently; and the rest

(largel-y 1íght industries) have been more or less left to take care of

themselves within a broad framework of regulation. Hence, âs Wade and

white ( 1 988:7 ) conclude, "In this way the market is guided by the

conception of a long term national rationality of investment formulated

by government officials; the content and pace of industrialization are

not left entirely to the aggregate decisions of individual businessmen."
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3.5 FEMINIST å,NÀTYSES

Feminist analyses of Taiwan's development ernerged after the publication

of Ester Boserup's book, Women's Role in Economic Development (1970),

which was the first feminist study that examined how the exploitation of

r+omen had contributed to capitalist developmenL. Since its publication,

Boserup's work has received great attention as it opened a new dimension

of development which was usual-ly ignored by social scientists: women's

role in the development process. According to Lourdes Beneria and Gita

Sen (1981), Boserup's work at least made five important contributions to

the feminist theory of development. First, "Boserup emphasized gender

as a basic factor in the division of labor, prevalent across countries

and regions" (genria & Sen, 19811279). Second, she provided "some

explanations for and analyzed a variety of factors" behind differences

in women's role in development between regions and societies (Benria ç

Sen, 198'1:280). Third, Boserup's book examined the negative effects of

colonialism and capitalist penetration on women in the Third world.

Fourth, Boserup pointed out that "subsistence activities usually omitted

in the statistics of production and income are largely women's vlork"

(Benria ç Sen, 1981:281 ). Finally, "Boserup's comparative analysis

projected the different sexual divisions of labor encountered in farming

systems onto patterns of women's participation in nonagricultural

activities" (nenria & Sen, 198'1 :28'1 ).

Inspired by Boserup's insights, feminist anaJ.yses of Taiwan's

development focus on the typical role Taiwanese women have played in

Taiwan's rapid economic growth (Greenhalgh, 1985; Arrigo, 1980; Chiang,

1989). Feminists criticize modernization theory for taking traditional
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- espec ially tradi t i onal Chinese

patriarchal values and family system - for granted. Àccording to them,

modernization theory is correct in pointing out that certain Chinese

values and institutions have contributed significantly to Taiwan's rapid

economic growth. However, they argue that many of these values and

institutions are established on r+ornen subordination and exploitation.

In other words, rapid economic arowth in Taiwan is not a neutral process

equally beneficial to both sexes; rather its "rapidness" is built upon

gender inequality - i.e., growth at the expense of women.

Linda Gail Àrrigo's anaLysis (1980) was the first feminist analysis

of the contribution of women to Taiwan's development. Àccording to

Àrrigo, Tâiwan's rapid industrial expansion was possible because of the

integration of women into the capitalist economy. "The number of r+omen

employed as workers in manufacturing increased 3.2 times in the decade

1965 to 1g74" (errigo, 1980 25). In the Export Processing Zones where

foreign and domestic industries for exports were located, 85 percent of

the workers were women. Despite such a high participation rate, women's

usually received only two-third of what men earned for similar education

and work. In other words, what was hidden behind Taiwan's rapid

industrial growth was the exploitation of women and other types of cheap

labor whose cheap l¡ages made Taiwan an extremely attractive investment

site to capitalists.

Feminists after Arrigo began to examine the patriarchal system that

gave rise to this differential wage structure. In an article titled

"Sexua1 Stratification: The Other Side of 'Growrh With nquity' in East

Asia", Susan Greenhalgh (1985) argues that the gender-based differential
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wage structure in Taiwan r+as a product of the traditional Chinese

patriarchal family system. Àccording to Greenhalgh, the traditional

Chinese patriarchal family system was patrilineal. In this system, only

males were able to carry their descent lines and to inherit family

property and had the responsibility for caring parents. 0n the other

hand, women did not have any independent rightsi their status depended

on their father, husband, or sons; and their responsibilities were

obeying their father, husband, or sons, and giving as many sons as they

could after marriage. Because of this differential emphasis, daughters

were considered inferior and a cost to the natal famity. As a result,

parents were less likely to invest in a daughter's education and more

likely to invest in a son's. Moreover, they would put their daughters

to work as early as possible so that they could cover their "cost" or

even make a "prof it. " This patriarchal family system, Greenhalgh

argues, worked perfectly with capitalism because parents now found

industrial- work the best opportunity for their daughters to "repay"

them. The integration of women into industrial work force in turn

created a material foundation for men's longer education, which further

widened inequality between men and women, in wages as well as in other

social rewards.

With a slightly different focus, Lan-Hung Chiang (1989) contends that

the differential wage structure in Taiwan was caused by women's life
cycles conditioned by the Chinese patriarchal family system. Due to the

traditional vaLues which emphasized women's ignorance and reproductive

responsibility, Tâiwanese r{onen entered into the labor force earl-ier

than men due to a shorter period of education, left work after marriage
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or the birth of their first child, and re-entered the labor force at a

later stage of life. This interrupted employment made them less 1ikely

to be promoted and more likely to be concentrated on the lower rungs of

the occupational ladder.

In brief, all feminists agree that certain traditional Chinese values

and institutions were instrumental to Taiwan's rapid economic arowth.

However, they do not take these values and institutions for granted.

Instead, they reveal behind them a system of gender-based inequalities,

which was rooted in the traditional Chinese family system and which was

one of the real forces of Taiwan's economic arowth.

3.6 coNctusloN

There is no doubt that the statist and feminist approaches have offered

important insights into Taiwan's development process, especially in

terms of the formation of the relatively autonomous Taiwanese state and

the roles the state, class, gender, and ethnicity have played in

Taiwan's development. Taken as a whole, statist criticisms of the

conventional economic and sociological approaches are valid and

penetrating. The conventional economic approach simply overstresses the

role of market forces and fails to appreciate how the Taiwanese state

has activeJ.y intervened in the market to achieve certain long-term

deveJ.opmental objectives. 0n the other hand, the problem of the

conventional sociological approach is certainly its cultural

determinism. Cultural values might have played a role in Taiwan's rapid

development, but their relative importance musL be determined and

clarified in a larger analytical framework - a framework that includes
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the class aspect of the state (Pao, 1988). In addition, as feminists

correctly point out, cuLtural vaLues should not be taken for granted.

In Taiwan's case, these values hide a system of gender- class- and

ethnic-based inequalities in which the exploitation of women and rlorking

class is one of the major contributors of Taiwan's rapid development.

The statist and feminist approaches, however, are by themselves

inadequate. Both of them pay insufficient attention to the external

forces such as the capitalist classes of developed countries which have

been equally important in influencing the political elites of the

Taiwanese state and in shaping the Chinese patriarchal family system.

It is true that the statist approach has shown a great deal of effort in
revealing the active role of the Taiwanese state in planning its

country; it is also true that the feminist approach has produced

insights into the contribution of women to development. Yet both

approaches have overlooked the international political economy that has

created an environrnent for realizing state plans and gender- class- and

ethnic-based accumulation. As we know, development depends not only on

the subjective commitment of the state and gender, cl-ass, and ethnic

subordination, but also on the objective environmentr oD opportunity.

Hence, to more adequately understand Taiwan's development process, we

must also transcend the statist and feminist approaches by examining the

interaction between the state, social class (in interaction with gender,

ethn ic i ty , etc . ) and the external envi ronment - the internat i onal

political economy.



Chapter IV

THEORETI CÀI FRAI.ÍEI{ORK

4,1 INTRODUCTION

This theoretical chapter proceeds from the understanding that the

existing approaches - the conventional economic approach, the

conventional sociological approach, and the statist approach - are

insufficient to undeistand the process of Taiwan's development.

Àlthough all these three approaches are vastly different in their modes

of analysis, they all have neglected the important role the

international political economy has played in Taiwan's development. 0n

the basis of this recognition, this chapter attempts to advance a more

comprehensive, though somewhat eclectic, approach, using a theoretical

framework that takes into account the interaction of the state, social

class, and the international political economy. Hence, the focus of

analysis of this study is not only the individual variables, but also

the interaction of these three variables. I.ihat follows, then, is to

clarify the theoretical concepts of these three variables and their

interrelationships in developmental processes.

-48-
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4,2 THEORIES OF INTERNATIONÀL POTITICAT ECONOMT

Theories of international political economy are attempts to capture an

important phenomenon of the modern world - the para1leJ. existence and

mutual interaction of the "state" and "market", or simply, political

economy. To construct their theories, theorists of international

political economy take their departure from two observations. 1 )

Although the state as the embodiment of politics and the market as the

embodiment of economics are distinctive feature of the modern world,

they obviously cannot be totally separated. 0n the one hand, the state

profoundly influences the outcome of market activities by determining

the nature and distribution of property rights as well as the rules

governing economic behavior (Gerth & Mills , 1964:11-182i. On the other

hand, the market itself is a source of power that shapes political

processes. Economic dependence establishes a power relationship not

only of a national" scale but also of an international scale. 2') Às a

system characterized by the competing principles of politics and

economics, modern political economy is increasingly integrated into a

single system - an international political economy - featured by "the

conflict between the evolving economic and technical interdependence of

the globe and the continuing compartmentalization of the world politicaJ.

systenì composed of sovereign states" (Cilpin, 1 98i: 1 1 ) . Whereas

powerful market forces in the form of trade, money, and foreign

investment tend to cross national boundaries, escape potitical control,

and integrate societies, the tendency of sovereign states is to

restrict, channel, and make economic activities serve their perceived

interests and interests of powerful- groups within them. The logic of

the market is to locate economic activities where they are most
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productive and profitable; the logic of the state is to capture and

control the process of economic arowth and capital accumulation

(Heilbroner, 1980:94-95). It was in such an internally conflicting

international politicaL-economic system that Taiwan began its

deve).opment. Its success was in a significant way due to the internal

conflict of this system ¡rhich the Taiwanese state managed to exploit and

thereby alter its course of history.

In recent years, three theories have been developed to explain the

emergence, expansion, and functioning of the international political

economy. They are the trickle-down theory, the world-system theory, and

the theory of hegemonic stability. The rest of this section will

examine them one by one.

4.2,1 The TrickLe-down Theory

The trickle-down theory, derived principally from neoclassical

economics, is closely associated with the conventional economic approach

to development. The theory asserts that every economy, domestic and

internationaL, must be analyzed in terms of two relatively independent

sectors: a modern, progressive sector characterized by a high level of

productive efficiency and economic integration, and a traditional sector

characterized by a backward mode of production and local

self-sufficiency (Singer , 1970; Todaro; 1981; Ler+is, 1989). The theory

argues that the process of economic development involves the

incorporation and transformation of the traditional sector into a modern

sector through the modernization of economic, political, and social

structure. Global integration of markets and institutions is the
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consequence of an inexorable movement of economic forces toward higher

levels of economic ef f ic i ency and global interdependence.

Individualism, economic rationality, and maximizing behavior drive out

age-old values and social norms. In this view, the rise of a market

economy is the natural result of the unleashing of market forces. Human

beings, in their natural tendency "to truck and barter r " will expand

their economic activity as external constraints are removed and

opportunities unfold. Advances in communícation and transportation, the

development of efficient economic institutions, and the reduction of

transaction cost have led to the continuous displacement of traditional

ecsnomies by modern ones (l¡eier, 1989). The trickle-down theory sees

the modern world economy as having evolved through the gIobal expansion

of the market mode of production and the incorporation of new areas into

the international economy. The modern sector has displaced the backward

sector gradually as more and more societies have adapted to the market

mode of economic organization (Citpin, '1987).

The primary forces at work in this process have come from

international trade. 0ne important feature of international trade is

comparative advantage. Trickle-down theorists consider comparative

advantage as determining the pattern of trade and as having a propulsive

role in global economic integration. It is important mainly because the

reallocation of resources allows trade to benefit a country by promoting

a more efficient international allocation of resources. Without any

increase in resources or technological change, every trading country is

able to enjoy a higher real income by specializing in production

according to its comparative advantage and trading. The exports have
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instrumental signi ficance as the intermediate goods used for the

indirect production of imports: exports allow the country to buy imports

on more favorable terms than if produced directly at home. The gain

from trade is on the import side, and it is significant that the gains

are also mutual, realized by all the trading countries. By specializing

in commodities for which its costs are comparatively lowest, a trading

nation would optimize trade, thereby causing further international

economic integration (¡¡eier, .1989:381-382).

Although specialization according to comparative advantage yields the

direct benefits of international exchange, there are in addition

important aspects of trade that are crucial for the transformation and

integrat ion of tradi t ional soc i et ies into an ever-expanding

international division of labor. Àccording to W. Max Corden (1971),

after a traditional society is opened to world trade, at least four more

effects other than the direct gain are likely to follow. The first
effect is "capital-accumulation effect": an increase in capital

accumulation results when part of the direcL gain is invested. This

amounts to a transfer of real income from the present to the future

instead of an increase in present consumption. The second effect is

"substitution effect, " which results from a possible fa11 in the

relative price of investment goods if investment goods are import

intensive. This will lead to an increase in the ratio of investment to

consumption and an increase in the rate of growth. The third effect is

"income-distribution effect," which is a shift in income toward the

factors that are used intensively j.n the production of exports. If the

savings propensities differ between sectors or factors, this will have
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on the overall savings propensity and hence on capital

accumulation. Finaily, there is the factor-weight effect," which

considers the relalive productivity of capital and labor and recognizes

that if the rate of growth of output is a weighted average of capital

and labor growth rates (witn a constant returns-to-scale aggregate

production function), then if exports rise, and exports use the

faster-growing factor of production, the rate of growth of exports will

rise nore rapidly. AIl these effects are cumulative. They intensify the

increase in real income overtime as a result of opening a traditional

society to foreign trade, accelerate national economic growth, and

propel the world toward greater integration by means of constantly

rising international division of labor.

Other forces that have contributed to increasing globalization

include innovations of new products and production techniques, opening

of new markets and sources of supply, and nerv means of organizing and

managing economic activities (Schumpeter, 1950). The monetarization of

economic 1ife, the rise of cities, and advances in communication and

transportation such as the telephone and the railroad have been

particularly important; these developments have reduced the costs of

economic transactions and thereby facilitated the expansion of

individual markets and their integration into an evolving globa1

economic interdependence. The process of economic evolution is driven

by market competition and the price mechanism toward ever higher levels

of productive efficiency and wealth maximization. Inefficient actors

are forced to adjust their behavior and to innovate or else face

economic extinction. The resulting expansion of markets, accumulation
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of capital and other factors of production, and innovation of ner+

technologies and organizational forms have set the world on a course of

continuous economic arowth and global interdependence. Although this

process of economic modernization may be affected in the short run by

social and political developments, in the long run it is largely

independent of these external influences; fundamentally, the creation

and expansion of the modern world is a consequence of factors internal

to the market (ueier, 1989).

4.2,2 The lforld Svstem Theorv

The basic thesis of the world system theory is that modern capitalism

v¡as at its very beginning world-wide, constituting a single

international system of division of labor where market production was

the prime objective (Wa1lerstein, 1974a; Chirot, 1 986) . s According to

one of the most influential proponents of this theory, the

proletarianization of direct producers is not u n....rury presupposition

for the existence of capitalism. l.ihat makes the rnodern economy

capitaListic is the international division of labor which comprises

different modes of labor control, such as slavery, coerced cash-crop

Iabor, and free wage-labor (wa1lerstein, 1974:398). Within this

international division of labor of the world economy, the regional

5 this conceptualization of capitalism has ignited a serious debate
between world system theorists and orthodox Marxists. For orthodox
Marxists, the constituting element of capitalism or any mode of
production is class structure, not others. Hence they argue that
defining capitalism as international division of labor, äs trade
relations cannot help clarify the process of capitaJ.ist development
which, according to them, is a function of capitalist class relations.
In response, world system theorists contend that if capitalism is
narrowly understood as capitalist/proletariat relations, the
structural constraints imposed by the world market on poor countries
cannol be adequately understood.
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special-izations of different areas are linked and coordinated by the

world market (}ja11erstein, 1974:390). The development of capitalism is

the growth of the world division of labor. It depends very much upon

regional specialization, especially specializaLion by different modes of

labor control. the rise of free wage-labor, therefore, is merely an

aspect of the development of the world division of labor, determined by

the internal necessity of the general functioning of the world system,

i.e., by the necessity of skilled labor in the core. In other words,

while alL of the regions that have trades, or exchanges, in the

capitalist world economy are capitalist, not all are based on free

wage-Iabor. The structuring of the world division of labor functionally

requires certain countries to specialize in technological progress, and

others in exportation of resources.

ii is this internationaL division of trabor, in which sovereign states

are the individual units, that characterizes the internal structure of

the capitalist world system. While there is a single world economy,

there are multiple state jurisdictions within the capitalist world

system. This inherent contradiction distinguishes the capitalist world

system from the previous form of world empire, which was characterized

by the domination of a singLe political unit (wallerstein, 1974a\.

According to the world system theory, the removal of this political

domination is precisely the strength of the capitalist world system. it
gives rise to an interstate system in which competition among states for

economic advantages becomes the central motor of development. Àn

interstate system of competing states, not a world state, operates

within the world market (Wallerstein, 1974a: 390) . Dominating this
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system are a small number of core states - diversified producers engaged

in both capitalist agriculture and industrial production of various

kinds. Peripheral areas make up the bottom of this system with

specialization in the export of a narrow range of primary products for

consumption in the core. In the middle are semi-peripheral states whose

system of production is intermediate - more diversified than the

peripheral areas, but considerably less so than the core (I^ia11erstein,

1974a; Chirot, 1 986) . In addition, a nation's position in the world

system tends to determine much about the strength of the state

machineries, its mode of labor control, and the rate of surplus it can

appropriate (Skocpol, 1977). For example, cores tend to have strong

state machineries, free wage-labor, and high rates of surplus

appropriation, while peripheries tend to have weak state machineries,

coercive labor control, and low rates of surplus appropriation.

Àccording to the world system theory, the original differences

between the core and the periphery were relatively smaIl. It was a

series of historical, ecological, and geographical accidents that

enabled core areas (northwest Europe) to transfer these initial
differences into permanent structures ensuring its harmony within the

capitalist world system (l.ta1lerstein, 1974a: 401 ) . .But once this system

was on its legs, it would reproduce itself intensively and extensively

through a process calIed peripheral-ization. Peripheralization refers to

the process in which more and more areas are absorbed by the system as

peripheries through the expansion of trade, and in which the

relationship among cores: peripheries, and semi-peripheries becomes more

and more unequal. through the operation of the difference in state

strength (}lallerstein, 1979:223).
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Unequal exchanger ffiâintained and perpetuated by the strong states,

therefore becomes the key to capitalist development and underdevelopment

(Dos Santos, 1970i Frank , 1975; Wallerstein , 1974a; Portes, 1976),

Differences in national development among states are nothing but the

result of unequal exchange, whereby states of different degrees of

strength appropriate surplus at different rates in the world market by

means of their exchange relationship with others. Thus, capitalist

development is merely the functioning of surplus transfer determined by

unequal exchange (Frank , 1975; Wallerstein , 1979). Cores end up with

strong states and rapid development primarily because they are able to

maintain and consolidate the favourable unequal exchange relations and

therefore appropriate more surplus by introducing state protection for

industry and by controlling international trade. 0n the other hand,

peripheries end up with weak states and are underdeveloped mainly

because they are too weak to implement their economic policies and to

control international trade and therefore reap less from the world trade

(Frank, 1967; t^lallersteín, 1979).

This inherently unequal, expLoitative nature of the capitalisl world

system, according to world system theorists, is precisely the internal

dynamics of the system. It gives incentives to peripheralization as

well as to the expansion of trade (Wa1lerstein, 1979:231). Thus, it is

necessary to maintain a stratified division of labor of cores,

semi-peripheries and peripheries in order to make the whole system

operate and develop in a stable fashion. If states were equally strong,

"they would be in the position of blocking the effective operation of

transnational economic entities whose loci were in another state. It
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would then foLlow that the world division of labor would be impeded, the

world economy decline, and eventually the world system fa11 apart"

(t+allerstein, 1974: 355).

4.2,3 The Theorv of Heqemonic Stabilitv

The theory of Hegemonic stability holds that an open and liberal world

economy requi res the ex i stence of a hegemon ic or dominant power

(Keohane , 1 980: 1 32 ) . Here the theory does not argue that an

international economy would be unable to exist and function in the

absence of hegemony. International economies obviously have existed

before in one form or another. Rather, the theory argues that a

particular type of international economic order, one that is based on

the percepts of the free market such as openness and nondiscrimination,

could not flourish and reach its full development other than in the

presence of such a hegemonic order (Citpin , 198'l:72) .

The mere existence of a hegemonic po$¡er, however, is not sufficient

to ensure the development of a liberal international economy. In

addition, the hegemon itself must be committed to the values of

liberalism. Hegemony without a liberal commitment to the market economy

is more like1y to lead to imperial systems and the imposition of

political and economic restrictions on less powerful states. Finally, a

congruence of social purpose in support of a liberal system must exist

among the major economic po!¡ers (Ruggie, 1982:384). Other powerful

slates must also have an interest in the growth of markel relations; the

hegemon can encourage but cannot compel other powerfuJ- states to follow

the rules of an open world economy. In sum, three preconditions -
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and common interests - must exist for the

a liberal world market system (Cilpin,

Àccording to the theory of hegemonic stability, the hegemon has the

responsibility to guarantee provision of the collective goods of an open

trading system and stable currency (Citpin, 1 987:74) . The theory

assumes that a liberal economic system cannot be self-sustaining but

must be maintained over the long term through the actions of the

dominant econony. An open world economy is particularly threatened by

cheater states which benefit from collective goods but refuse to pay

their share toward providing them, or by states which attempt to advance

their interest at the expense of others, for example, by exploiting a

monopolistic system.

The hegemonic economy, therefore, must perform several roles crucial

to the operation of the world economy. 1) tt must use its influence to

create international principles, norms, rules, and decision-making

procedures to which all the member states will conform (Krasner , 1982).

2) The hegemon must prescribe legitimate and proscribe illegitimate

behavior in order lo limit conflict, ensure equality, or facilitate

agreement (Keohane, 1982). 3) The hegemonic power must prevent

cheating, enforce the rules of a liberal economy, and encourage others

to share the costs of maintaining the system (Citpln, 1987).

According to the theory of hegemonic stability, the growth and

dynamism of the hegemonic power also serves as an example of the

benefits of the market system and performs as an engine of growth for
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the rest of the system; its imports stimulate the growth of other

economies and its investments provide developing countries with the

financing needed for growth (Citpin, 1987:75-76). Through the process

of technology transfer and knowledge diffusion, it also supplies

developing economies with the technology and technical expertise

required for their industrialization and economic development. This

role of the hegemon in the global process of economic growth is a cement

that helps hold the system together; when this growth declines,

centrifugal forces increasingly manifest themselves.

The hegemonic system, according to the theory of hegemonic stability,

is ultimately unstable (Kind1erger, 1 981 :251) . For internal and

external reasons, the hegemonic power often loses its will or/and

abitity to manage the system. Domestic consumption and the costs of

maintaining the system may rise relative to national savings and

productive investment. The hegemon may grow weary and frustrated rvith

the cheater states and the fact that its economic partners are gaining

more from liberalized trade than it is. More efficient, dynamic, and

competitive economies may rise to challenge the hegemon's international

position. À11 these factors, together or aloner frây rnake the hegenon

less able and less willing to manage and stabilize the economic system,

thereby causing its eventual co1lapse. Thus, paradoxically there exist

an inherent contradiction in a liberal world economy: the operation of

the market system transforms the economic structure and diffuses power,

but this transformation at the sane time undermines the political

foundations of that structure (Citpin, 1987:78)
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4.2,4 Tovard an Understanilinq of the International Political Economy

Although the three theories outlined above contradict one another in a

number of particular ways, they can be considered complementary in other

v;ays, which together provide important insights into the processes of

the international political economy.

The trickle-down theory correctly stresses the important role of

self-interest and individual desire (though socially created) to

maximize gains as driving forces in the evolution of the world economy

(Citpin , 1981:81 ). Às traditional vaÌues and society are being

transformed by external and internal pressures, people may indeed seek

to engage in economic exchange due to their socially transformed

psychology which they consider natural. The consequence of this

socially created economic motive is the steady erosion of traditional

ways and the eventual creation of modernized economies.

In addition, relative prices and price changes play a powerful role

in the dynamics of the international political economy. In the

economist's universe of prices and quantitiesr ôDy changes in the supply

or the demand side of the economy or the innovation of new products and

productive processes wil-l cause responses throughout the system (Helson

& Winter, 1982). For example, the profound impact of the increased cost

of world energy on international economic and political affairs in the

1970s was an excellent example of the potency of a price change. The

market does matter in determining the structure and dynamics of the

international political economy.
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Finally, it is also correct that technological advances have played a

central role in the evolution of the international political economy

(citpin, 198'1:82). Improvements in communication and transportation

that reduce costs of conducting business have encouraged the integration

of once isolated markets into an expanding globa1 interdependence. From

the innovation of ocean-going sailing ships to contemporary

information-processing systems, technological advances have been an

almost inexorable force for uniting the world economy.

The tri.ckle-down theory, however, is very limited as a tool for

understanding the historical structure of the world political economy

(Citpin,1987:82). The sociopolitical framework for the world economy,

the relations of states, and the level-s of fixed capacity all have an

effect on prices and exchange relations. To use the energy crisis in

the 1970s as an example again: that crisis was surely not the result of

market forces but involved a combination of social and political

considerations. The history of the international political economy has

never been what the trickle-down theory describes as equilibrium or

equilibrating (Hartwell , 1982:92). What we have seen are rises and

falls of hegemonic powers, recessions, cheating, market failures, etc..

The argument of the world system theory that the world economy should

be understood in hierarchical and structural terms is, therefore, a

necessary corrective to the emphasis of the trickle-down theorists on an

egaJ.itarian market (Citpin, 1987). The settings of socioeconomic and

sociopolitical forces within which the state and market operate always

create opportunities and constraints on political and economic behavior.

The economy of a nation can be difficult to expand, for example, if its
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Nor can the market

Ànother important insight of the world system theory is that the

pluralist state system was a necessary condition for the rise of the

world market economy (Citpin, 1 987) . Every state has a powerful

disposition to attempt to gain control over economic activities and to

make them serve its ends. The success or failure of this attempt not

only creates a stratified system of states, but also offers incentives

to internal mobility in the systern.

The world system theory, however, has weaknesses. 1) Àlthough the

economic structure of the world market does significantly influence the

policies of powerful states, it is equally influenced by them. There is

simply no one-way causaJ. relationship (Skocpol, 1977; Portes, 1976). 2)

The nexus among states is primarily political and strategic rather than

economic, and political relations provide the framework for economic

activities (Cilpin, 1987). 3) whether a state is strong or weak is a

function of many factors including social class and geopolitics, not

merely the economic position in the world economy (Skocpol, 1979i

Gilpin, 1987). 4) The nature of the society and its policies also play

a role in determining its position in the international division of

labor, not simply the external necessity of the world economy (Portes,

1976; Gilpin, '1987).

The most valuable contribution

is, then, its correction of

determinism by focusing on the

of the theory of hegemonic stability

the world system theory's economic

role of nation-states and that of
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international political relations in the organization and management of

the world economy (Citpin, 1987:85). The nation-state and its actions,

though they may be influenced by the world economic structure, cannot be

simply reduced to economic forces. Once the nation-state exists, it
behaves in accordance with the logic of the competitive interstate

system. The theory of hegemonic stability begins with recognition of

the intensely competitive nature of international relations. Às a

political entity whose legitimation is heavily based upon successful

accumulation, the modern nation-state is often driven toward wars due to

the exigencies of group-survival in the condition of international

anarchy. The security and geopolitical interests of states are primary

in determining the international context within which economic forces

must operate (Gilpin, 1987:85). The expansion and success of the market

in integrating modern economic life could not have occurred without the

favorable political environment provided by the liberal hegemonic power.

However, Like the other two theories, weaknesses exist in the theory

of hegemonic stability. 1) The theory tends to overemphasize collective

goods created and protected by the hegemonic power. The trade and

monetary regimes that the hegemonic power creates are always not true

collective goods but goods for a small number of powerful nations

(Conybeare, 1985). 2) The hegemonic state is not egalitarian but also a

state competing in the interstate system and therefore its collective

actions are always masks of its private, nationalistic ends (Snidat,

1985:582), 3) t.ihile the theory correctly points out the important role

of the state and of political factors in the existence and operation of

the international market economy, it tends to slide into another extreme
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of political determinism, underemphasizing the importance of motivating

ideologies and domestic factors, of social forces and technological

developments, and of the market itself in determining outcones (Cilpin,

1 987:91 ) .

By now, it is obvious that the international political economy is a

highly complicated system and therefore any form of determinism would

only obfuscate the understanding of it. From the above discussion,

tentatively we can say that the international political economy is a

highly competitive interstate system within which the market operates.

Since the system operates in such a way that states compete to control

economic activities, the inevitable outcomes are conflicts, clashes,

various forms of temporary cooperation, and patterns of subordination

and superordination. in this sense, whether the international division

of labor creates cores or hegemonic powers create the international

economic order are just too difficult to judge. As individual states

atlempt to transform the existing international structure, they

lhemselves are part of the structure and their attempted actions are

conditioned by that relationship. For example, competitive

international relations may help shape any given country's state and

class structures, thus influencing the existing domestic context in

which development takes place (or does not). Moreover, international

military balances and conflicts may provide the "space" necessary for

the implementation and political consolidation of socioeconomic

development. This is true because such balances and conflicts may

divide the efforts or divert the attention of foreign enemies interested

in preventing a nation's development. Finally, the outcomes of
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development are always powerfully conditioned not only by international

politics but also by the world-economic constraints and opportunities

faced by developing societies. The circumstances in which the Taiwanese

state found itself when it began the socioeconomic transformation of its
country were preciseLy a cluster of changing international political and

economic relations (structures). Its success therefore can only be

understood in its

structures.

interaction with these changing international

4.3 THEORIES OF THE STÀTE

The state is generally defined in sociology as "a political form of

human association by which a society is organized under the agency of a

government that claims legitimate sovereignty over a territorial area,

authority over all of the members of the society, and the right to use

physical force when necessary to insure the effective exercise of its
legitimate control" (Theodorson & Theodorson, 1969:417). Àlthough the

origin of the state can be Lraced back to the ancient Greek city-state,

it became an important world phenomenon only after the faIl of the Roman

empire (Stegenga & Axine, 1982:10).

The importance of the state in the modern world rests on two bases.

1) Às pointed out earlier, the state is the basic unit of the

international political economy, and therefore its activity inevitably

affects the system as a whole. 2) ftre state has become the most

important agent that designs and directs a country's social and economic

development. Socia11y, it has increasingly participated in the

foundation and organization of prisons, asylums, hospitals, and in the
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that array of services under the general rubric of

"weIfare. " Economically, it has actively intervened in economic

activity by seeking to influence the supply of and demand for goods,

engaging in economic planning, prices and incomes policies, and

controlling a large number of key industries of the society (Giddens,

1987:71). Às Saunder ('1980:140) notes, "the state's character has been

increasingly positive and directive while its scope has broadened to

encompass areas of economic activity which has traditionally been

considered private and thus inviolable."

Four major theories have been developed in explaining the nature and

function of the state, namely, the pluralist theory, the elitist theory,

the corporatist theory, and the Marxist theory. Àlthough each theory

can be distinguished from one another by its unique theoretical

assumptions, they seem to move along a continuum starting with highly

conservative and ending with highly radical.

4.3,1 The Plura1ist Theorv

The pluralist theory is heaviì.y influenced by the classical liberal

theory of democracy represented by writers such as J. S. MiIl and

Jean-Jacques Rousseau. inspired by Greek models of democracy, both

Rousseau and Mill stressed the need for direct and active involvement in

a democratic state. More recent pluralist theorisLs in the liberal

tradition have played down the importance of participation and have

pointed instead to the role of regular competitive elections in the

formation of the modern state, especially the states in western

societies (Ham ç Hill, 1984:27). Àccording to the pluralist theorists,
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the state is "the arena of legitimate authority embodied in the rules of

the political- game and in governmental leadership and pol-icies" which "

are supported by some combination of normative consensus and majority

preference of the menbers of society" (Skocpol, 1979:25).

In general, the pluralist theory holds that the state is composed of

freely competing groups and members socialized into a commitment to

common societal values (nant, 1961). The theory does not say that state

poÞ¡er is equally distributed. Rather, it argues that the sources of

state power are unequally though widely distributed among individuals

and groups within society. ÀlLhough all groups and interests do not

have the same degree of influence in the state, even the least powerful

are able to make their voices heard at some stage in the state's

decision-making process (Ham ç Hi11, 184:28). No individual or group is

completely powerless, and the pluralist explanation of this is that the

sources of state pov¡er such as money, information, expertise and so on

are distribuLed non-cumul-atively and no one source is dominant (eolsby,

1963). Consequently, according to the pluralists, the state is neutral

and acts essentially as a referee in the struggle between groups.6 It is

seen to be unbiased and represents the interests of the public as a

who1e. State pol-icies generally reflect societal interests and have the

approval of different interest groups in society.

6 Some pluralists such as
pressure groups among many
the state both pursues i
coming from other outside

Dahl argue that the state is one set of
others. According to this interpretation,

ts own preferences and responds to demands
interests.
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4.3,2 The Elitist Theorv

The e1ítist theory is basically a chal-lenge to the view that state power

is distributed in the manner described by the pluralists. In the modern

state, according to the elitist theory, state power is concentrated in

the hands of a minority of the population instead of widely distributed

among individuals and groups within society (t'litts, 1956; Ham & Hi1l,

1984). This ninority comprises the elites of society who dominate the

state and actually rule the country. Bottomore (1966:14-15) makes a

distinction between 1 ) the political elite which is made up of those

individuals who actually exercise power in a society at any given time

and which will include members of the government and of the high

administration, politically influential families of an aristocracy or

royal house, and leaders of powerful economic enterprises; and 2) the

political cIass, comprising the political elite but also leaders of

political parties in opposition, and politically active intel1ectua1s.7

Defined in this vlay, the political elite is composed of bureaucratic,

military, aristocratic, and business elites, while the political class

is composed of the political elite together r+ith elites from other areas

of society. what this suggests is that although state pov¡er may be

based on a variety of sources, it is mainly monopolized by elites, not

widely distributed to individuals and groups all over the society. In

other words, from the elitist perspective, state power, though it is

p).uralistic as elites come from a wide variety of social backgrounds, it
is significantly less pluralistic than the pluralists maintain, since

7 Another elite classification by Mi1ls (1956) only includes business
l-eaders, top politicians, and the upper echelon of the miLitary. But
insofar as power elite is concerned, Bottomore's cfassification seems
to be closer to the reality as it embraces a J-arger group of powerful
people who actually infLuence modern society.
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only elites have a share of state pov¡er, not every member of the

society. In addition, the resources of elites may be cumulative rather

than non-cumulative (Ham c Hi11, 1984:30), and social consensus is

merely "an ideological deception created and manipulated by those in

po!¡er" (Forcese, 1978:303 ) .

4.3.3 The Corporatist Theorv

The corporatist theory takes an even more radical perspective by arguing

that the modern capitalist state is largely controlled by the business

classes and state bureaucrats. The theory takes its theoretical

departure from the emerging phenomenon of the slowing down of capital

accumulation and the increasingly directive and interventionist stance

of the state (Ham & Hill , 1984:38). Àccording to the corporatist

theory, industrial concentration, international competition, and

declining profitability have prompted the shift of the. state toward

corporatism. As defined by one of the most influential corporatists,

corporatism is "a system of interest representation in which the

constituent units are organized into a limited number of singular,

compulsory, non-competitive hierarchically ordered and functionally

differentiated categories, recognized or licensed (if not created) by

the state and granted a deliberate representational monopoly within

their respective categories in exchange for observing certain controls

on their selection of leaders and articulation of oemands and supports"

(Schmitter, 1974:93-94) . In corporatisn, therefore, the economy is

under the domination of monopolies making private investment decisions,

and the state planning apparatus works cLosely with these monopolies to

further their investment decisions. In other words, the corporatist
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state is characteristic of the politics of production, in which business

elites, not pluralism nor elites from all areas of society, in

cooperation with the state administrators, dominate the decision-making

process of the state. In this sense, it is a limited form of elitism,

whose power base is restricted only to a few important business leaders

and stat.e bureaucrats.

4.3.4 The l*farxist Theorv

Like the corporatist theory, the Marxist theory also emphasizes the

domination of the state by the business leaders. Yet, it does not stop

at analyzing the domination of business leaders as such, but attempts to

reveal behind the state process a system of class relations. For the

Marxists, the state is a historical product of class relations and

therefore the analysis of the state must be situated in the context of

class structure. Àccording to Marx (1978), classes are constituted by

the objective location and practical activity of men and r+omen in the

entire productive process, and by their specific differential relations

to the means of production, i.e., to the land, materials, and equipment

with which men and women produce. The productive process is understood

as a social process, not merely a technical one, in which the

transformation of the material conditions of existence is simultaneously

the production, reproduction, and transformation of social relations

between the direct producers and the appropriators of their "surplus'

product. " These social relations of production, in short, are

intrinsically exploitative relations - the essence of social domination

in every class society. By exploitation, Marx (1978) means the social

process by which the surplus product of the direct producers is

appropriated by the dominant, orvning class.
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It is based on this recognition of class relations that Marx (and

Marxists) begins his analysis of the state. Every dominant class has to

create (not necessarily self consciously) a stock of social arrangenents

to ensure the continued reproduction of the exploitative relations on

which its dominatíon in society rests, including the essential

legitimation of these relations. In the broad sense, then, the state is

"the concentrated and organized means of legitimate class domination"

(zeitlin, 1 980:1 5) .

Marx himse).f, however, did not advance an

state based upon class analysis. He simply

state as a historical product of class

dominant, o$¡ning class. Following his line of

developed his conception of the state into

instrumentalist and the structuralist.

articulated theory of the

stopped at recognizing the

relations supporting the

analysis, later Marxists

trvo rival arguments - the

The instrumentalists, taking Lheir cue from one source of Marx's

writings, argue that the state is not a neutral agent, but an instrument

for class domination. Marx expressed this view in the Communist

Manifesto, where he wrote that "The executive of the modern state is but

a committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie"

(Bottomore,'1983: 464), Àccording to the instrumentalists, the position

of bourgeois domination can be justified on three grounds. 'l) there is

the similarity in social background between the bourgeoisie and members

of the state elite, i.e., those who occupy senior positions in

government, the civil service, the miJ.itary, the judiciary and other

state institutions. 2) There is the pov¡er that the bourgeoisie is able

to exercise as a pressure group through personal contacts and networks
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and through associations representing business and industry. 3) there

is the constraint placed on the state by the objective power of capital,

i.e., the freedom of the state officials is limited by their need to

assist the process of capital accumulation, which stems from their

dependence on a successful economic base for their continued survival in

office. in specific terms, assisting capital accumulation means

creating conditions in which capitalists are able to make profit. In

specific terms, it also means providing physical resources such as roads

and industrial sites as well as maintaining order through repressive

mechanisms like the police and through agencies such as schools which

perform an important legitimation function (Miliband, 1969). In these

rlaysr the instrumentalists argue, the state acts as an instrument which

serves the long-term interests of the whole bourgeoisie.

The structuralists challenge the instrumentalist position of

bourgeois domination by arguing that the class background of state

officials is not important. Àccording to them, the key to the

capitalist state is the structural constraints placed on the state by

the objective power of capital (Poulantzas, 1979; Bottomore, 1983). It
is these constraints, the structuralists argue, the objective relation

between the bourgeoisie and the state, that explain the political

supremacy of the economicalJ.y dominant cIass. In other words, the state

is not merely a coll-ection of institutions and functions. It is a

relationship between classes in society. The structures and functions

of a state are not simply controlled by doninant classes alone. Rather,

they are shaped and buffeted by the class struggle between dominant and

subordinate cÌasses - a struggle that goes on within the objective
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limits of the given economy and the class structure as a whole (Skocpo1,

1979:28).

According to the structuralists, these structural constraints,

including the struggle between the capitalists and the working class and

the competition among the capitalists for a bigger share of profit,
consequently make the state relatively autonomous. Às a result of this

relative autonomy, the state is "able to intervene not only in order to

arrange compromises vis-vis the dominant classes, which, in the long

run, are useful for the actual economic interests of the dominant

classes or factions; but also (depending on the concrete juncture) to
intervene against the long term economic interests of one or other

factions of the dominant class: for such compromises and sacrifices are

sometimes necessary for the realization of their political class

interests" (PoulanLzas, 1973:285).

In sum, the debate between the instrumentalists and the

structuralists is unresol-vabIe if both positions are taken to the

extreme; but if the positions are taken moderately, they are simply

saying the same thing, though with differing emphasis. For the

instrumentalists, the state functions for the interests of the

capitalist class. These interests, howeverr ñây be long term or short

term. I believe even the most blatant instrumentalists would not take

the position that whatever the state does, it does in the interests of

every individual capitalist. in this sense, the structuralist argument

that the state operates to preserve the capitalist system as a whole

sj.mply repeats the instrumentalist position. The preservation of the

long-term interests of the capi.talist system may take place at the
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expense of the short-term interests of individual capitalists. To do

so, the state must maintain a relatively independent ruling apparatus.

If the state fails to preserve the capitalist system, there will be no

place for the interests of individual capitalists.

4.3.5 Toward an UndersÈanilÍnq of the State

0n the whole, the pluralist theory is too conservative to be true. 1)

Many countries simply do not have any system conparable to the western

electoral systems. 2) Even if they have such electoraL systems, there

is simpJ.y no guarantee of equal distribution of power. As both the

elitists and the corporatists correctly point out, even in western

capitalist societies, power is not equally distributed but mainly fa11s

in the hands of a few people. In this sense, both the elitist theory

and corporatist theory offer important insights into the understanding

of the state that deserve atLention. 1 ) State power is always

concentrated in the hands of the elite of society. This is certainly

true regardless of the types of political systems involved. Tq manage a

country, the state, even the most totalilarian one, must rely upon a

group of bureaucrats. This perhaps is what Weber calls the objectivity

of bureaucracy. 0f course, elite recruits may not necessarily come from

a wide variety of social backgrounds as the elitists argue. They may

come exclusively from some particular social groups or cl-asses. 2) The

state is relatively autonomous, taking an increasingly directive and

interventionist stance toward the general functioning of the economy and

society. In order to compete with other sovereign states in the

international politicaJ. economy, it is necessary for any state to

establish a certain degree of autonomy, ensuring long-term interests and
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development of the country. The degree of autonomy, to be sure, is not

fixed, but depends upon the socioeconomic structure within which the

state operates and lives out conflicts.

The focus on the socioeconomic structures to determine the nature of

the state (and its relative autonomy) is precisely the merit of the

Marxist theory. Taking no historical conditions for granted, the

Marxist theory is able to face directly the questions of what states

are, and how their structures vary and their activities develop in

relation to socioeconomic structures, instead of arguing one-sidedly the

general nature of the state on limited experience. In this sense, the

Marxist approach is better than the three above-mentioned theories

attempt a concrete analysis of the historical development

particular state, especially the Taiwanese state.

However, the Marxist approach - especially the one discussed above -

is limited. First, its analysis of the state's relative autonomy is

largely confined to the anlaysis of the capitalist mode of production.

However, hisLory tells us that the state does not only exist in

capitalism; it also exists in other nodes of production.s Its relative

autonomy, therefore, is not necessarily bound to capitalism. In Taiwan,

for example, the state actively created, rather than was a product of,

capitalism.

if
of

Marx did pay
the Asiat ic
difficulty in
framework of

some attention to the relat
mode of production, but
incorporating the analysis

class (wittfogel, 1957).

ive autonomy of the states in
he seemed to have met with
into his general theoretical
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According to Skocpol (1979; 1985), in any society where there is a

state, the state necessarily competes to some extent with the dominant

classes in appropriating resources from the economy and society. The

objectives to which the resources, once appropriated, are devoted may

well be at variance with existing dominant-class interests. Resources

may be used to strengthen the bulk and autonomy of the state itself -

something necessarily threatening to the dominant class unless the

greater state power is indispensably needed and actually used to support

dominant-class interests. Nevertheless, the use of state power to

support dominant-cIass interests is not inevitable. Indeed, attempts of

state rulers merely to perform the state's "ot+r¡" functions may create

conflicts of interest with the dominant class.

Normally, the state performs two basic sets of tasks: It maintains

order, and 1t competes with other actual or potential states. As both

instrumentalist and structuralist Marxists have correctly pointed out,

states usually do function to preserve existing economic and class

structures, for that is normally the smoothest way to enforce order.

Nevertheless, the state has its or+n distinct interests via-a-vis

subordinate classes. James O'Connor ('1 973:6) has a clear articulation

of the complex role of the state in domestic affairs:

The capitalist state must try to fulfilt two basic and often
mutually contradictory functions - accumulation and
legitimation. This means that the state must try to maintain
or create the conditions in which profitable capital
accumulation is possible. However, the state aLso must try to
maintain or create the conditions for social harmony. À
capitalist state that openly uses its coercive forces to help
one class accumulate capital at the expense of olher classes
loses its legitimacy and hence undermines the basis of its
loyalty and support. But a state that ignores the necessity
of assisting the process of capital accumulation risks drying
up the source of its own power, the economy's surplus
produclion capacity, and the taxes drawn from this surplus
(and other forms of capital).
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In other words, although both the state and the dominant classes share a

broad interest in accumulation and in keeping the subordinate classes in

their place in the society and at work in the existing economy, the

state's fundamental interest in maintaining sheer physical and political
peace (legitimation) may lead it - especially in periods of crisis - to

enforce concessions to subordinate-c1ass demands (SkocpoJ., 1979; Evans

et al. 1985). These concessions sonetimes may be at the expense of the

interests of the dominant class. For example, the state may introduce a

progressive taxation policy to reduce income inequality.

Secondr âs discussed earlier in the theories of world system and

hegemonic stabitity, states always exist in determinant geopolitical

environments, in interaction with other actual or potential states. Às

an existing economy and class structure condition and influence a given

state structure and the activities of state rulers, geopolitical

environments, too, create tasks, pressures, or opportunities for states

and place limits on their capacities to cope with either external or

internal tasks or crises. BeIievably, the external ordering of the

states - their position relative to each other, and their over-aIl

position in the international political economy - must have an effect on

the state's internal structure. indeed, a state's involvement in an

interstate system is a basis for potential autonomy of action over and

against groups and economic arrangements within its jurisdiction - even

including the dominant class and existing relations of production

(Skocpol, 1979:31). For international military pressures and

opportunities can prompt state rulers to attempt policies that conflict

with, and even in extreme instances, contradict, the fundamental
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interests of a dominant cIass. For exampre, state rulers (e.g. current

Iraqi president) may undertake military adventures abroad that drain

resources from economic development at homer or lhat have an immediate

or ultimate effect of undermining the position of dominant socioeconomic

interests. They (e.9. Taiwanese and Korean leaders) may respond to

foreign military competition or threats of conquest by attempting to

impose fundamental socioeconomic reforms or by trying to reorient the

course of national development through state intervention. Such

programs may or may not be successfully implemented. But even if they

are not carried through, the sheer attempt may create a contradictory

clash of interests between the state and the existing dominant cIass.

In this regard, Antonio Gramsci's concept of hegemony is important

for understanding the nature and operation of the state in general and

of the Taiwanese state in particular. Àccording to Gramsci, the state

usualLy ruLes over a country by means of coercion and hegemony (Mouffe,

1979:168-204). While coercion is based upon coercive forces, hegemony

signifies the control of sociar life by purely ideological means. For

Gramsci, every social crass tries to secure a governing position not

onry in public institutions but also in regard to the opinions, values,

and standards acknowledged by the bulk of society. A hegemonic class is

"one which has been capable of creating ideological consensus with other

groups on the basis of the role played by its own ideology as the

dominant one" (Mouffe, 1979 189). In other words, politically the

state, though it may be conLroLled by a certain class, is more than any

single class alone. More precisely, the state is run by a hegemonic

class, a class of allied groups, which cultivates (through education and
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media) tire dominant ideology and inculcates it to the rest of society to

strengthen and continue its domination. Ideology as an effective means

of social control, therefore, goes beyond the actual realm of the

"po1 i t ical state " , the sheer exerc i se of forces and porrer , and

represents the domain of "civil society" which consists of a whole range

of social, cultural and economic activities (Mouffe, 1979:'10). it
becomes a principal source of legitimation which does not necessarily

depends on state concessions as James o'connor argues, but on the

state's abiliLy to convince its people that it is the legitimate ruler.

The power of ideology Iies precisely in this "convincing" function.

Hegemony therefore reflects the nature of the state which is

inherently exploitative. Às Bob Jessop (1972:127) points out, "Hegemony

can truly be said to exist only where there is an ineqalitarian and

exploitative system in which the periphery as well as the centre is

committed to the central value system. We can therefore identify

hegemony where the existence of eploitation is either denied by the

periphery and/or accepted as inevitable or legitimate so that radical

dissent is either not articulated or its repression is also accepted as

legitimate. "

In sum, the state is essentially sandwiched between class-divided

socioeconomic structures and an international system of states; its
domination is secured by both coercion and consensus. Hence, if our aim

is to understand development and the strengthening role of the state in

development, we must focus upon the points of intersection between

international conditions, opportunities, and pressures on the one hand,

and class-strucLured economies and politically organized interesLs on
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the other. We must also look at the physical- forces and ideological

inculcation the state uses to maintain its dcmination and achieve its
(development and others) goals. In the case of Taiwan, it is exactly

the intersection of favorable external and internal forces as well as

the combined use of repression and ideological inculcation by the state

that underlines the uniqueness and complexity of its entire process of

socioeconomic transformation. t.7i thout these two broad sets of

interactive factors, it would be difficult to imagine that the Taiwanese

state executives and their followers could have been able to create and

carry out their developmentaL policies so successfulty.



Chapter V

TÀIWAN PRIOR TO 1949

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The history of Taiwan can be seen as a product of internationaL

competition driven by migration, mercantilism, and capitalist

imperialism. Às a link in the chain of islands sheltering the coast

line of East Asia from the open pacific Ocean, Taiwan is an ideal base

from which China can defend its souLheastern Chinese coast; for Japan to

expand into Southeast Àsia; and for the l^iest to control the Far East

trade. Such diverse interests of many countries not only shaped and

continue to shape the history of Taiwan. Dominance of Taiwan by each of

these powers at various times also provided rich legacies on which

modern Taiwan has developed. This chapter will briefly summarize the

history of Taiwan prior to 1g4g, with an emphasis on these legacl.es.

5,2 À FRoNTIER ITNDER lÍERCÀNTr[rST CoLONIÀLISM

It is not definitely known when the first inhabitants came to Taiwan.

Few Chinese chronicles offer data on the island of Taiwan before 1430,

when an official of the Ming government reported his "discovery" of the

island to the Emperor (lien , 1947). The island was then inhabited by

aborigines of Proto-Ma1ayan stock and the few Chinese who settled on the

island r+ere either political or economic refugees or merchants.

Àlthough the Pescadores Islands nearby were included within the empire

-82-
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during the Ming Dynasty (1386-1 644), there is no evidence that the

island of Taiwan was likewise incorporated by the Chinese government or

that the Ming government considered it a tributary state (Chow,

1970:115-116).

During lhe latter half of the'15th century and the 16th century, the

island emerged as a retreat for Japanese and Chinese outlaws and

malcontents. Àbout the close of the Ashikaga period ( 1 336-1 443 ) , a

large number of Japanese who had been deprived of their properties

during the constant warfare in Japan became rovers in the China Sea.

They were semi-traders and semi-pirates. I,then trade was slack, they

sacked villages of the coastal provinces of China. When the loot was

sizable, they sailed to the north as legitimate traders. The combined

opposition of the Chinese officials and merchants forced these rovers to

seek some resort of greater safety than the high seas. This brought

them to the Pescadores Islands, and soon afterwards to Taiwan. They

made the northern port of Keelung their headquarters. While the

Japanese rovers carried on the most lucrative and extensive trade from

the island, their Chinese counterparts vrere more numerous. The Chinese

pirates on Taiwan settled in the southern port, the present-day Tainan.

UnIike the Japanese who were organized under a banner, the Chinese were

divided into bands and established a rough form of self-government over

their settlement. These competing bands chose their leaders, while a

supreme chief was appointed to look after the interests of the combined

bands whenever anything of common concern arose (Chow, '1 970: 1 1 6-1 1 I ) .

As far as both Chinese and Japanese traders and pirates residing in

Taiwan were concerned, the location of the island and its political
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condition could scarcely have been more ideal. In the absence of any

governmental authority on the island it was, as it were, a neutral port

open to vessels and peoples of all countries. The trade conducted was

free of official interference or imposition of taxes and therefore

yielded large profits. In 1592 a group of legitimate Japanese merchants

obtained special permission from the Shogun to establish a headquarters

in southern Taiwan and to trade between Japan and far-away Siam and

Annam. This semi-official trade on the island was followed by official
Japanese action designed to secure a stronger hord on the isrand.

Betr¡een.1593 and 1616 missions were sent to Taiwan to bring the island

under the influence of the Japanese government. They aimed either at

outright conquest by force, or at making Taiwan a tributary possession

of Japan. None of these attempts was successful because of Chinese

resistance (Chow, 1970: 1 17-118).

The island lying one or two days sair from the ports of Fukien

province attracted not only pirates but also those Chinese people who

were dissatisfied with the Ming government and those who sought relief
from the adverse economic conditions of the coastal provinces. Steady

streams of migrants landed, for the most part at points in southern

Taiwan, and worked their way inJ-and and northward. These settlers came

mainly from the provinces of Fukien and Kwangtung, directly opposite the

island. Settlements first dotted the western plains and later covered

the whole of the western lowlands. By the turn of the 16th century the

Chinese settlers were believed to have numbered about 25,000 (Yen,

1965). The pressure of population upon the land was beginning to be

felt. The Chinese settLers compeled for land against the aborigines who
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were graduaLly driven into the mountainous eastern region. Trouble also

began to flare up between the Japanese and the Chinese. It was about

this time that the v¡estern maritime powers made their entrance in the

Far East.

The Portuguese r+ere the first representatives of a Western maritime

power to arrive by sea in the Far East. Although the Portuguese gave

Taiwan its first western name, Ilha Formosa, there is no evidence that

they played any part in Taiwan (Chow, 1970:118). Before the close of

the 16th century the Spanish in the Philippines, in an attempt to check

the expansionist trend of Japan under Toyotomi Hideyoshi, sent an

expedition to conguer Taiwan. However, the mission was unsuccessful,

and all plans in this direction were abandoned when the tension in

Japanese-Spanish relations were reduced. The Dutch and the EngIish, the

two Protestant nations which challenged the 0riental trade of the

Catholic Portuguese and Spanish, were not unaware of the importance of

the island of Taiwan in their attempts to trade with China. Heither

nation, however, made any attempt to take the island. This rvas largely

because of the relative peace naintained in Europe, in which the

relations between the Dutch and the Spanish improved with the Twelve

Years' Truce ( 1609-1621 ) and the Spanish-English Àlliance of the early

17th century provided a harmonious relationship between these nations

(chow,1970:119-120).

The peace in Europe was disturbed when the Spanish and the Dutch

resumed hostiliÈies after the expiration of the truce, and the effect

was immediately feLt in the Far East. When, in 1621, the Dutch obtained

the news of a Spanish plan to take Taiwan, their governor in Batavia,
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Java, immediateLy ordered a fleet to attack Taiwan. Though the Dutch

fai.led to capture Taiwan, they occupied the Pescadores Islands, twenty

five miles west of Taiwan, in 1622. The chinese officiars were

apprehensive of the danger of having the Dutch so nearby, who were

resolved to obtain by force the opening of a chinese port for trade.

The Chinese merchants suffered constant Dutch attacks on their vessel-s

Lrading with lhe spanish, and complained to their officials. The

Chinese officials negotiated with the Dutch on the Pescadores Islands

and in 1623 reached an agreement whereby the Dutch were accorded certain

commercial privileges by china on condition that they vacate the

Pescadores and seek a base on Taiwan. In the summer of 1624, the Dutch

arrived in the southern part of Taiwan. Meeting no opposition from the

inhabitants in the south, the Ðutch built forts at the port of Ànpj.ng

(chow , 1970:121-122).

The Dutch' upon their arrival, entered into peaceful relations with

the three groups of inhabitants who had preceded them to Taiwan.

Finding it advantageous to maintain good rel-ations, the Dutch engaged in

extensive Christianization of the aborgines and gained their support in

the later suppression of the Chinese settlers. With the Chinese

settlers and pirates a tribute system rvas arranged in which the Dutch

promised to abstain from interfering in the Chinese trade in return for

annual tribute in goods. To the Japanese residents the Dulch gave their

assurance that their trade would not be disturbed. However, the

Japanese refused to comply r,¡ith the order that they pay duty to the

Dutch, claiming that the Japanese had been on Taiwan before the Dutch

arrived. Four years later an expedition led by a Japanese adventurer
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Hamada Yahei attempted to avenge the wrong done to his countrymen. The

Japanese succeeded only in humiliating the Dutch governor by imprisoning

him in his own mansion for seven days. During the same year, 1628, the

Japanese, fearful of further revenge, withdrew from Taiwan of their oiln

accord (Campbell, 1 903 ) .

When the Japanese withdrew, for the most part from the northern

portion of Taiwan, the Spanish moved in to fill the vacuum created. A

successful campaign Ied by a nilitary cornmander and a Dominican friar

against northern Taiwan introduced Christianity to that part of the

island. Spanish garrisons were stationed in the two harbors of northern

Taiwan: Keelung and Tamsui. The Dutch governor in southern Taiwan

reported to his home country exposing the injury that the Spanish were

doing to Dutch trade and expressed the view that the northern occupants

must be driven av¡ay. Soon after the outbreak of the Portuguese-Spanish

war of '1640 the Dutc-h launched their campaign against the Spanish in

Keelung and Tamsui. The Dutch finally succeeded in eliminating the

Spanish from Taiwan during their second campaign in '1642 when the

Spanish garrison in Taiwan was drawn away to fight against the Mindanao

natives in the Spanish coloniat headquarters of the Philippines (Chow,

1 970: 123) .

Thereafter, the Dutch virtually monopolized trade in Taiwan. The

alliance between the Dutch and the English in '1510 eliminated British

competition for trade on the island. From Taiwan the Dutch harassed

Spain in its philippine colonies and the Portuguese in Macao. The

attacks by the Dutch fleet upon the vessels of its enemy nations or its

competitors were constant, and much of the trade was thrown into the
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hands of the Dutch. In those early days when trade depended not upon

the quality or quantity of goods but upon the possession of military

force to protect and to control narkets, the Dutch found a strategic

position in the island of Taiwan (Chow , 1970:123).

The Dutch steadily developed Taiwan into an important trade base

during a period of nearly forty years. Teas, silks, lacquer, and

porcelain from the China ports were shipped through Anping to Java and

outward to Europe. Dutch ships passing to and from Japan made this a

sheltering way-station, and the colony itself exported products of its
own fields, mines, and forests, principally to Japan (Kerr, 1974).

Howeverr ôs far as the domestic development of Taiwan is concerned,

the Dutch made almost no contribution except exploitation and

oppression. The colonial administration was concerned primarily with

trade and the extraction of resources from Taiwan and its Chinese

settlers. The life of Chinese settlers and aborigines were mainly left
unattended. Although the Dutch did establish a semblance of law and

order and spread Christianity to the aborigines, this r'Ias designed only

to facilitate the Dutch control and exploitation of the island. Their

actual rul-e was limited to Anping, Tainan, and several strongholds in

Keelung. The rest, vast rural areas were all inhabited by Chinese

engaged in farming or trade, paying part of the rice and sugar they

raised to the Dutch colonial government. Constantly under the

oppression and exploitation by the Dutch, the Chinese settlers rose in

1652 in revolt under the leadership of Kuo Huai-i. The up-rising failed

and 8,000 of them died (Kuo, 1973a:26).
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5.3 À TERRIToRY tnIDER SINICIZÀTIoN

in 1644, Peking was captured by the Manchus who established the Ching

dynasty in China. In southern China, Ioyalists of the deposed t'ting

dynasty continued to oppose the Manchu invaders until the 1680s. in the

1650s the Ming loyalists were Led by Cheng Chen-kung, better known to

Westerners as Koxinga, the son of a former chief of the pirate-traders

who made Taiwan their headquarters. The "scorched earth" policy of the

Ching military and officials deprived the Ming loyalists of their source

of supply. In 1661, 25,000 of Cheng's troops appeared in Ànping and

seized the Dutch fort there. The Dutch held out for nine months and

finally surrendered to Cheng, thus ending the 38 years of Dutch rule in

Taiwan (Yen, 1 965) .

Contrary to what Western writers often said, Cheng was a great

builder, a master reconstructor, rather than a pirate turned dictator

(Coddard, 1960). It was Cheng who gave Taiwan national shape with its
own area wide 1aws, customs and administrative system. llithin a few

years of his rule, he developed agricultural production to the extent

that Taiwanese rice, sugar, and salt were on sale in the markets of

mainland Chuanchow and Changchow, and as far away as Japan, the

Philippines, and Siam. No less than ninety-three cargo ships were

conveying Taiwanese produce to Japan alone during his control of Taiwan.

Indeed, so prosperous was the island that no less than 800 scholars from

the mainland of China migrated to Taiwan, under his encouragement, to

build up the cultural life of the island (Coddard, 1960:3). Schools

vlere established and maintained in every district. Civil Service

ExaminatÍons were held once every three years, and those who passed the
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examinations were admitted to an academy of higher learning. Upon

graduation, the scholars v¡ere appointed officials of the government.

Both economically and culturally, Taiwan, at that time, t+as as advanced

âs, if not more advanced than, the Chinese mainland itself (Goddard,

1960:3).

In 1583, 20 years after Cheng Chen-kung's death, the island feIl.to
the Ching and became part of Fukien Province. Meanwhile, sizable

rnigrations of refugees, Ming supporters, had increased the population to

about 200,000 (Chow, 1970:194-195). Settlement proceeded from south to

north and from the western coast to the foothills of the central

highlands, held by the aboriginal tribes.

The Ching's takeover did not stop the prosperity of Taiwan but

increased it. Às nigrants streamed in from southeast China, large areas

in the north were settled. Tainan (then known as Tai-wan) was the

capital. Settlement of the eastern coastal areas began in 1796. By

1842 the population had risen to an estimated 2,500,000, and both rice

and sugar had become important exports to mainland China (Chow,

1970:298).

Às families formed and permanent settlements grew, life in Taiwan

increasingJ.y resembled thal on the mainland. Most of the settlers

engaged in agriculture, but there were numbers of traders and

fisherpersons. The major crops - rice and sugar - and deerskins were

actively exported to the mainland in exchange for silk and textiles.

Ports such as Lu-kang and commercial centers such as Chang-hua

developed. School-s were established and a literati class began to
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appear. The land tenure pattern in much of Taiwan was the complex "one

field, t$¡o owners" system seen in Fukien (Cota, 1968:26). In principle,

all land belonged to the emperor. Some settlers gained title to land

through deals with natives, but the more characteristic and legitimate

method r+as to obtain a patent from the authorities. Petitioners

received a deed of perpetual "ownership" if they could bring the land

under cultivation within a specified period of time. Typically, the

licensee would recruit peasants from China proper to do this work in

exchange for annual rent payments (ta-tsu), fixed at about 10 percent of

the value of production. The recruits in turn received ownership rights

to the land surface while the original landowner (ta-tsu-hu) kept the

subsoiL and paid the government land tax. To complicate matters

further, the recruits (hsiao-tsu-hu) would then take on tenants who paid

rent (hsiao-tsu) in kind to them. Many of the numerous migrants of the

eighteenth century started as tenants at the bottom of this system and

acquired their own land in time. Edgar Wickberg (1970:80) estimates

that "perhaps as much as 75 percent of the land was tenant-cultivated"

in northern Taiwan, somewhat l-ess ersewhere. In a later study, he finds

that raiwan's tenancy rate was high compared with the mainrand

(Wickberg, 1981:214). Most of the original Iandholders lrere absentees,

residing in Taiwan's urban areas or on the mainland (Shih, 1980:195).

In the mid-19th Century afLer almost a century of isolation from the

West, Taiwan rvas again the scene of Western competition, but this time

not driven by mercantilism but by capitalist imperialism backed by much

stronger and systematic military forces. In .1858 the Treaty of

Tientsin, a settlement of the Opium War in which the gritish were the
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tlinners, designated two Taiwan ports as treaty ports, Tainan and Tamsui.

Tea became an important export crop, and the island trade centre shifted

to the north, particularly to Tamsui where ¡ritish and other trading

companies established their headquarters. In 1875, Taipei became the

capital of northern Taiwan.

l^iith its strengthened economy soon after the Meiji Restoration, Japan

also entered the imperialist competition by attempting to set foot again

in Taiwan. Japan's continued interest in the island was reflected in a

Japanese punitive expedition of 1874 ostensibiy to protect the lives of

Pyukyu fishermen along the island's coasts. I^lith similar interests, the

French blockaded the island during the undeclared Sino-French war of

1884-85 and occupied Keelung for a short period (Kuo, 1973:207-208).

To prevent Taiwan from possible foreign annexation, the Chinese

government in 1884 made Taiwan a separate province of China with a legal

capital at Taichung and a temporary capital at Taipei, which became the

lega1 capital in 1886, and appointed Liu Ming-chuan Governor-GeneraI of

Taiwan to strengthen Taiwan. Under the initial leadership of Liu,

considerable development took place in Taiwan for the next eight years.

In fact, Liu was the man who laid the real foundations of Taiwan's

economy on which the Japanese colonial rule was to flourish ten years

later (Coddard, 1960i Chow, 1970; Kuo, 1973).

Liu's first achievement

pacification program for the

in Taiwan. The opening of

was the strengthening of the natives'

safeguarding of internal security and order

the mountain areas was the most difficult
Taiwan. In the previous century, no markedpart of construction work in
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results had been achieved. The mountain roads opened were not kept in

use and many native tribes, pacified one day, rebelled the next. There

were all together about 800 tribes of about 200,000 in popuration, and

the cases of manslaughter each year numbered around '1,000 (Kuo,

1973:223). This seriously affected internal security as well as the

general development of the island. The measures Liu took to achieve his

goal were simpre; grace before force and peaceful persuasion

supplemented by forceful suppression. When persuasi on fa i led,

suppression followed; when use of force succeeded, graceful embrace was

accorded. In less than three years, almost all 800 native tribes

rendered allegiance and the communication between the east and west was

established. Liu then vigorously encouraged and recruited people for

reclanation and settlement, letting Chinese and natives live side by

side and share things together, with an intention of sinicizing the

nat ives naturally. 0ffices of reclamation and settlement were

instituted in all important areas, teaching the natives how to farm,

weave and trade, encouraging the cultivation of tea and camphor, gi.ving

free medicar services and supplies, operating native market places, and

starting local free schools.

The second achievement under Liu was the reorganization of provincial

finance. In the past, it was scheduled that Fukien should subsidize

Taiwan in the amount of 800,000 taeì.s every year, but this was usualLy

not fulfilled. Liu knew that Taiwan ¡vas a rich land and that if the

revenues were thoroughly reorganized, Taiwan would not only be

self-sufficient, but would also have a surplus instead of deficits. But

in the initial period, his nell measures such as pacification, road
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building, city and office construction, and other developmental projects

would require an expenditure that exceeded the revenue. He therefore

reached an understanding with the Governor-General of Fukien to reduce

the annual subsidy from Fukien to 440,000 taels per year, to be paid in

time and in full for a period of five years. with the Fukien support,

Liu began a thorough reform and reorganization of provincial finance

within the five year period. He checked the sources of all revenues,

reduced abusive practices in financial administration, and above all,
undertook the resurveying of land, the reassessment of land tax, and the

res.tructuring of the tariff system (xuo, 1973:225). By 1888, most of

the reform work ¡vas completed. The total revenue from all taxed in

Tai¡,¡an increased f rom 1,500,000 taels in 1884 to 3,000,000 tales in 1888

which ultimately went to as high as 4,500,000 taels in 1891 (Kuo,

1973:227). For the first time, rnilitary salaries and provisions of

Taiwan (about 1,500,000 taels per year), and other expenditures on road

building, pacification, city and office construction, etc., all could be

paid from Taiwan's own revenues without depending on subsidies from

Fukien. Development projects were also gradually under way as more

funds rvere available to finance then (Kuo, 1973:227).

The third accomplishment of Liu was development of the economy.

During his governorship, Liu laid out a systematic plan for Taiwan's

economic development which linked industry, agriculture, and commerce

together. In industry, Liu reopened Keelung coal mine in 1887 which

was demolished during the Sino-French l.iar. with the money raised from

the locaI businessmen, he purchased advanced mining facilities from

Britain to increase production. By 1891, the annual export of coal had
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reached 77,000 tons, doubling the pre-war leve]. Besides, in 1BB7 tiu
founded the Camphor and Sulphur Production Management and made both

commodities a government monopoly for the explicit purpose of export.

In camphor alone, the annual profit was close to 200,000 taels (Kuo,

1973:231).

In agriculture, irrigation was planned and constructed. Incentives

were given to the growing of rice, sugar, and tea, the three major

export goods in Taiwan. At this time, the annual production of rice and

sugar was each around 7-8 million tan (l tan = 133 ]b.) and the annual

production of Tea came to be worth 3-4 million taels (Kuo, 1973:233).

In commercial development, Liu established the General Trade and

Investment center in Taipei to encourage trade development. He also

sent people to Singapore to study trade situations, to get interesLed

overseas Fukienese there to go to Taiwan, and to increase the demand for

Taiwan exports. In 1887, Taiwan's annual foreign trade reached

9,000,000 taels (Kuo, 1973:234). At about the same time, the

Metropolitan Company was formed to undertake projects like street

construction, a city water supply system, and a hospital.

Fina]Ly, Liu also invested heavily in Taiwan's infrastructure to
strengthen the country's material base for rapid economic development.

This included communications, transportation, electricity and education.

0n his arrival in Taiwan, he ordered the purchase from Hong Kong of four

small steam ships for service. In 1887 two German steamships Þrere

bought, together with another two high speed steamships purchased by

enlisted investments from Fukienese businessnen among the overseas
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chinese in southeast Àsia. A lighter ship, for transshipmenl use, vlas

turned over from the Fukien shipyard; and a dredger was ordered. The

two high speed steanrships were used for routes from Taiwan to Shanghai

and Hong Kong, and further to Manila, Saigon and Singapore. The harbor

at Keelung vlas under construction, and the two ports at Chihou were in

the planning stage. The dredger was for such works (Kuo, 1973:229).

In 1887, Liu, wiLh the cooperation of the local businessmen and

foreign engineers, began the first railway construction in Taiwan. In
1891, the first railway linking Keerung and Taipei was completed, and

two years later the Taipei to Hsinchou line r+as aslo finished

(altogether about 180 miles), forming the basis for the north-south

trunk line in northern Taiwan (Kuo, 1973:229), Thus Taiwan became the

second province in China that could boast of railways. The first was

Hopei.

Liu also introduced telegraph lines in Taiwan; with a land line from

both Keelung and Huwei joining at raipei and from there to Tainan; and

two cable lines, one from Huwei to Foochow and one from Anping to

Penghu. The construction began in 1886 and was completed in 1888. The

whole length of the land and cable lines cane to more than 1,400 miles,

with nine telegraph offices. This brought a modernized communications

system providing rapid transmission of information between north and

south and between Taiwan and the mainland (Kuo, 1973:230).

The postar service was arso installed, with a post office in Taipei

and branch offices in other cities. Government messages were delivered

free; private mail was charged according to the number of stations the



delivery would cover. There were two

overseas mail, making scheduled runs

Shanghai. This was ten years ahead

mainland (Kuo, 1973:231).

e The Ching government
joint ventures with

obstructed some of Liu's bolder efforts, such as
foreigners to develop coal and petroleum mining.

mail ships for

between Taiwan,

of the postal
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the delivery of

Foochow, and

service on the

In 1888, electric lighting was first installed in Taiwan and al1 main

streets, offices, and factories had electric J.ights. The steel bridge

across the Tamsui River was also completed in that year.

Adding to the existing private academies with several thousand

students, Liu founded many primary schools across the island during his

leadership and started a school of western studies in 1887. while

prímary schools rvere intended to spread education to the general

popuration, the school of l.iestern studies rvas designed to train

specialists for the development of the island (Kuo, 1973:235).

Liu took charge of Taiwan province for six years (1885-1891), during

which time he exerted his utmost to push Taiwan unto the main road of

development. As Kuo (1973:236) fairly comments,

Under the difficulties of insufficiency of human and material
resources, under the harassment imposed upon him by the
bureaucratic practices of (eeling) conservative policieè,t h"
fought his wãy through thick añd thin, with rãsults hárdly
ideal, yet quite remarkable.

By the time he left office, Taiwan's living standard had already become

the second highest in China, on j.y af ter Hopei . I t r+as on this material

basis that Japan began iLs colonial rule in 1895.
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5.4 À CotoNY ttlIDER JÀPÀNESE IMPERIÀLISM

1n 1895, as a result of the Treaty of Shimonoseki signed after the iirst
Sino-Japanese War, China ceded Taiwan and the Pescadores Islands to

Japan, and the Japanese occupied Taipei in June of that year over the

violent opposition of the Chinese population. For several months a

Republic of Taiwan was in existence, but it was brutally suppressed by

Japanese army and naval forces, with at least 10,000 people killed (Ho,

1971). The Japanese also faced the hostility of the aborigines, some of

whom remained uncontrolled until the outbreak of the pacific war.

Under the Japanese, Taiwan

Excluding the years 1941-1945,

sector almost doubled in half

figure given that population

1968:8).

enjoyed rel-atively fast economic growth.

the per capita income of the agricultural

a century. This is a rather impressive

rose by approximately 43 percent (Koo,

Similar to Liu's reform, the economy which the Japanese fashioned in

Taiwan was achieved by means of deliberate planning and government

ownership of major resources (in partnership with private Japanese

capitalists). The dominance of Japanese colonial administration in

Taiwan's economy mirrored the dominant role of the Meiji Government in

Japan proper, which distinguished it in important respects from the

coloníal offices of England and France (Chang and Myers, 1963; Ho,

1971). The "indirect rule" of the British and French Colonial 0ffices

involved the protection of private property with the assistance of local

governors. The rule of the Japanese imperialists was much more direct

and involved production by the state itself and oppression by a

ubiquitous Japanese police force. The Jiang Kai-shek forces benefited
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enormously from lheir inheritance of Japanese state monopol-ies, and

aovantages of the whole interventionist approach taken by the Japanese

to the development of an occupied territory were not lost to the KMT

( see Chapter I ) .

From the start, Taiwan was regarded

be developed as a complement to Japan.

an agricultural appendage to

two-crop economy (sugar and

a5

A

rice) vlas encouraged much in the classical imperial pattern. But one

aspect which sets Taiwan's colonial experience apart from the rest is
that primary production was not confined to foreign enterprise with

limited spillover on native subsislence agriculture. Many farmers with

access to arable land produced rice for narket to meet the ever rising

needs of Japanese consumers. Àlthough sugar cane i s f requently

cultivated on large plantations in some Third World countries, in Taiwan

it was grolrn by small owner-operators and tenants as well as on large

land tracts owned by Japanese sugar manufacturers. Thus, agriculture in

Taiwan was quickly and generally commercialized (Myers , 1972).

Às pointed out in the previous section, much of rural Taiwan at the

turn of the century operated under a traditional three-tier tenancy

system. It consisted of the great landlords and the tenant landJ.ords,

who paid the former a fixed rent and who collected rent in kind from

their cultivators (or subtenants). under this system, property rights

were unclear and hence blamed for difficulties in collecting taxes and

nraking land transactions. To end the system, the Japanese

administration first undertook an extensive land survey. Two

by-products of this survey were the uncovering of farms that were not on

the tax ro11 and a record of agricultural holdings thal would prove of
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immense usefulness for the land reform effected by the government of

Jiang Jie-shek half a century later. Next, the Japanese administration

undertook its own land reform, which left the existing social structure

of landlordism intact while allowing for new farming practices to be

assimilated (Ho, 1971). The land reform had much in common with changes

introduced in Japan itself after the Meiji Restoration. Landlords were

given incentives to produce more, thus minimizing their opposition to

taxation, while their tenants were squeezed to the maximum. Under the

reform, the tenant landl-ords became the legal ovrners of the land,

directly responsible for taxes. The clarification of property rights

was judged by the Japanese administration to be the key prerequisite for

investment in land development under non-communal farnring. À flat tax

on land, rather than a proportional tax on output, was also viewed as an

incentive to greater production. Meanwhile, ground rents amounting to

50 percent and occasionally as much as 70 percent of a tenant's main

crop yield were common.

A scientific approach to agriculture rlas the main ingredient of rural

poLicy. To make it still more profitable for landlords to expand

production for the Japanese market, the colonialists pioneered important

technological advances. New seed strains suitable to the Taiwanese

ecology were experimented with and perfected by various research

agencies supporled by the state. A host of technological advances Þrere

achieved (1ong before the "Green Revolution'became a twinkle in the eye

of the Rockfeller Foundation) and set in motion the appLicaLion of

science to farming which characterizes the rural economy of Taiwan today

(Ho, 1968).
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Significantly, the oppressive land tenure arrangements (which

persisted even after the "great landlords" had been exorcised) did not

seemingly obstruct the march of technoJ-ogical progress. Tenant farmers

applied improved technology, fertilizers and other inputs to increase

crop yields. About 65-70 percent of the totar crop of Taiwan in the
.1930s was produced by peasants on rented land (Grajdanzev, 1941:78).

Presumably, either tenants' net incomes wouLd have been lower or their

leases would not have been renewed had they not applied these productive

inputs. By way of encouragement, an elaborate network of agricultural

associations, under the aegis of the government and rich landlords,

provided peasants with extensive education, the cooperative purchase of

fertilizers, warehousing, and other services. Where persuasion failed,

the police were employed to force modern techniques onto rural

communities which resisted change (t"tyers and chang, 1964) . The

experience which small tenants gained in experimenting with new seed

strains and their familiarization with scientific farming would also

prove of immense usefulness to the later land reform efforts of the

Chinese Nationalists. The extensive network of agricultural

associations which the Japanese introduced was created to facilitate
poJ.ice surveillance and control over the local population. Today, these

associations persist and are an important element in the Taiwanese

government's management of agriculture.

In the 1930s

source of food

be understood

expansionism in

, Japan reshaped its policy

supply for the home market.

in the context of Japan'

of transforming Taiwan into a

The shift in policy can only

s increasing militarism and

Japan sought to refashionthe Pacific. BelatedLy,



Taiwan as an industrial adjunct to its olrn vlar

ambitions in Southeast Asia and South China:
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preparations and

Japan had always considered Taiwan the natural base for
extending its influence in these two areas. Economically, it
was hoped that, at a minimum, more of Taiwan's exports could
be directed toward them. With its growing productive
capacity, the government realized that Taiwan had to broaden
its market, and it had visions of transforming Taiwan into an
industrial center, with South China and Southeast Asia as its
markets as well as its sources of rar,¡ materials (Ho,
1971:325) .

The new economic policy of the Japanese administration resulted in a

diversification of agriculture as ner+ crops for industrial use r+ere

introduced. These raw materiaLs were processed in Taiwan, adding to the

industrial base, as did the processing of raw materials which were

imported into Taiwan from Southeast Àsia. llhile industry had not been

specifically prohibited in Taiwan before the 1930s, the fact that the

gains from Taiwan's growth largely gravitated to Japan meant that only

those industries with a locational advantage (".g., cement and sugar

refining) could survive in the absence of a sizable domestic market and

the influx of duty-free Japanese imports. Àfter 1 930, however,

locational advantages grew more decisive. The construction of a

hydroelectric power installation in 1934 gave rise to the beginnings of

meta]J-urgical and chemical sectors, both of which rely heavily on

low-cost povrer. Às Japan's military build up escalated, and finally, as

World War II erupted, the traffic in Japanese goods to Taiwan dwindled

and lhen ceased. As a consequence, there was evidence of the beginnings

of the local manufacture of some goods which had previousry been

imported from Japan. It needs to be added that, as in Japan itself, it
rvas semiofficial enterprise which realized the various industrial

projects on the government's drawing board (¡msden, 1979:347).
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The industrial transformation of Taiwan did not progress much under

Japanese ruIe. For one thing, the policy of building Taiwan into an

industrial bridgehead to South Àsia was in effect for only a short time

before world tlar II harted it. Moreover, as Ho /1971:32s) notes, the

early policies of the government frustrated its later designs. For

obvious political reasons, the Japanese colonial authority had

underinvested in education. Although allocations for education were

eventually increased, providing Taiwan with one of the most literate
populations among the underdeveloped countries, such expenditures came

too late to furnish the trained manpower which industrialization

required. SimilarJ.y, Taiwan's inf rastructure.,was initially designed to

support agriculture. While the last-minute efforts to construct

transport and harbor facilities suited to military and industrial needs

proved highly beneficial in postwar years, many projects were still on

the drawing board when the, war erupted.

Thus, economic arowth in Taiwan under Japanese rule went about as far

as it could 90, given the internal contradictions of imperialism.

Growth included a rise in per capita incomes: indeed, the welfare of the

Taiwanese peasant in the first half of the twentieth century may have

exceeded ihat of the Japanese peasant - according to such welfare

indices as type of wearing apparel, housing, local bank deposits, and

the like (Ouchi, 1967). The most enduring ]egacy of the Japanese

occupation, however, r.Ias less the betterment of living standards than

the buil-ding of a foundation for subsequent development. Whereas much

of the gains in per capita income were lost as a conseguence of war and

an influx of mainlanders following the Cornmunist victory in China (and
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rvere not regained until the 1950s and 1960s), the economic structure

implanted by the Japanese survived. This structure encompassed

agriculture, industry, and social overhead, including law and order -

something at which both the Japanese and later the Chinese Nationalists

exceIled.

5.5 À cotoNy IN cHÀoTIc RETRoCESSIoN

Taiwan's formal retrocession to China in 1945 took place after the

Potsdam Proclamation in the same year approved by the united states,

Britain, France, China, the Soviet Union, and Japan (see next chapter).

It inaugurated a period of rapid underdevelopment. Economically,

politically and culturally Taiwan was suddenly pulled out of the

Japanese orbit and appended to China in another strangled relationship.

The new corrupt rulers restructured the island province to fulfi11 the

needs of their mainland regime, insensitive to the history of the

disoriented Taiwanese people.

mainlander-KMT control.

All aspects of life came under

The overarching need of the Nationalists r,ras to fuel their vlar

nachine once the struggle against the Communists revíved in 1946. After

decades of intermittent warfare, the mainland's economy rvas in disarray.

Taiwan's bountiful rice and sugar could fill an immediate need. The

usable machines and stockpiled ralv materials could help revive

production. Before Iong, Taiwan's resources were shipped off to the

mainland by private officers and government agencies charged with

confiscating enemy assets. Factories were dismantled and shipped to

china along with raw materials, thus devastating the part of Taiwan's

economic base that escaped Àmerican bombs (Cota, 1986:50).
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I^¡ith civil war on the mainland, the regime stepped up its nationwide

political repression. The Taiwanese had eagerly welcomed the

Nationalists in 1945 and looked forward to participating as fulr
citizens of the Republic of China. Their liberators, however, treated

them suspiciously as collaborators with the Japanese mortal enemy, and

arrogantly, as a colonized people. I n a symbol ic move ,

Administrator-GeneraI and Garrison Commander Chen Yi moved into the

vacated Japanese administrative building and staffed his government r.¡ith

other mainlanders and token Taiwanese who had spent the war years in

china. other Taiwanese were relegated to the lowest positions.

Àlong with economic and political retrogression, the corrupt Chinese

officers brought lawlessness, corruption, plunder, inflation, disease,

and an environment of general disorder. The Japanese infrastructure,

physical and social, sustained a severe blow. Long quiescent, the

Taiwanese exploded in the notorious "2-28 Incidentr" a massive public

ríot which was ended by a brutal KMT suppression (see Chapter VIiI for

detai] ) . The incident has haunted Taiwan's politics up until the

present day and has been a taboo subject of discussion until very

recently.

When the Taiwanese were still in the aftershock of the 2-28 Incident,

the civil war in China escalated. After the Nationalists, backed by

American support, scored several early victories, the tide began to turn

quickly as the Communists started a counteroffensive in central China.

This gathered momentum in 1948 when the whole Chinese economy collapsed

after a failed attempt at monetary reforn. As central and southern

China continued to fal-l into the hands of the Communists, the American
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government withdrew its support and decíded to stand back and let the

Communisls run their course. I.¡ithout American support, the situation of

lhe Nationalists became hopeless. In 1949 when the Communists advanced

into Szechuan, where the Nationalists had their temporary headquarters,

the KMT government made its final move to Taiwan. Àt that time, no one

would believe that the KMT government could survive. But very soon, the

bleak destiny of Taiwan changed suddenly with an unexpected event - the

outbreak of the Korean War.



Chapter VI

INTERNATIONÀI POTITICÀI ECONOI{Y IN TÀIWANI S DEVEEOPMENT

6.1 INTRODUCTION

The forces of history are always mysterious. As the KMT in Taiwan began

to count its final days, a drastic change in the international political

economy suddenly dragged it from the brink of hell. This change was the

outbreak of the Korean war, which rapidly developed into a fulI-fledged

international confrontation between the East and the l,iest, between

communism and capitalism, for almost four decades. Immediately after

the outbreak of the Korean rvar, the KMT on Taiwan, after a short period

of international abandonment, rvas swiftly reintegrated (po1iticalJ-y)

into the international political economy under the hegemonic aegis of

the United States. The international reintegration not only gave the

KMT a second chance of life but also reignited its hope of retaking the

mainland. Until the arrival of the Korean war, howeverr Do one would

have anticípated such a miraculous turn.

This chapter ana].yzes this miraculous turn of events - the drastic

change in American policy toward Taiwan, and after 1950, the changing

international political economy and its impact on Taiwan's development.

it also examines the role American aid played in Taiwan's survival and

economic takeoff.

- 107 -
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6,2 ÀIÍERICÀN NONINVOTVE}IENT POTICY BEFORE 1950

Prior to 1950, the United States displayed no intrinsic interests in

Taiwan. The extent of interest evinced was that the island not be used

by others in ways harmful to the Àmerican interests in the region. In

the middle of the 19th century, some Ànerican officiats, frustrated by

the inability or unwillingness of Chinese officials to prevent

aboriginal tribesmen in Taiwan from looting stranded American ships and

murdering their crews, and also keen to expand their country's trade and

influence in the western Pacific, proposed that the United States

acquire Taiwan (clough, 1978). The isrand would be useful, they

thought' as a coaling station and as a base from which the United States

could pursue its commercial interests ufong the China coast and in

Japan, as the British did from Hong Kong, the portuguese from Macao, and

the Dutch from the Netherlands East Indies. Commodore Matthew C. perry,

after his success in "opening" Japan, recommended to President Franklin

Pierce the establishment of an Àmerican settlement in Taiwan that could

ultimateLy lead to an American protectorate over the island. Townsend

Harris, the first American consul general to Japan, recommended that the

United States purchase Taiwan from China. Peter Parker, the American

commissioner to China in the '1850s, urged that the United States take

over Taíwan, not excluding the use of military force should that be

necessary. But all such suggestions were coì-dly received in Ì.iashington.

Parker's successor, gtil-liam B. Reed, was instructed to bear in mind that

"the whole nature of policy of our government... deprived us of al1

motives either for territorial aggrandizenent or the acquisition ot

political power in that distant region" (yen, 1965t77-78).
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Before the end of the century, however, both the status of Taiwan and

the Àmerican government's view of its role in the western pacific had

changed radically. Japan acquired Taiwan in 1895 as a result of the

Sino-Japanese vtar, thus joining the ranks of the imperialist powers in

the international competition to extract concessions from China. Soon

thereafter, clashing Àmerican and Japanese interests in the Hawaiian

islands provided the first test of strength between these expanding

Pacific powers, resulting in the annexation of Hawaii by the United

States in 1898. The acquisition of the Philippines soon instalLed the

united states as a colonial power next door to Japan's colony, Taiwan.

Many years later, culminating the history of sharpening disputes between

the United states and Japan over the Japanese expansionist policies in
East Asia, Taiwan became the base from which the Japanese military
launched their attack on the Philippines and their advance into other

parts of Southeast Àsia.

Determined to strip Japan of the power to make war, the United States

joined Britain and China at the Cairo Conference in'1943 to declare that

Taiwan would be taken from Japan and restored to China. Prior to the

conference no thought appears to have given by senior American officials
to the possibility of annexing Taiwan or of offering its inhabitants the

choice of independence, though some junior officiars did urge the u.s.

government to acquire Taiwan (Kerr, 1965). The intention to return

Tai¡+an to China was confirmed in the Potsdam Proclamation of July 26,

1945, which was later concurred in by the Soviet Union' and France and

accepted by Japan. In October 1945, officials of the Republic of China

(nOC) formaì.Iy accepted the surrender of the Japanese forces in Taiwan



and look the island over from Japan, declaring

incorporated into the territory of China.

it to
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be once more

In turning Taiwan over to the ROC, the United States acted on the

assumption that its postwar policy in East Àsia would be founded upon

close cooperation with a united China. Japan, stripped of its colonies,

was to remain disarmed and.weak. But $,ithin four years, us policy was

in disarray. The Chinese Communists had gained control of mainland

China and $tere soon to enter into an alliance with the Soviet Union

directed against both Japan and the United States.

The conquest of the China mainland by the Chinese Communists and

Mao's declaration of July 1949 that his government would take the Soviet

side in the global power struggle aroused concern in washington as to

the strategic consequences for the United States should Taiwan come

under Peking's control. The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) foresaw serious

danage to the strategic position of the United States in that event, but

they were unwilling to recommend US military intervention to keep Taiwan

out of Communist hands because of the potentialJ.y more urgent needs

elsewhere (".g. Europe) for limited us forces. There was general

agreement within the US government that it would be highly desirable for

Taiwan to remain under a friendly, non-communist regime. various

proposals to achieve this end, short of miLitary intervention, were

considered, incruding an appeal to the united Nations, us support of the

Taiwan independence movementrl0 and provision of large-sca1e economic

r0 The Taiwan independence movement has long been supported secretly by
the American government. Àmerican involvement has complicãted
Taiwan's politics substantially, because the KMT governmânt r+as
committed to suppress the movement due to its party ideology, while
it had to look to Washington for support (Wang, 1986).
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the Nationalist government, which had withdrawn to

1949. The continuation of a modest economic aid

, but massive economic aid was rejected as Likely to

President Harry S. Truman also decided against

military aid program in Taiwan, despite recommendations

the JCS and demands by prominent nepublican members of

, 1987:7).114s he announced very plainly in January

"the united states has no desire to obtain special rights or
privileges or to establish military bases in Formosa ãt tnis
time. Nor does it have any intention of utilizing its armed
forces to interfere in the present situation. The united
states Government will not pursue a course which will lead to
involvement in the civil confli.t in China. Similarty,- the
united states Government will not provide miritary ãid or
advice to Formosa" (Department of state Bulletin, January
1950:79).

The Department of State two weeks earLier had issued a confidential

policy memorandum to information officers abroad informing them that the

fa11 of Taiwan was widely anticipated and giving instructions intended

to minimize the damage to US interests that would resuLt (Chiu,

1973:217-220). Thus, at the highest level, the united states had

decided in early 1950 that US interests in Taiwan were not important

enough to warrant intervention to prevent its conquest by the Chinese

Communists. Chiang Kai-shek and his remaining forces would have to fend

for themselves.
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5.3 RE\¡ERSAI 0F us NoNiNvotI/EÌtENT å,FTER THE ottrBREÀK oF THE KoREÀN tlAR

The attackl2 by Norlh Korean forces against South Korea in June 1950 and

the decision to intervene with Anerican forces caused an urgent

reassessment of Us interests in Taiwan and a reversal of the

noninvolvement poricy. This blatant use of force by a soviet al]y,
coming soon after the formation of the Sino-soviet al1iance, raised

serious questions about possibLe future Soviet and Chinese Communist

actions in this region and elsewhere. Under the circumstances,

particularly in light of the views already prevalent in the government

concerning the strategic importance of Taiwan, it seemed only prudent to

keep the island for the time being out of chinese hands. Moreover, it
would be difficult to justify continued rejection of Republican

pressures for US assistance in the defense of Taiwan while seeking

public support for the decision to intervene militarily in Korea (Chiu,

1973). Consequently, Truman made a declaration in the summer of 1950

12 The cause of the Korean war has to date been far from clear.
Immediately after the war broke out, the Àmerican State Department
described it as a "surprise attackr" a pure aggression on the part of
North Korea supported by communist china and the soviet union.
However, on the basis of his intense research I. F. stone (1969)
points out that such an accusation was entirely propagandistic.
According to his analysis, the outbreak of the Korean war r+as not
only known in advance by the American intelligence; it also involved
several parties - thã American militaris[s (Áspecially general
MacArthur), the corrupt south Korean government, ana tne ltur. The
Àmerican militarists wanted to use the tvar as an excuse to sweep
communism from Àsia; the corrupt South Korean government (head by
Syngman Rhee) needed a rvar to save it from a deep political trouble
(Rhee had just lost a general election); and the defeated KMT looked
for such a rlar to regain Àmerican heLp and eventually to use this
help to retake China. Because of such similar interests, all these
three parties, in close cooperation, actively prepared for and
purposefully provoked the North Korean assault. Anolher historian,
S. E. Ambrose (1969), though he does not agree that the North Koreans
were forced to attack, believes that: "The conflict can only be
understood wiLhin the context of a divided Korea and cannot be
described as part of a pattern of international conspiracy directed
from the Kremlin or from china. MacArthur was the major, almost
sole, reason the war did not end in late 1950."



previously:

The occupation of Formosa by Communist forces would be a
direct threat to the security of the pacific area and to
United States forces performing their lawful and necessary
functions in that area. Accordingly, I have ordered the
Seventh Fleet to prevent any attack on Formosa. Às a
corollary of this action, I am calling the chinese Government
on Formosa to cease all air and sea operations against the
mainland. The SevenÈh Fleet will see that this is done. The
deternination of the future status of Formosa must await the
restoration of security in the pacific, a peace settlement
with Japan, or consideration by the United Nations (Department
of State Bulletin, JuIy 1950:5).

Thus, the attack in Korea and the Àmerican reaction to it brought

about a fundamental reassessment of US policy toward China and Taiwan,

which entireJ-y contradicted the speech

causing that policy to change sharply

prior to June 1950. The attack set in

that linked Taiwan more and more firmly
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he gave several months

from the direction it had taken

motion a series of developments

to the hegemonism of the United

States in the international political order emerging after WorId War II.

The Korean war was instrumental in radically changing US relations

with Taiwan, not only because it forced Truman to adopt emergency

measures to protect Taiwan from

the war the United States and

attack, but also because by the end of

the Peop1e's Republic of China (pnc) on

the mainland had come to regard each other as implacable enemies. From

viewpoint, the Chinese Communists had intervened in Korea in

back an unprovoked Soviet-supported North Korean aggression

against south Korea.13 From the PRC viewpoint, they had intervened to

13 it is now widely believed by historians that the Chinese never wanted
the war and did not support the North Koreans until MacArthur forced
them to do so by bombing the Chinese border where dams and electric
plants were located. American public and even the Truman government
were all deceived by MacArthur's conspiracy for a relatively long
t ime.

the US

order to
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counter an imminent threat to their industrial heartland by the U.S.

government which had just resumed its support of the defeated Chiang

Kai-shek forces in Taiwan.14 The need of both nations to mobilize public

support for their forces engaged ín combat in Korea caused each to
depict the other in the darkest colors. The United Stales came to

perceive the PRC as an aggressive power prepared to use military force

to extend Sino-Soviet hegemony over East Asia. The PRC saw the United

States as a continuing military threat that had even hinted at its
possible use of nuclear weapons against China to end the war in Korea

(pulles, 1972:136-137). Angrily rebutting Truman's assertion that the

status of Taiwan was undetermined, the Peking government accused Lhe US

government of seeking to gain control over Taiwan and sever it from the

mother land.

Once china, strongly backed by the soviet unj.on, began to be viewed

as a serious threat to US interests in the western Pacific, Taiwan took

on a nev¡ importance. It came to be regarded as a vital link in the US

defense 1ine, whose loss to Communist forces would endanger the US

position in Japan and the PhiJ.ippines. Às early as the summer of 1950,

General Douglas MacÀrthur, after a visit to President Chiang Kai-shek,

stressed the importance of defending Taiwan, the "unsinkable aircraft
carrier" (Dulles, 1972:99-100). In an address to the Congress following

his dismissal MacArthur expressed his extrene view that the loss of

Taiwan "might well force the western frontiers of the United States

"back to the coasts of california, oregon, and Í.Iashington" (iriye,

1a North Korea
industry is
bombers from
conspiracy to

borders China's northeastern
based. These provinces were
the beginning of the Korean
drag China into the ¡rar.

provinces where its heavy
under attack by Àmerican

tvar as part of MacÀrthur's
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1967:292). The concept was gaining support that, by strengthening the

government of the ROc on Taiwan, the united states could pose a

continual threat to the PRC, tie down large numbers of forces opposite

Taiwan, provide an alternative focus of loyalty for overseas Chinese in

Southeast Àsia, and perhaps ultimately help the government on Taiwan to

recover the mainland from a weakened Communist regime.

t'thiIe the conflict in Korea was hardening the attitudes of the two

sides, the United States was engaged in cementing its relations with

Taiwan. A military mission from General MacÀrthur's headquarters in

Tokyo arrived in Taiwan in the summer of 1950 to survey the military

needs of the Nationalist forces there. By the middre of 1gsi, u.s.$50

million had been allocated for military equipment and supplies and

U.S.$42 million for economic aid. A Military Àssistance Àdvisory Group

(u¡eC) had arrived, headed by a major general who immediately asked

washington to expand his small staff to 777 persons. The Mutual

security Àppropriation Àct, passed in october '1 951 , envisaged aid

totaring some u.s.300 million for Taiwan in fiscal 1gs2 (c1ough,

1978:10). By April of that year Karl L. Rankin, the Àmerican Ambassador

in Taiwan and a vigorous advocate of strong US support for Nationalist

China, informed the members of his staff that the policy of the United

States was not merely to provide minimal mil-itary and economic aid to
Taiwan until its future could be decided by international agreement. On

the contrary, he declared, the actual uS program for Taiwan h'as "not+ on

a comprehensive, medium to long-term basis which foresees making the

island economically self-supporting except for such assistance as may be

required to maintain a larger-than-normal military establishment until
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peace and security are re-established in the Far East" (Rankin,

1964:122-123). By the time the shooting stopped in Korea in July 19s3,

the American official community in Taiwan administering these ongoing

military programs had grown to 1200 persons, exclusive of dependents, a

tenf old increase over the '1 19 of.f.icials present in Àpri1 '1951 (Rankin,

1964:174).

6,4 A}IERICÀN ÀID TO TÀII{ÀN IN THE 19505 åND 5OS

It was under the circumstances mentioned above that tremendous help and

aid were extended to Taiwan during the 1950s and 60s. The main purpose

of Àmerican help and aid rvas to strengthen Taiwan militarily and

economicaLly so that it could sufficiently resist attacks from the PRC

and block further communist expansion in the Far East. The aid, though

quite consistent over the 1950s and 60s, varied from time to time in

terms of value and kind, depending upon the relations between the United

States and the PRC on the mainland.

The conclusion of the Korean conflict did not end the tension between

the United States and the PRC. The r+orsening international political
politics continued to work favorably on the KMT's side. washington,

under the new leadership of President Dwight D. Eisenhower, was much

disturbed by the PRC's close relations with the Soviet Union. Àfter the

Korean war, the PRC and ussR appeared to be cooperating closely and

coordinating their efforts to expand the area of Communist control in

Asia. The slogan "Learn from the Soviet Union" t+as in vogue in China.

Thousands of Chinese students were sent to study in the Soviet Union.

The PRC had embarked on its first five-year plan, based on the soviet
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model ' and Moscow had committed itself to a massive transfer of

technology to China. The people's Liberation Àrmy was being modernized

with large quantities of soviet v¡eapons. At the same time, the

Sino-Soviet joint support for the Vietminh's war against the French in

Indochina increased the suspicion of the Capitalist worId. The collapse

of French resistance in 1954 and the partition of Vietnam at the Geneva

Conference seemed like a threatening advance by the Sino-soviet bloc

into Southeast Àsia.

The US-PRC tension was further heightened as the Peking government's

explicit statements of determination to liberate Taiwan culminated on

sepLember 3, 1954 in the opening of a heavy bombardment on Quemoy, the

largest of the Nationalist-he1d offshore islands. A few months later,
Àmericans were outraged when a military court in peking imposed long

prison sentences on eleven US airman and two civilians shot down during

the Korean r+ar (Ctriu, 1979:157-160).

Provoked by the aggressive move of the pRc and considering the

security of Southeast Àsia, the United States organized the Southeast

Àsia Treaty Organization (SnerO), carried out a chain of bilateral and

multilateral treaties r+ith south Korea, Japan, Àustralia, and New

zealand, and signed a mutual defense treaty with the Roc which

formalized the US commitment to the defense of Taiwan. These actions

completed the US-backed security system in the western Pacific in which

Ta iwan was an integral part whose dest iny formalry became the

responsiblity of the United States (Ciriu, 1979).
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The US-ROC mutual defense treaty was extremely important to Taiwan's

security as it explicitly stated that the United States had the

obrigation to defend Taiwan against armed attack, hinting that it
"would, if necessary, employ nuclear weapons against the pRC" (clough,

1878:13). The PRC bitterly denounced the US-ROC defense treaty as an

attempt to legalize the occupation of Taiwan by the United States. In

January 1955, a month after the signing of the treaty, the PRC launched

a well-coordinated assault on ROC-held offshore islands, but it was

repulsed by the Nationalist defenders with American support.

Às the US-PRC relations continued to worsen, the United States began

to commit itself to a long-term, comprehensive military and economic aid

program to make Taiwan a stronger link in the chain of alliances forged

to contain sino-soviet expansion. The us military aid program had

brought about striking improvements in ROC's armed forces. old and

disabled soldiers were retired with the help of a u.s.g42 mirlion

contribution from the United States, and through a conscription system

their places were taken by young men serving two to three years.

Obsolete weapons and equipment were replaced with modern rifles, machine

guns, tanks, trucks, artillery, jet aircraft, destroyers, and

minelayers.

AJ-though the United States had established no military bases in

Taiwan, it had taken steps to facilitate US military operations there,

should such become necessary. Twenty-five million dollars was made

available for runway extension and other improvements of Kung Kuan

airfield in central Taiwan so that it would be able to serve as a

recovery base for B-52 bombers of the Strategic Air Command. in 1957 a
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Matador missile unit, staffed by Americans and capable of hitting the

China mainland with nuclear warheads, was stationed in Taiwan. US Àir

Force fighter squadrons from Okinawa or the Philippines were rotated

into chinese air bases in Taíwan for a month or two at a time on

familiarization visits. A US Taiwan Defense Command, headed by a vice

admiral' lras established in Taipei with a skeleton staff charged with

developing contingency plans for US cooperation in the defense of Taiwan

and Penghu islands, pursuant to the mutual defense treaty. intelligence

operations based on Taiwan, including overflights of the mainland by ROC

pilots, became an important source of information on PRC forces which,

like the ROc forces, were being nodernized and strengthened.

Taiwan was also receiving substantial amounts of economic aid in the

form of surplus agricui-tural commodities and loans and grants for

development, averaging u.s.$114 milrion annually in the three years

1955-'1957 (statistical yearbook of ROc, 1976:21s). such aid rvas

considered essential in order to maintain at least the existing

standards of consumption for a population increasing at over three

percent annually and thus to prevent any impairment of morale and

political stability on the island. In summing up the US accomplishments

in Taiwan in the spring of 1957, Àmbassador Rankin reported that since

mid-1950 lhe United States had given military and economic aid to the

ROC amounting to U.S.$2 billion and that some 5000 official Àmericans,

excluding dependents, were stationed on the islandr or more than four

times that number in 1953 (Rankin, 19642288).

Whi le the un i ted States

militarily and economically,

continuing to strengthen Taiwan

PRC decided in 1958 to engage in

t{as

the
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another test of strength over the offshore islands (Ctriu, 1979:167-170).

Mao Tse-tung apparently believed that conditions were unusually

favorable. The orbiting of Sputnick by the Soviet Union, which

increased public concern in the United States over the presumed missile

gap between the United States and the Soviet Union, as well as other

developments that seemed promising from the viewpoint of the PRC, caused

Mao to declare on his visit to Moscow in 1957 that "the East wind was

prevailing over the West wind" (Clough, 1978:16-17). Inside China, the

Great Leap Forward was launched in a spirit of exuberant optimism. To

leaders in Peking, the b¡lance of forces seemed to be shifting in favor

of the Communist camp, and they judged that the time was ripe for

probing the strength of the US determination to assist the Nationalists

in defense of the offshore islands.

0n August 23, '1958, the PRC began heavy attacks on Quemoy, where

one-third of ROC forces were located, in an attempt to liberate Taiwan

altogether. But the United states quickly deployed powerful naval and

air forces nearby and sharply warned Peking that it woutd not hesitate

to use armed forces in the defense of ROc. In september, both the us

and the PRC began talks to solve the crisis. While the talks made

Little progress, it was evident that the US-escorted ROC supply ships,

supplemented by air drops by the ROC air force, had succeeded in

withstanding the PRC's attack. Bombardment of Quemoy gradually

diminished, and the PRC finally resorted to firing only on odd-numbered

days in order to demonstrate its rejection of the cease-fire urged by

the United States.
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The ROc emerged from the crisis appreciably stronger. It acquired

from the UniLed States new military eguipment, notably 8-inch howitzers

located on Quemoy, Sidewinder missiles for its jet fighters, and landing

craft to facilitate the resupply of the offshore islands. Morale r+as

boosted by the outstanding performance of the ROC air force, which

consistently outfought the PRC air force by a wide margin and by the

successful of defence of both Quemoy and Taiwan. Throughout the crisis,
the United States assumed primary responsibility for the air defense of

Taiwan, and frorn October 6 it stationed a Nike-Hercules missile unit on

the island to strengthen its air defense.

Às the Taiwan crisis subsided, cracks began to 'appear in the

Communist bloc. By 1960, it was evident that the Sino-Soviet alliance

had been severely damaged. At first the breakdown of the monolithic

Communist bloc seemed to offer small comfort, for the Chinese were more

militant than the Soviets. They denounced Moscow for not standing up

more stoutly to the United States, belittled the dangers of nuclear war,

and called for more vigorous backing of revolutionary war at a time when

the united states r+as becoming more deeply involved in vietnam.

Peking's nuclear explosion in 1964 and its early progress in developing

nuclear missiles further disturbed Àmerican policymakers. The expanding

US air operations over North Vietnam increased the risk of a military

clash with the pnc.

By the end of the 1960s, however, international politics had changed

significantly. The PRC was seen to be more cautious in action than in

rhetoric. Its progress in nuclear T¡eapons, particularly toward

developing an intercontinental ballistic missile capable of hitting the
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United States, !¡as slower than had been predicted. The cultural

revolution had turned the attention of Chinese leaders inward, and a

large portion of the People's Liberation Àrmy was occupied in restoring

]aw and order. The extensive purges of party leaders and widespread

disorder made China seem much less of a threat to its neighbors than it
had seemed earlier. Fear of a nilitary clash over Vietnam subsided as

the united States and China exercised reciprocal restraint over their
military activities in and around North Vietnam. Most important of all,
the growing tension between Peking and Moscow, climaxed by the border

clashes at Chen Pao Tao (Damansky IsLand) in March 1969, placed new

military constraints on any inclination that PRC might have had to use

its forces other than in defense of the Sino-soviet frontier (Chiu,

1979:177).

}thile the transformation of the sino-soviet alliance into a

Sino-Soviet military confrontation significantl-y undermined the

geopolitics of Taiwan as a strategic base essential to US security,

support for the ROC as the legitimate representative of China in the

world was also being eroded. In early 1960s, it became impossible for

the United States to muster a majority vote in the UN General ÀssembJ.y

"not to consider' the question of Chinese representati.on. A majority

did agree that any change in Chinese representation could be made only

by two-third votes, but that device for excluding the PRC also gradually

lost support as the year passed. sympathy grew in the united states

itself for admitting the PRC to the United Nations, while reserving a

place for the ROc as well. Following the example of France, which

established diplomatic relations with the pRC in i964, more nations

shifted their diplomatic missions from Taipei to peking.
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Taiwan as a strategic position

essential to the contaínment of an aggressive PRC was gradually changing

during the 1960s, economic and military assistance to Taiwan continued.

During the late 1950s and '1960s, PRC forces acquired much additional

equipment, including Nike-HercuIes and Hawk antiaircraft missiles, as

well as more tanks, howitzers, and M-14 rifles. The aging F-B6s were

replaced by F-1 00, F-1 04, and F-5 aircraft. The arrival of c-1 1 9

transport aircraft increased the military airlift capability of the

forces, and in 1969 a loan was made to the ROC to build a factory for

coproducing r+ith Bell Helicopter co. helicopters for military use.

Additional destroyers, LSTs, and various types of landing craft made

resupply of the offshore islands easier, although the ROC's total

amphibious capability fel1 far short of what would be needed for a

large-scale landing on the mainland. The ROC also made progress toward

greater self-sufficiency. By 1969 it was producing M-14 rifles, machine

guns, artillery shel1s, mortars, and a variety of other types of

military equipment (Clough, 1978).

Unlike US military aid, which continued at a relatively high level

during the 1960s, economic aid on concessional terms was phased out in
1965. This was done not only because of a decline in US interest in the

state of Taiwan's economy, but also because the economy had developed to

the point where Taiwan could qualify for loans on nonconcessional terms

and no longer needed us aid. By 1965, Taiwan's economy had already

taken off. Inflation had been checked, and the ROC had shifted the

emphasis in its economic policy from stabilization to expansion,

primarily through increasing the production and export of manufactured

goods (see Chapter IX).
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With the phasing out of the US aid program, Taiwan began to move from

political integration to economic integration into the international

political economy, under the protection of the United States whose

narket was unconditionally open to Taiwanese products. Despite its
continued heavy military burden (see chapter vII, Table 16), the ROC was

now in a position to maintain economic stability and growth without a

draining US resources. The growth of Taiwan's economy accelerated in

the latter half of the 1960s, stimulated by rapid expansion of exports.

Exports to the United States quadrupled between 1964 and 1969, while

imports from the United States doubled in the same period (Xoo & Fei,

1985:246-247). Taiwan became an increasingly attractive location for

foreign - first and most important us - investment. By the end of 1969,

23 Àmerican firms employed more than 221000 Chinese employees in plants

in Taiwan. Two Àmerican banks had established branches there (CIough,

1978:2a). The US Export-Import Bank continued to make sizable loans to

Taiwan to encourage sales of US products. The most-favored nation trade

status, granted to Taiwan by the United States since Lhe 1950s in spite

of Taiwan's extreme protection policy, began to show its effect on

Taiwan's export to the United States

6.5 CONTRIBUTIONS OF ÀMERICAN ÀID

As Àmerican aid was so critical to ROC's survival on Taiwan, before we

move on to the changing international poli.tical economy in the 1970s and

1980s, it is worthwhile here to analyze the extent of Àmerican aid and

its role in Taiwan's development. In tota1, between 1950 and.l969, more

than u.s.$4.5 billion in aid was extended to Taiwan (clough, 1g7g:23),

excluding other unquantifiable benefits such as free access to the US
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market and unconditional protection of Taiwan against PRC's attacks. To

appreciate the magnitude of u.s. aid to Taiwan, it is bes! to put it on

a per capita basis. During 1952-1968 Taiwan received u.s. g187 for

every member of its civilian population. The aid constituted 40.7

percent of Gross Domestic Capital Formation in the period from 1952 to

1960' though it feII Lo 12 percent in the years 1961 to 1968 (Barrett &

whyte, 1982:1068). in the '1950s, Taiwan was one of the few countries

which received the biggest aid in the Third world (;acoby, 1965).

American aid to Taiwan played many roles, incJ.uding the maintenance

of a strong state power in Taiwan, the financing of the government

budget deficit, the building of infrastructure, and the bringing of

badly needed foreign exchange to cover the import surplus. First of

aJ.I, since the primary interest of the American government was to help

Taiwan establish a strong state power as a rival of Communist China,

over half of the American aid went directly to military assistance. In

the 1 950s, about one-third of the cost of the ROC's military

establishment of 650,000 men, one of the largest in the world, r.las being

met by us aid (clough, 1978:15). Ambassador Rankin, in a dispatch to

the State Department, declared:

By 1957 the re-equipped military establishment of Free china
once more constituted a large and vitaì. part of free world's
might in the l.iestern Pacific. Taiwan became indeed a position
of strength, where United military bases v,ere unnecessary; the
substantial miJ.itary capabilities of Free china itserf
constituted an important deterrent to Red aggresion elsewhere
in East Asia (Rankin, 1964:322).

Às far as the military strength of Taiwan at that time is concerned,

Rankin did not exaggerate, though the validity of "freedom" of "Free

China" is questioned by scholars from time to time (see Chapter I for
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more detail). This large amount of military aid made it possible for

the KMT to maintain a huge military machine in Taiwan which in turn

strengthened its domination in the state. In consequence, the

KMT-controlled state was able to stabilize Taiwan's political condition,

suppress opposing competitors, and, fina1ly, decisively carry out a

series of social and economic plans for developing the country (Jacoby,

1966).

Second, although both the revenue and the expenditure for the Central

and the Provincial governments were steadily rising during the decades

of the fifties and sixties, the budget deficit remained because military
expenditure formed 85 to 95 percent of the national government outlays.

There was a government deficit every year, ranging from N.T.$455 million

in fiscal year 1951 to NT93,195 million in fiscaJ. year 1964. However,

the U.S. grants to cover the deficit al-so moved up steadity over the

period from N.T. $92 million in 1951 to N.T. ç21142- million in 1964,

maintaining a grant to cover, on the average, 75 percent of the deficit
( see TabI e 12) .

Ànother contribution of Àmerican aid rvas to the building of

infrastructure. Koo (1973:408) estimates that about 25 percenL of the

economic aid went to investment in human resources. The large amount of

funds controlled by the government made possible the improvement of

transportation and communication facilities, the buirding of

murti-purpose dams for irrigation and power generation and many

agricultural and social reforms, especially in the initial stages of

Taiwan's industrialization when capital r.¡as so Iimited. For exampre,
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TÀBLE 1 2

Consolidated Revenues and Expenditures of the Central and Provincial
Government, 1951-64

(in l¡illions of NT Dollars)
Year 51 53 55 57 59 61 63 64

Donestic 1,515 2,484 3,905 6,056 8,333 10,124 13,406 15,0S7
Revenue

Tota I
Expendi- 1,981 3,317 5,359 8,102 10,544 14,005 17,101 18,252
ture

Def icit 466 833 1,409 2,046 2,211 3,992 3,695 3,.195

Foreign 92 805 1 ,246 1 ,564 1 ,914 2,911 Z rBlB 2 rj42
Grants

Perc en t
Granrs/ 20 97 88 76 87 75 76 67
Deficit

Source: ruei1 H. Jacoby, U.S. AID TO TAIWÀN, (New york: Frederick A.
Publisher, 1966), p.283.

between 1951 and 1961 the Sino-Àmerican Joint Commission for Rural

construction (Jcnn) alone provided u.s.g6.8 miltion and N.T,fi27s mirrion

in aid for such projects as rural health, forestry and soil

conservation, livestock production, water use and control, fisheries,

and rural electrification and communication (Koo, 1973:409).

Fina1ly, during the early 1950s, annuar exports ranged between

U.S.$100 and 125 million, but annual imports, including those financed

by aid, ran almost double this amount, despite very tight import

controls ( see Table 1 3 ) . The import surplus was, on the average,

U.S.$80 million a yeâr. About 90 percent of the import surplus was paid

for by aid. Às a whoLe, the united states aid-financed imports



consLituted over 40 percent of the total imports during
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1952 to 1 950

Years
1 9s3
1 954

955
956
957
958

965
966
967
968

TABLE 1 3

Values of Exports and Imports, 1953-1968

(in millions of USg)
Export Import
128 192
91 211

123 201
118 194
1 48 212'156 226
157 231
164 297
1 95 322
218 304
332 362
433 428
450 556
535 622
641 806
789 903

Surplus/Def ic i t

1 959
'1 960
1 96'1
1962

. 1963
1964

-64
-118

_78
_76

-64
-70
_74

-1 33
-127
-86
-30

+5
_106

-86
-'165
-1 14

Economic Growth,Source: Kwok-Din Lee, The Experience of Taiwan's Rapid(raipei: Chung-Chin9 Books), 1978, p.382.

(Koo, 1973:-410).

Although the consensus is that Àmerican aid played an important

positive role in Taiwan's development, there are dissenters. Griffin
(1976:262) argues that:

Àid did indeed help to diminish the rate of inflation and
improve the material conditions of the Taiwanese, but this was
accomplished by permitting the level of consumption to rise,
not investment. Foreign assistance deserves some credit for
reducing hardship during the phase of reconstruction (early
1950s), but it does not deserve credit for the subsequent
achievement of rapid growth.
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Àmerican aid to ROC on Taiwan was extremely crucial in preventing the

island's occupation by the mainland Communists. It is reasonable to

assume that without the uS commitment to support a strong ROC armed

force to protect Taiwanr wÊ would not have been able to write about the

present development of Taiwan. In at least this sense, aid $¡as a

necessary condition (Li, 1988:59). Although it is less clear how

crucial aid was after the mid-1950s, it certainly gave Taiwan a

breathing space for shaping up and carrying out a policy for

sel-f-sustaining growth and provided a climate for outward-looking

development. viewed from this angle, the following comment given by

Jacoby (1966:164) seems justifiable: .

u.s. economic assistance heLped to preserve the cohesion of
the Mainlander minority and to consolidate its political
pov¡er. Had no assistance come to douse the fires of inflation
and improve the material conditions of the Taiwanese during
the early 1950s, it is doubtful r+hether the ROC (Republic oi
China) would have endured in its present form.

In theoretical terms, Taiwan as a peripheral country was integrated into

the capitalist world system not by gradual economic forces, but by the

military might of the hegemonic United States. Àmerican geopolitical

interest in Taiwan in 1950 pulled Taiwan out from the extremely possible

communist takeover and put it on a capitalist path under American

hegemonic protection. If Taiwan did not have its unique geopolitical

feature to offer to the United States which was so eager to use Taiwan

to block communist expansion in Àsia in the '1950s, Taiwan's modern

history would have been rewritten.
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6.6 THE CHANGTNG TNTERNATIoNÀL porrTICÀt EcoNotds, 1970-1ggg

Às Taiwan entered into the 1970s and 80s, international political

conditions became increasingly unfavorable, whereas its economy

continued to prosper in the world market. In the late 1960s and early

1970s, the US government under the leadership of President Richard Nixon

noved forward to developing more constructive relationships v¡ith the PRC

in order to reduce the risk of war and increase international stability
in East Àsia. More preciseJ.y, seeing the cracks emerging in the

communist bloc, washington took the opportunity to "reduce some of the

dangers of bipolar confrontation between the superpowers, the United

States and the Soviet Union," by exploiting the possibility of a close

Sino-American alliance in the international system (Myers , 1978:14).

Nixon judged that Àmerican views of the PRC had changed enough during

the 1960s so that an opening to Peking would be generally applauded

rather than condemned, despite the constraint this action night place on

US relations with the RoC.

In this nerv perception of Àmerican purpose in East Asia as well as in

the international system, US interests in Taiwan were substantially

downgraded. Àccommodating to the rising tide of world opinion that

favored seating the PRc in the united Nations, the united states

withdrew its opposition. It worked to retain a seat for the ROC, but by

sending Henry Kissinger to Peking at the climax of the UN debate on the

China issue in early October 1971, Nixon signaled that he attached a

higher priority to promoting the new relations with the pRC than to

keeping the ROC in the United Nations. In consequence, on October 25,

1971 the United Hations passed a resolution to admit the PRC and at the



same tine to remove the ROC from the

UN af f iliated organizations.

1 3.1

United Nations as well as from all

I'thile it is evident that the United States no longer viewed Taiwan as

a vital strategic rink in an alliance system primarily aimed at

containing the PRC, the Nixon government conLinued to work to normalize

relationships with eeking. In the 1972 Shanghai Communique the United

States declared its intention ultimately to withdraw at1 its military
forces and installation from the island. It said that it Iooked forward

to the day when the Chinese themselves might resolve the Taiwan question

peacefully, at which time Lhe US interest in the island as a political
entity separate from china would presumably disappear (chiu,

1979:246-249). By its emphasis on the peaceful settlement of the Taiwan

question, however, the United States put the PRC on notice that it would

continue to oppose any attempt to use force against Taiwan.

Because of such insistance, the relationship between Washington and

Peking had stagnated for almost ten years until a breakthrough occurred

in late 1979. 0n the other hand, after the PRC became one of the five

permanent menbers in the United Nations, nations such as Britain, Ita1y,

Japan began to develop formaL diplomaLic relations with Peking. Às the

diplomatic relationships of the pRC continued to expand, those of the

ROC continued to shrink. By the time the United States declared formal

diplomatic relations with peking in 1980, countries that had diplomatic

relations with Taipei had dwindled to less than 30, most of which were

poor' sma1l Àfrican countries. In fact, politically Taiwan in the 1980s

r+as very isolated from the international community (9iu, 1985).
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Às Taiwan gradually slid into international political isolation, the

United States still remained committed to the security of Taiwan, though

with loosening connections, until the early 1980s. The ROC continued to

acquire American military equipment, but almost all of it was purchased

on credit or for cash. The ROC was now in a position to maintain its
defense program from its ov¡n resources, although access to spare parts

and ner+ equipment from the United States was still indispensable.

Taipei took a small but important step toward greater self-reliance by

entering into a contract with the Northrop corporation for the

co-production in Taiwan of F-58 fighter aircraft. The first plane came

off the assembly line in October 1974. other major items acquired by

the ROC forces in the 1970s included disarmed submarines, additional

destroyers, helicopters, F-104G fighters, and C-123 aircraft.

The strengthened security of Taiwan in the 1970s r+as accompanied by

continuing economic prosperity. Though the ROC was politically isolated

in the international community, its economy continued to gain advantage

in the world economic system, except during the years of the oiI crisis
in 1973 and 1980. The Àmerican market was still unconditionally open to

Taiwanese products. Foreign trade kept on expanding, from u.s.$3,904

million in 1971 to u.s.$30,877 million in 1979 (see Table i4).

Direct foreign investment (DFI) also continued to increase. In 1971,

it was U.S.$162.96 million, but in 1979 it increased to 328.84 million
(see Tabre 15). DFI had played an active and important in Taiwan's

industrial and technological development. In Taiwan, DFI had been

concentrated heavily in the manufacturing sector. As of 1987, 89.83

percent of existing DFI was in the manufacturing sector. The electrical



Values of

TÀBLE '14

Exports and Imports, 1971-1989

(in u.S.$1,000)
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Total

3 ,904 ,453
I ,275 ,87 6

11 ,260,391
17,8711797
30 1877 ,126
43,810r748
45,409 1825
50,827 ,711
88 ,568 ,936

1 18 ,449 ,669

of the total

the primary

1982, though with

contribution to

Year

197 1

197 3

1975
1977
1979
1 981
1 983
198s
1987
1989

Imports

1 ,844 r210
3 r792,453
5,951,650
8,510,887

14,773,700
21 ,199,551
20,287 ,079
20 1102 1049
34 1957 ,239
52 1248 1569

Exports

2,060 ,243
4 1483,423
5,308,77'1
9,360,710

1 6 ,103 ,426
22r611,197
25 ,122 ,7 47
30 ,725,662
53,61 1 ,697
66,201 ,101

Surplus/Def ic i t
+216,033
+690,970
-642,879
+849,823

+1 ,329 1656
+1 r41 1 ,640
+4,835,669

+10,623 1613
+1 8,654,548
+1 3 ,952 ,533

source: Directorate-General of Budget, Àccounting and statistics
Executive Yuan, statistical yearbook of Republic of china,
Republic of China, various years.

and electronics industry took the largest share, accounting for 36.30

percent of the total investment; chenicals took the second Largest

share, wiLh 17.49 percentf they were followed by machinery (9.29

percent) and basic metals and netal products (8.81 percent); the other

industries (garments, wood, bamboo, etc.) accounted for a total of j4.37

sector (Schive, 1990:18). Exports of foreign firms accounted for around

percent . The service sector received onJ.y 1 0. '1 7 percent

1987 DFi, and almost no foreign investment took place in

20 percent of Taiwan's total exports between 1974 and

a declining trend in the 1980s. Foreign firms'

manufacturing employment ran from around '16 percent at the peak between

1917 and 1979 to 8.79 percent at the low point in 1985 (Schive, '1990:4).

The participation of foreign capital also brought about new lechnologies

and products. Technology transfer through DFI was especially important
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in industries such as the auto and auto parts, electrical and

electronics, and plastic and plastic-products industries. These

industries all became the key players in Taiwan's economy in the 1980s.

The Vietnamese war which dragged on into the mid-1970s also brought

billions of dollars to East Asia. As Japan had fattened off from the

Korean War, so Taiwan's economy received an incalculable boost from

Vietnam's agony: Àmerican purchase of agricultural and industrial

commodities, use of military facilities and ports for repair of

equipment, designation of Taiwan as a destination for rest and

recreation, contract work for and in vietnam, etc., pumped vast amounts

TABLE 1 5

Approved Direct Foreign Investment, various years

Year

197 1

197 3

1975
1977
1979
'1 981
1 983
'1985

1987
1989

U.S.$ in million

162,96
248.66
118.18
163.91
328.84
395.7 6
404.47
7 02 .46
979.1 3

1 ,416.25

Sources: Investment Commission, MOEA, Statistics of Àpproved
Overseas Chinese and Foreign Investment, Repbublic of
China, various years.

of foreign currency into the Taiwan economy (Cota, 1986:97).

Às business opportunities were expanding rapidly, the economic links

between the ROc and the united states in particular and the
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international community in general grew stronger. Washington moved

promptly after Nixon's visit to Peking to reassure Chinese and American

business people as to Taiwan's economic future. Within six weeks, the

president of the US Export-Import bank arrived in Taiwan to announce

that the bank expected to approve U.S.$350 to 9400 million in credits

during the next several nonths and was prepared to extend an unlimited

amount of long-term credits for public and private projects on the

isrand (clough, 1978:27). By 1975, the amount of Export-Import Bank

loans outslanding exceeded u.s.$1.2 billion, with an additional g700

million in guarantees. Private Àmerican capital also continued to flow

into Taiwan's economy. Direct US private investment was over $400

million in 1975, by which time American companies represented in the

American Chamber of Commerce in Taipei had increased from 60 to 200.

American private investments in Taiwan continued to receive guarantees

from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OptC), a US government

agency. As of May 1976, eight Àmerican banks maintained branches in

Taiwan and 4200 American civilians resided on the isrand. A US trade

centre was established in Taipei in 1973, and two-way trade between

Taiwan and the United States increased from U.S.$1.8 billion in'1972 to

4.8 billion in 1976 (C1ough, 1g7B:ZB).

Àt the same time, seeing the expanding economy of Taiwan, other

countries, especially Japan, began to join in and compete with the u.s.

investors in Taiwan. In 1979, direct private Japanese investment

reached U.S.$250 million, the second biggest investor country in Taiwan,

after the united states. in the same year, Japan's total volume of

trade r+ith Taiwan rvas u.s.$3 ,912 níllion, compared with the usÀ,s
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U.S.$7,386 million. (Statistical Yearbook of the ROC, 1990:310-311 ).

Other countries such as saudi Arabia, west Germany, and Autralia also

rapidly expanded their trade with Taiwan.

Taiwan's economy continued to flourish in the 1980s (again, see

Tables 14 amd 15), though the country experienced further international

political isolation. In January 1980, the uni.ted states, after ten

years of negotiation with the PRC, finally established formal diplomatic

rel-ationships with the Peking government and terminated all leve1s of

diplomacy with the ROC. But realizing the growing po\.rer of Taiwan's

economy, the., United States agreed to maintain a semi-official

relationship with the ROC governed by the newly passed Taiwan Relations

Act. Às the Taipei government had expected the United States would

eventually move in this direction, following some bitter denouncements

of the American policy, it rapidly resumed its push forward to a a

higher degree of economic and military self-sufficiency. In fact, after

almost two decades of rapid development, by the early 1980s the economy

of Taiwan had grown to so powerful an extent that not many countries

could ignore its potential influence in the world economy. In other

words, though it was isolated poIitical1y, it became further integrated

into the international political economy economicaLly. in 1988, foreign

investment totalled U.S.$8.5 biltion (nOC Government Information Office,

1990:78). In the same year, industrial production contributed over 95

percent of exports, but in 1964, it was still less that one-third

(National Income in Taiwan of the Republic of China, 1989:26-27). Trade

dependency also grew significantly. The percentage of exports ín GNp

increased from 9 percent in 1952 to 59 percent in 1989; that of imports,
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from 15 percent to 57 percent (eeng, 1990). Trading countries were more

diversif ied, and in 1989, Taiwan's trade volume with Japan r,Ias almost as

big as that with the USA - this also means the further decline of

American influence in Taiwan. Since the early 1 980s, Taiwan had

continued to experience trade surpluses, and by 1989 the total foreign

reserve had reached U.S.$75 bi11ion, the second largest foreign reserve

country in the world, only after Japan. This has driven many countries

to develop informal or semi-formal relations with the Roc, as long as

they do not upset the PRC.

Besides, in the late 1970s, after coming out from the nightmare of

the culturar Revolution, the pRc began to move away from pure

ideological talks and to emphasize more basic economic development and

well-being, curminating in the opening of the country and economic

reforms beginning in 1978. t.Iith this practical move, the tension

between the PRC and the ROc was significantly reduced, though the pRC

still emphasized that it would sti11 resort to military force to
liberate Taiwan if faiwan's situation went out of control.

Às the PRC's reforms was under way, trade and other forms of exchange

between the PRC and ROC began to increase. In 1999, the trade volume

between the two countries was well over U.S.$20 billion, which made both

of them the third largest trading partner of each other. Over this huge

trade volume the ROc was on a highly favorable surplus (cheng, 1991).

Moreoverr âs labor costs continued to rise in Taiwan, many Taiwanese

business people began to invest heavily in the China mainland to lower

the cost of production, just as the Àmericans and Japanese did Lo them

two decades ago. As a result, Taiwan's investment in the pRC increased
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dramatically, from less than u.s.$100 million in 1982 to u.s.$24 birlion
in 1989 (cheng, 1991). in fact, as the Àmerican economy gradually srid

into its downswing throughout the 1980s and therefore more and more

pressure was applied on the ROc to reduce Roc-us trade surplus, the ROC

had found the PRC's open door policy timely for its continuing

prosper i ty.

6,7 coNctusloN

Às pointed out in Chapter IV, r+e can distinguish t¡+o major dimensions of

the international politicaJ. economy: the international interstate

system' based on geopolitical and military compeLition between

nation-states; and the international capitaList economy, governed by

worldwide capital accumulation. The two dimensions are intimately

connected, but they do not necessarily coincide. Therefore, their

separation is useful for the analysis of concrete socioeconomic

transformat ions.

The development of Taiwan rvas initially structured by the

international interstate system and then came to be defined by the world

capitalist economy. It r+as only after the predominantly political
integration into the international political economy under the hegemonic

protection of the United States and after relatively successful

stabilization of the economy with American aid in the 1950s that Taiwan

made a dynamic entry into the capitalist world economy in the early

1960s through its adoption of the export-1ed induwtralization strategy
( see chapter IX) . under American protection, Taiwan entered the

capital.ist r+orld system as a peripheral country. But since the early
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.1970s after almost a decade of rapid export-Ied development, it has

emerged as a semi-peripheral one. Today, this semi-peripheral status is

also experiencing rapid trasition to a core one due to its continued

prosper i ty i n the .1 970s and 1 980s.

Taiwan gained several- advantages from this sequence of integration.

For one thing, because of its strategic val-ue in containing Communist

expansion in the Far East, it received enormous amounts of economic and

military aid from the United states before its economic penetration by

private foreign capital. By the time foreign capital arrived, adequate

economic foundations in both infrastructure and human capital had been

laid, and the state was in firm contror of the economy. The initial
political integration of the country into the interstate system, it can

be argued, eased its subsequent economic integration into the world

capitalist economy (cota, 1 986).

Tair¡an embarked on export-1ed industrialization ahead of most other

Third world countries, which joined the game only beratedly, in the

1970s. Timing was important. In the 1960s and into the early 1970s, the

world capitalist economy I.¡as on the upswing. core capitalists were

eager to invest, Euromoney was easy to borrow, and interest rates were

relatively low; there were fewer trade barriers against Third i,iorld

manufactured products and little competition from other labor-rich

developing countries. Finally, the Vietnamese v¡ar and the pRC's open

door policy were good for business, especially for the countries nearby

such as Taiwan, south Korea, and Hong Kong. Reasons of timing alone

make ii difficult to imagine that the development of Taiwan (or of South

Korea, Hong Kong, or singapore, for that matter) can be repeated in the
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Chapter VII

SOCIAI CIASS IN TAIWå,NIS DEVEËOPMENT

7,1 INTRODUCTION

it would be a great oversimplification, as I have pointed out repealedly

throughout the thesis, to explain the pattern of development or

underdevelopment in any Thi rd world country in terms of the

international political economy alone. The international political
economy influences socioeconomic and sociopolitical change only through

its interaction with internal forces. This chapter examines the social

structure of Taiwan and its interaction with the international political
economy and the state.

7.2 JÀPÀNESE IEGÀCIES

As described in Chapter V, the basic Taiwanese social structure before

Japan's colonization closely resembled the southern Chinese one which

was established on a "one fieId, two owners" landed aristocratic system.

Above this system was the provincial governnent of the ching dynasty

which consi sted of a small number of government bureaucrats and

intellectuals who were closely associated with the landl-ords. The

Japanese colonists came as a group of invaders, super-imposing a

powerful external influence on Taiwanese society. Their basic policy

was to develop a system of surplus extraction based on bureaucratic

means only, by slightly modifying the existing class structure and then

- 141
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subordinating it to the colonial state bureaucracy. Nonetheless, two

important changes did occur during the colonial period. First, in 1897,

the ta-tsu-hu, or the original big landlords, already divorced from the

Iand, were formally eliminated as a class, while the de facto landlords,

the hsiao-tsu-hu, were lega1Iy reinforced (I.tickberg, 1970). In other

words, tenant landlords no¡+ became the only legal owners of the land.

This change in land tenure seriously undermined the great landlord

class, though the landlord class itself did not disappear. Às a

conseguence, the problem of concentration of land - i.e. of wealth - rvas

somehow alleviated, and the power of the great landlord class vras

significantly reduced. The undermining of the great landlord class also

means the weakening of the Taiwanese social base which now became more

controllable by the Japanese colonial state.

Second, state-class relationships r+ere restructured after the

Japanese takeover of Taiwan. Before colonialism, the Chinese state was

relatively weak vis-a-vis the agrarian class. Even under Liu's six-year

leadership, the Ching government never had fuI1 control over Tair¡an.

But during the colonial period the state bureaucracy emerged as a

paramount force over the class structure and over society as a whole.

i,iith its powerful military and police machine, the colonial state not

only suppressed all forms of resistance and rebellion, but also tightly

watched over every aspect of the society's development. Às many experts

of Taiwanese soc iety observe, the colonial state appeared as a

superimposed structure which powerfully led the society to predetermined

objectives despite resistance (Àmsden, 1985; GoId, 1986; Hsiao, 1990).

This pattern persisted into the postcolonial period.
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7,3 P0sT-1949 ctÀss coNDrrroN

The post-1949 society of Taiwan was also characterized by the absence of

any noteworthy comprador class. Many Taiwanese had, of course,

accumulated fortunes in the colonial period by means of their close ties

with the Japanese colonialists. But lhey lost most of them either as a

result of the heavy u.s. bombing toward the end of l^iorld war iI or

because of the looting by the Chinese officers during the takeover in
'1945. Even if they had kept some, their economic basis no longer

existed after 1949 because they could not maintain their ties with the

metropolitan capital. 0n the other hand, in 1949 as most chinese

capitalists believed that the KMT would falL in a number of months, they

did not follow the KMT to Taiwan. In addition, because of the political
uncertainty in the first decade after 1949, hardly any private capital

came in, providing little opportunity for the rise of a new type of

comprador class (Koo, 1987).

Nevertheless, a large number of refugees did follow the Nationalists

to Taiwan. During 1946-50, Taiwan received more than 1.5 mirrion

refugees from Mainland china, increasing the population by 25 percent

(i{oo, 1991). Àmong the refugees rvere administrators, technicians, and

doctors, professors - many of china's erite educated class. They were

able to fill the places which the Japanese had abruptly left in 1945

with the end of World War II. These peopLe, who Þ¡ere largely

proletarianized by the civil war, now found a place to rebuild their
wealth and status. consequently, during the initial stages of

industrialization Taiwan did not lack administrative personnel, as is

often the case in developing countries (}loo, 1991:1030).
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In sum, in the 1950s Taiwan's social structure was rather fl-uid.

what it contained v¡as only a few big 1andlords - they doomed to be

forced out of existence as they were the Nationalists' principal

competitors for power (also see the section on change in class structure

in this chapter and the section on land reform in next chapter), a large

but passive agricurtural popuration, a rerativery smalr, totally
proletarianized working class and educated class who lost everything

either due to the Chinese civil war or due to Taiwan's economic failure
during the retrocession, and a sizable number of mainlanders who

controlled the gun and constituted the core of the ruling class. Hence,

when the KMT fought its way through for survival in implementing a

program of guided capitalism (for guided capitalism see Chapters VII and

IX), it met no major obstacles as the poor agricultural population and

proletarianized working class and educated class were all so eager to

climb up in the social structure economically, if not politically, and

dare not challenge the KMT's political domination after the experience

of the "2-28 Incident."

7,4 FÀCTORS THå,T SHÀPED POST-1949 CIÀSS CO}TDITIONS

t{hile Taiwan's crass structure was relatively fluid in 1g4g, its
specific nature was further complicated by a number of developing and

traditional factors both internal and external to it. These factors

incrude ethnic tension, the role of the military and force, American

penetration, land reform, and the millennium-Iong Chinese patriarchal

tradition.
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7,4,1 Ethnic Tension

The class situation in Taiwan v¡as complicated by the

mainlander-Taiwanese differences. 0f Ta iwan ' s twenty-mi l1 ion

population, about 14 percent are those came over from the China mainland

after 1945 or descendents of mainlanders. There are marked differences

of dialect and custom between these recently arrived mainlanders and the

Taiwanese. The ancestors of most Taiwanese emigrated from Fukien

Province on the mainland during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

The present so-called mainlanders, who came from various parts of China

after 1945, speak a variety of other dialects. Thus, the division

between Taiwanese and mainlanders is the nost important one for
political purposes. It not only created tension and friction but also

violent clashes between the two groups. These clashes rlere aIl
forcefully suppressed by the Nationalists (tne mainlanders) who

controlled the guns. one-sided violent suppression eventuarly

strengthened the KMT's control over

development.

both politics and economic

Friction and tension between mainlanders and Taiwanese developed

ear1y. Às said in Chapter V, the newcomers rvere initially welcomed by

the Taiwanese, who expected that the reunion of Taiwan with China and

the departure of their Japanese colonial rulers would give them a

greater share. in running the island. unfortunately, bhe first wave of

mainlanders under Governor chen yi, a corrupt and inept KMT general, was

more interested in making fortunes out of the assets confiscated from

the Japanese than in restoring the isl-and's war-damaged economy.

Instead of moving up into the administrative and technical positions
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vacated by the departing Japanese, the Taiwanese saw these positions

taken over by mainland officials and their relatives. Some Taiwanese

ÍIere even ousted from their jobs and houses by newly arrived, corrupt

Chinese officers. The rising resentment of the Taiwanese eventually

boiled over on February 28, 1947, when the arrest by the government of a

Taiwanese rvoman accused of peddling untaxed cigarettes set off sporadic

rioting against nainlanders which rapidly spread throughout the island.

The Taiwanese hastily organized a Settlement Committee to demand

reforms, but Chen Yi temporized until large numbers of KMT troops had

arrived from the mainland and brutally suppressed all opposition. Àn

estimated 10,000 to 20,000 Taiwanese were killed, incruding many of the

isl-and's social elite (Kerr, 1965:310).

(1986:51):

Àccording to Thomas Gold

While on one Ievel the
pattern is discernible: the
the Taiwanese intellectual
the Settlement Committee
newspaper editors, lawyers,
the government.

kilting seemed indiscriminate, a
Nationalists intended to liquidate

and social elite. They went after
members, teachers, students,

and any one considered critical of

The "2-28 rncident", âs the series of events came to be knownr left a

lasting scar on Taiwan's political history as the Taiwanese began to

view the mainlanders as colonizers rather than compatriots. The

incident was further complicated by the dominant position of mainlanders

on the isrand. Àl-1 the higher lever positions in the government, party,

and army were initially occupied by mainlanders, except for a few token

positions held by Taiwanese who had spent much of their lives on the

mainland and had returned to Taiwan with thg mainlanders. The

mainlanders constituted the great majority in the elective bodies, since

they were chosen to represent all the provinces of china. By holding
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tenaciously to recovery of the mainland as the government's primary

objective, Chiang Kai-shek perpetuated the unrepresentative character of

the nati.onal government on Taiwan. To make the national government

representative of the majority of people on Taiwan - the Taiwanese -
would have amounted to abandoning this cherished national goal.

Moreover, personal interests strongLy motivated the mainlanders to hold

on to their positions in the national government. Most had no other way

of making a living. They owned no land or business in Taiwan. Thrust

into an environment where they lacked the locaL personal ties and

connections so essential to making one's way in chinese society, they

clung to the onry means of livelihood they had, government jobs.

Thus, personal and national objectives were intertwined. For the

mainranders, the goals of mainland recovery, however iLlusory it might

come to seem as the years passed, justified the perpetuation of a

national government that represented all China and therefore should not

be dominated and staffed by Taiwanese. So long as mainland recovery

seemed a credible possibility, the policy also held potential benefits

for Taiwanese, through the return of the national government to the

mainland, the departure of large numbers of mainlanders from Taiwan, and

the elimination of the military threat posed to the island by the pRC.

But as mainrand recovery increasingly appeared to be a myth, the policy

came to be viewed by most Tair+anese as principally a device for ensuring

the retention of power in mainlander hands.

Organized by the Taiwanese elite, several attempts were made by the

Taiwanese to liberate themselves from the domination of the mainlanders.

The so-ca11ed Taiwan Independence Movement took pLace in the 1950s and
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1960s, but all its efforts were harshly suppressed by the KMT. À11

organizations favoring Taiwanese independence ¡,,ere strictly proscribed

by the government in Taiwan which, not unreasonably, regarded actions

aimed at its overthrow as treason. Secret supporters were sought out

assiduously by secret KMT agencies (clough, 1978:39-40). As the KMT

exercised strict censorship over the media, few cases of arrests t+ere

reported in the press. À case which attracted international attention

was Professor Peng Ming-min, former chairman of the political science

department at the National Taiwan University. In 1965 along with two

associates he was sentenced to eight years in prison for having secretly

printed a manifesto calling on Taiwanese to unite to overthrow "Chiang's

dictatorial regime. "

The "2-28 Incident" and the subsequent suppressions of the

independence movement had a profound effect on the Taiwanese peopJ.e.

They had already seen during the KMT takeover the mainlanders plunder

and wreck their economy and lower their material and cultural standard

of living which, under the Japanese, surpassed that of nearly all of the

rest of China. Now they saw the government headed by Chiang-Kai-shek

send troops to Taiwan to support the rotten administration of Chen yi,

keep to themselves and their children government positions and social

resources, and jail their leaders who fought for their rights. In the

popular view, then, chiang and all mainranders were corrupt and

dictatorial.

But more important, seeing their elite systematically hunted down,

murdered and jaiLed by the mainlanders "traumatized the Taiwanese to the

point that the phrase 'politics is dangerous' became a watchword etched
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PoI i t icalinto their collective unconsciousness" (Gold , 1gB6:52).

activity became associated with a violent end. Às they had been after

the brutal Japanese military takeover fifty years earlier, the

reconquered Taiwanese again became leaderless, atomized, quiescent, and

apoLitical. They had become an unorganized mass ready for manipulation,

exploitation, and experimentation by the Nationalists. This phenomenon

echoes Gramsci's theory that state domination is maintain by both

coercion and ideology. The "2-28 Incident" is a powerful example of the

effectiveness of coercion, especially of viorence. The specificity of

Taiwan's experience is that ideology only came after this bloody memory

of violence.

7,4,,2 The RoIe of the tfilitarv and Force

The ever-present PRC threat to Taiwan has had an important impact on

Taiwan's class structure. Though it has seemed tess imminent since the

offshore island crisis of 1 958, the pRc has never revoked the

possibility of liberating Taiwan militarily. For the sake of national

security, the KMT on Taiwan has continuously set aside a great portion

of the national budget for national defense and security. Table 16

shows the percentages of the national budget expended for national

defense and security in various years over the past forty years.

NationaL defense and security expenditure remained between 45 percent

and 58 percent of the total national budget in the period 1950-1989.

These numbers rvere significantly higher than those of almost all
countries in the world. They doubled those of the United States (around

22 percent) and tripled those of Britain (around 15 percent) (the white

Paper of Taiwan's National Defense, 1989:129-130). But as the national
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budget greh' e¡ith the economy, the absolute value of national defense and

security expenditure increased accordingLy. such huge spending on

national defense and security created a serious strain on the society

and economy. It absorbed much productive resources which were badly

needed in other social and economic sectors. If this huge spending

could have been cut in half or even more, the development of Taiwan

today might have been greater (stolper, 1 985) . Huge defense and

security expenditure eventually enabled the KMT to create one of the

largest military forces in the world, especially in relation to Taiwan's

population size.15 The powerful presence of the military machine

strained the relationship between the state and society. It became the

ultimate guarantee of KMT domination which, when threatened, was ready

to crush challengers from any part of the society. The "2-28 Incident"

should not be considered an accident.

The communist threat to Taiwan also means the danger of infiltration
and subversion. This danger elas associated in the minds of ROC security

officials with Taiwanese disaffection, but it has broader compass,

potentially affecting mainlanders as well. In factr rrìâinlanders in

Taiwan elere more susceptible than native Taiwanese to recruitment by the

PRC because of their past association with the mainland and the presence

of their relatives there.

To cope with the subversion danger, the government declared martial

larv in 1 949, which had remained effective until 1gB7 . The Taiwan

Garrison Command and other agencies responsible for internal security

1s In 1991 Taiwan's
This figure still
in the world. In
fourth (Sin9 Tao Da

military forces were reduced to 485,000 people.
made Taiwan the twelveth strongest military polrer
relation to population size, it was ranked the
iIy, February 22:1).
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National Defense and

TABLE '16

Security Expenditure in National Budget

Percent

52.6%
58.2%
50.1%
45.1%
43,2%
45.2%
47.7%
45.3%
44.2%

source: The Taiwan Research Fund, The }lhite paper of Taiwan's National
Defense, Taipei: The Taiwan Research Fund, .1989, pp.131-i32.

maintained an extensive network of informants and watched carefully for

any suspicious activities. Political officers in each unit of the armed

forces were responsible for the detection of any evidence of disloyalty
there. The KMT, through campus cells of the Youth Work Committee and

the Chína Youth Corps, as well as the military instruction personnel (or

chiao kuan) at the universities, monitored student attitudes and

behavior. The KMT arso supervised the media to guard against the

appearance of materiaL helpful to the enemy. So extensive a security

system inevitabj.y committed errors and abuses. Consequently, there was

constant tension between the need for security measures that nearly

everybody recognized were necessary and the tendency to carry them to

excessive lengths, resulting in the arrest of innocent people and the

smothering of healthy debate on government policy.

year

1 950
1 9s5
1 960
1 96s
197 0
1975
1 980
198s
1 989
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The government of the ROC had ample reason to be worried about

Communist subversion when it withdrerv from the mainland to Taiwan in

1949. The civilian bureaucracy and the army on the mainland had been

riddred with communist agents, and the number and importance of

defections to the Communist side rose rapidly as it became increasingly

evident that the Nationalists were losing the civil war. In late 1948,

Chiang Kai-shek sent one of his most competent and trusted generals,

Chen Cheng, to take over as governor of Taiwan, assisted in the field of

internal security by chiang's older son, chiang ching-kuo. Àn Àmerican

observerr wiiting from the perspective of 1952, described the actions

they took to weed out the subversives:

The Nationalists acted hurriedly and sometimes ruthressly to
stamp out communist activities, arresting and interrogaling
some thousands of suspects. They captured and executed somereal communist.agentsand frightened others off the island, butthey also intimidated and imprisoned many individuals' who
appeared to be innocent. Àt present several thousand persons
are in jail, where many of them have been herd for more than a
year and a harf without benefit of public trial. For the
great majority of chinese on Formosa the fearfulness of this
situation is the lack of legaI protection for the ordinarycitizen. He can be arrested at night by a squard of military
!9rce, and tried and sentenced by a mij_itary court, witirlittle opportunity for appear. oncè taken intó custody, the
ordinary chinese is in effect at the mercy of the gãirison
headquarters. A person may be arrested because he actually is
subversive. A person can also be picked up because somãone
who wants his job or property has denounced him as a communist
to auLhorities (Ravenholt, 1953: 620).

Às confidence grew that Tai¡+an would not come under early Communist

attack, security measures were eased somewhat and procedures

regularized. in 1952 security regulations had already been modified to

require a civil police warrant for the arrest of a civilian, to allow

defense counsel in military courts, and to permit the accused the

presence of family and material r+itnesses during the trial (Ravenholt,
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1953:620). Nevertheless, close surveillance of suspects and arrests and

trials continued secretly. As an official publication openly admitted

in 1974, "the tasks of searching for communist agents and uncovering

their plots have been vigorously pursued and a number of arrests and

executions have taken place over the years" (Han , 1974:20). As the KMT

always remained silent about the actual figures, the real situation Í{as

perhaps beyond imagination, especially in the early decades.

The most important conseguence of the communist threat, however, t{as

the continued suppression of opposition and union movements. In Taiwan,

national security became a rationalization of the KMT's repressive

ruIes. I'ihen opposition movements demanding political freedom emerged in

the early 1950s and early 1960s, opposition leaders were either jailed

or executed for reasons of national security. For exanple, Lei chen, a

distinguished journalist who led the formation of the first opposition

party - the Democratic china Party - in i960, was charged, without any

substantial evidence, with harboring a Communist agent on his staff and

sentenced to ten years in prison. Besidesr âs the Marxist revolution

theory is based upon the mobilization of the working cIass, unionization

r+as also tightly watched by the authorities. Labor movements and

strikes demanding worker rights and higher wages v¡ere considered taboo

until very recently (sui, 1990). Às these cases indicate, opposition to

the leadership or attempts to bring about fundamental change in the

political system were severely repressed, even when there rvas no

evidence that the individual was a Communist agent. Such strict and

harsh security measures not only brought about one of the most

dictatorial regimes in Asia, but also silenced the whole society for

more than two decades. Às Hill Gates (1987:63) observes and summarizes:
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The NaLionalists profound distrust of social groups and
movements they do not control has ted to the banning of
publishing groups, the imprisonment of students and teaðhers
meeting privately to discuss politics, the infiltration of
informers into all kinds of organizations, and even
suppression, in the mid-seventies, of a naively patriotic
students' movement that favored chinese control over some
islands off the vietnamese coast. The government approved of
the students' objectives, but it simply would not permit
organizational independence. }jorkers stand a poor chance of
educating and organizing themselves under thesã conditions.
Às a result of this close control, the government benefitedpolitically and big corporations benefited economically from
the Nationalists' antiworker policies.

7,4.3 American Penetration

American aid to Taiwan strengthened the position of the Taiwanese state

and ensured state dominance of the economy. As the United States

attempted to develop Taiwan into a powerful rival of Communist China as

part of its defense system in the Western Pacific against the spread of

communism, it supported the KMT in its pursuit of the policy of

preventing contact with Communists (Clough , 1978 ) . This included

support of the KMT's harsh anti-Communist measures and provision of aid

to implement these measures (Cota, 1986). This explains why the united

states which always emphasized human rights kept quiet for several

decades about the KMT's repressive rule I n f act, the l-atter Þ¡as

frequently funded by Àmerican intelligence agents (Tien, l9B9).

Foreign penetration over a long period of time cannot fail to produce

resentment. Taiwan is no exception to this rule. Às early as 1957,

resentment boiled over in the sacking of the us embassy by a mob

infuriated by the aquittal in a US miJ.itary court of an Àmerican

serviceman who had shot and killed a Chinese. The government quickly

presented apologies and repaired the physical damage. The incident, as
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Hill-po wang (1986) points out, indicates not onry the general

resentment of Taiwan's security and prosperity being so much at the

mercy of the United States, but also the Tai¡vanese hatred toward the

Àmerican presence in Taiwanese society - especialry in support and of

funding the KMT's repressive rule.

7,4,4 Chanqe in Class Structure

After the KMT moved to Taiwan, it carried out a successful land reform

in the years 1949-1953 which further altered the class structure of

Taiwan (for details of the land reform, see Chapter vIII). This change,

accomplished through land reform, is also essential for the development

of capitalists in Taiwan. In Taiwan the KMT regime could carry out very

thorough land reform mainly because, as an externaJ. power which had no

immediate connection to the dominant classes in Taiwan, it was under no

obligation to the island's rural elite (¡msden, 197g; Gold, 19g6). By

the time land reform was completed, the great landlord class had sunk

into social oblivion, and Taiwan became a society of small

petty-bourgeoisie who were eager to exploit their labor on an extremely

small piece of land (l acre or less).16

It is noteworthy that the KMT had experienced the bitterness of
peasant revolution in mainland china. This experience with classstruggle had an apparently important infruencè on the economic
development policies of the Taiwanese government which was seriously
concerned with price stability and rural development.

16
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7,4,5 Patriarchal Tradition: The Role of ldeoloqy

Taiwan's cfass reLations were also shaped by the Chinese patriarchal

system which has existed in China for more than two thousand years.

Like other patrÍarchal societies, the subordination of women in China

had its basis in the chinese patriarchal family system which is
considered to be the most "brutally patriarchal family system" that ever

existed in the world (Greenhalgh 1985:2G7).

Two characteristics of China's traditional family system deserve

attention here. First, in traditional china women did not have

independent rights; they belonged to the patriarch of the family.

UsuaLly, their life went through three stage: 1 ) before marriage they

belonged to their father; 2) after marriage, they belonged to their
husband; and 3) if or after their husband died, they beronged to their
sons (if they gave birth no son, their life was even more miserable as

they would have to depend on other patriarchs in the extended family or

sometimes would be forced to go back to their natal family). The

subordination of llomen to their father, husband, and sons also deprived

women of all property rights. property or wealth belonged to men on1y,

and women had no right to inherit or share it. They acquired their
living onry through their dependence on men (on father, husbandr or-

sons). Because of this lack of property rights, females were considered

in the chinese family system to be unwanted, bad luck, and inferior,
because they not onJ-y could not enhance the family's ability to take a

bigger share of the ancestraL property, but also consumed family

resources. As a result, Ì¡omen were almost impossible to receive formal

education in traditional China. They were taught that their virtue Lay
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ability to give birth many sons.
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Ioyalty to men, and their

The second important characteristic of the Chinese traditional family

system is that it was a patrilineal stem family system, i.e., three

generations of the male line living together (some wealthy families

might consist of more than three generations). This gave the Chinese

family system a unique feature that a rarge part of domestic work,

especially the care of young children, felI on the shoulders of the old

folks, while the young couple(s) worked outside for subsistence or

vJages. 0f course, when young women came back from their work, they also

had to take part in domestíc work.

The two features of China's traditional famii-y system discused above

helped to shape Taiwan's class relations at least in two important Hays.

First, because daughters t+ere considered a cost to rather than an asset

of the family, their parents were usuaLly unwilling to invest in their
education. What they did instead was to put their daughter(s) to work

at their earliest age to cover the "cost". Taiwan's industrial
expansion in the 1950s and 1960s came at the right time to provide such

an opportunity for the natal family. Millions of young h'omen (usually

between 14 and 24) were turned into unskitled and later semi-skilIed

industrial labor overnight, whereas cheap male labor rlas concentrated in
jobs characterized by greater physical strength such and mining, steel

and car industry, etc.. Because of their lack of education, women were

wil-ling to accept relatively low wages and gave them in full to their
parents to support the family and the education of their brothers. In

consequence, women work force. expanded rapidly in Taiwan after the

1950s, f rom 21 .67[ in 1950 Lo 38.6% in '1gg9 (see Table 17 ) .
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TÀBtE 1 7

The Employed by Sex in Tair+an, various years

Year The Employed Male percent Female percent

1?q9 3,343_,711 2,622,887 78.4 120 ,824 21 .6
1 ?9? 3 ,75?,?89 2 ,960 ,sO4 78 .9 7s4',785 21 .11.9_79 !,051 ,0?! 3 ,809 ,434 75.4 1 ,243',661 24.61.?7? g,!ç6,4?8 4 ,465,372 69. 1 2',001',086 30. 9

1?q9 7,796_,951 5,200,837 66.7 2',596',114 33.3
]?q? 9,025,922 5,725,419 63.3 i,ioo,aoe 36.7
1 989 10 ,044 ,7 44 5, 163 ,01 1 61 .4 3',991',733 3g. 6

source: Directorate-GeneraI of Budget, Accounting and statistics,
Executiyg yuan, statistical yearbook of the Repubric oi
China, 1 990, ÞÞ.24-27 .

Àccording to Linda Gail Arrigo (1980), the availability of rvomen was

an important factor in the development of labor-intensive Iight
industries, such as textiles, electronics, and plastics. For example,

in 1976 more than 80% of the textiles and electronics workers were

females. In other words, as textiles and electronics were the two most

important export industries in Taiwan in the 1960s and 1970s, women

represented a flexible supply of low cost, unskiLled Iabor whose

absorption into the industrial sector permitted Taiwan's rapid

export-1ed growth.

However, because of their lack of good education and because of the

traditional values that discriminated against women, women workers were

heavily concentrated in poorly-paid industrial and service jobs. Às

susan Greenhalgh (1985:274) points out, the ratio of female to male

wages was always below 0.7, both in manufacturing and commerce. Women

l.lere considered second class workers having a status lower than men's.

Their incomes, though important, v¡ere regarded as supplementary. In
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addition, Taiwanese vromen were more likely than men to be unemployed,

especially in bad economic times such as in 1974 and in 19g1.

unemployed women usualJ-y went back to their rural famiry and helped

their ord folks in agriculture. This phenomenon, in a significant
sense, has captured Lhe Marxist concept of the "reserve army of labor."

Second, the stem family system also relieved the state from providing

good social welfare to its citizens. Àccording to the welfare-state

theory' economic development will bring about the development of a

welfare state which provides pension, child care, health care, worker

compensation, etc.. But in Taiwan, the state provided nonu. Both the

life of the retired citizens and child care were usually taken care

within the stem family. When old folks retired, they stayed with their
sons and took care of their grandchildren. Their living r.'as in turn

looked after by their sons and daughter-in-l_aws. Such family

arrangements not only prevented the state from developing into a welfare

one; it also nade possible the continuation of wage work by women after
reproduction, especially after the 1970s when Taiwan experienced a

serious labor shortage.

The lack of a weLfare state in Taiwan can in a way be seen as a

result of the ínteraction betr+een the patriarchal state and the gender

hierarchy within the class structure. Às the Taiwanese state was almost

totally dominated by men, the subordination of rromen was both natural

and inevitable. But this was only one side of the story. The Taiwanese

state tvas also closely associated with the capitalist class whose

interest in lowering wages was essential for capitalist accumulation.

Hence, in a patriarchal-capitalist society such as Taiwan, state support
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of the traditional patriarchal ideology that subordinates v¡omen is not

only not difficurt to understand, but also crucial for its (the

patriarchal-capitalist state) continued existence.

7.5 coNctusIoN

When Taiwan entered the development decades of the 1950s and 1960s, it
had a highly fluid class structure r+ithout an old agrarian upper class

or a comprador bourgeoisie. In agriculture, the land reform created

millions of petty-bourgeois who were norv wilring to do anything to

increase production on the land. in industry, when Taiwan decided to

pursue outward-looking industrialization, it encountered no effective
class opposition. Dominant capital was primarily commercial by this
time, and state development strategies and assistance quickly

transformed it into industrial capital in the 1960s (Hamilton, 1983).

I'iith the destruction of the old class system and social disruptions

caused by war and massive migration, Taiwan was quickly transformed into

a predominantly petty-bourgeois society. The grip of tradition and

status concerns had by and large disappeared, and society was full of

smal1 entrepreneurs who lvere continuously searching for netv sources of

income. The traditional patriarchal family system provided a huge

reserve of female workers whose natal families were eager to put them to

work for economic and other cultural reasons. Therefore, Taiwanese

society had not only very few change-resisting residues of the old

agrarian class structure to overcome, but also great reserves of human

resources ready to be exploited by the state and capitalists. Even if
there were change-resisting residues, they were immediately removed by

Lhe repressive stater âs has been shown in previous sections about the
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violent suppressions of union movements and political oppositional

movements.



Chapter VIII

rHE TAI}IÀNESE STÀTE I: ITS STRUCTI'RE AND ROIE IN
ÀGRICT'LN'RE

8.1 INTRODUCTION

Despite the favorable international and domestic conditions discussed in

the last two chapters, it was the Taiwanese state that made use of these

conditions and transformed its country into wealth. The Taiwanese

state, however' I,ras essentially a one-party state before September 1986,

when the opposition Democratic Progressive Party (npp) came into

ex i stance. 1 7 From '1 949 to 1 985 the rul i ng KMT had a vi rtual monopol-y of

power on the island. It dictated governmental poJ.icy, appointed

government personnel, allocated public revenues, and courd apply

coercion through the military, police, and security forces under its
complete control. Two smaller lega1 parties - the Democratic Sociatist

Party (nsp) and the young china party (ycp) - were essentially

satellites, relying on the KMT's financial subsidy for survival. In any

electoral contest their combined support was less than one percent of

the total votes cast (tien, 1989:64). In other words, Taiwan prior to
'1 986 llas basically an authoritative country. i ts development,

therefore, cannot be adequately understood r+ithout the analysis of the

nature and role of the KMT-controlled state. Because of the favorable

17 By 1989' more than 10 smaller parties had formed. A newì.y revisedcivic.0rganization Law, which regurates secondary grãups andpolitical parties, lor+ legally permiis the formation -of-oppõsition
parties. Às the 1989 election indicated, Taiwan's party' system
appears to have begun a profound transition from a óne-parLy
dictatorship to a multi-party system (also see chapter Ii).

-162-
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class conditions and international political-economic circumstances, the

Taiwanese state was able to maintain a high degree of relative autonomy,

especially in the 1950s and 1960s. This high degree of rerative
autonomy enabled the state to maintain an absolute domination over the

society, not only through its massive military and police forces, but

also through various institutions (".g. schools and mass media) which

created an ideoJ.ogical consensus among different social groups and

classes. After the 1970s, increasingly more capitalists entered the

state structure due to rapid capitalist development, the high degree of

relative autonomy of the state rvas seriously undermined. Às a result,
the Taiwanese state was getting closer and closer to the Marxian theory

that the state is somehow dominated by the capitalist class. But this
only happened after the militaristic state in the 1950s was transformed

into a capitalist one through the forces it (tire militaristic state)

released in its commitment to capitalism. In the 1950s and 1960s, the

KMT-controll-ed state r¡as dominated more by bureaucrats and militarists
than by capitalists, although the formers actually created a class of

capitalists through state policies.

This chapter and the next analyze the authoritative nature of the

KMT-controlred state and the role it played in Taiwan's rapid

development. This anaJ.ysis recognizes the role the international

political economy and internal class structure helpin to shape the KMT's

authoritativeness. Under the leadership of the KMT, the ROC had been

exceptional among developing countries for its political stability and

efficiency in social and economic reforms. In factr âs both Gordon

white (1988) and Thomas GoId (1986) argue, Taiwan's rapid development
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was basically a "revolution from above," a process in which the state

played a strategic role in taming domestic and international forces and

harnessing lhem to the national economic interest.

8,2 THE RT'IING KUOMINTÀNG

8,2,1 Historv

The KMT is the oldest political party in china. Its present name rvas

adopted in 1924, when Sun Yat-sen Led a fundamental reorganization of

the political movement. Under Sun the movement had used various names

since 1894, when it was called Hsing-chung-hui (Society for Regenerating

China). The predecessors of KMT engaged in revolutionary activities
with the specific aoal of overthrowing the imperial ching dynasty and

then, after the Ching fe11 in 1911, the goal of national unification

based on Sun's teachings. In 1924, Sun directed a reorganization based

upon the Leninist principles of a cadre-led party and democratic

centralism. From 1924 Lo 1949 the KMT became embroiled in a series of

civil wars against regional warlords and the Chinese Communist party

(CCp). As the internationally recognized government of China after
1927, it provided national leadership during the Sino-Japanese war from

1 937 to 1 945.

This history had greatly influenced both the organ izatíonaI structure

and the operational styLe of the party on Taiwan. As v. o. Key

(1964:243) once argued, "a conception of the party system must take into

account its dimension of time. It may even be more useful to think of a

party system as a historical process than a patterned institutional
behavior." The pre-1949 experiences on the Chinese mainland indeed
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created palterns that help explain both the ROC's political party system

and the role the KMT played in Taiwan's development.

In coming to Taiwan, the Nationalists brought along their formal

national-1eve1 party and government structures and superimposed these on

the party and governmental structures of one province. The land mass of

the province was 0.37 percent of China's total, and the population one

percent. Às with the Communist mainland, there are paralLel party and

state structures at all leve1s - nat ional , provinc ial , county,

municipal, and district to ensure firm party control. Major

governmental policy decisions are generated or approved by relevant

party organizations. At the very top of the KMT is the National

Congress, with a central Committee (flanked by the Central Àdvisory

Committee) and its powerful Standing Committee that handles work when

the Congress is not in session.

In 1950 the KMT was reorganized and six principles were implemented

(tien, '1989:67): 1) the KMT wourd be a revorutionary democratic party;

2) its membership would be substantially enlarged to cover farmers,

workers, youths, and intelligentsia; 3) party structure wourd continue

to foIlow the model of democratic centralism;4) party cells would serve

as fundanental organizational units; 5) the KMT wouLd provide politicaL

leadership throughout society; all decisions would be made through the

party's organizational procedures; and 6) members would be required to

believe in sun Yat-sen's Three principles of people, to obey the party

and to follow the party policies. This party reorganization, carried

out at all levels including the armed forces, successfully purged those

people who were considered disloyaJ-, suspected of enemy connections, or
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It also greatly expanded party membership

8,2.2 state structure: The RoIe of surveillance and Forces.

The KMT on Taiwan had maintained its Leninist character in structure and

its democratic-centralist principJ.es of organization. In fact, it
becane even more Leninist than ever after its reorganization in 1950.

Its rank and file are members of party cells existing in schools, the

militaryr residential street offices, enterprises, social organizations,

and .overseas Chinese communities. Their main function was to ensure

that party policies were implemented and to resist challenges to KMT

domination. Four hundred service centers around the island provided a

variety of social services as well as a means of keeping the authorities
informed of local affairs. Security offices (An-chuan-Shih) in private

enterprises, schools, and civil bodies performed a control function. At

the rocal leveL, party cadres r+ere also charged with selecting

candidates for elections and using whatever means t+ere necessary Lo see

them through to victory. This function gained in importance with the

impJ.ementation of local self-government. it often meant coopting loca1

elites and manipulating extant factional conflicts (Jacobs, '1990).

The chief of the state is the president. Between 1948 and 1987, with

the enactment of Temporary Provisions during the period of National

crisis, the president was granted a wide range of emergency powers. He

is erected by the National Assembly for a six-year term. originally a

president could only serve twice, but this rure was amended due to

emergency and was reinstated oni.y in the late 1980s. The National
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Àssembly itself is elected by the people directly for a six-year term.

Under the ROC constitution, every Chinese citizen over 21 are able to

vote. Other powers of the National Assembly include electing the

vice-president and amending the constitution. The first session of the

National Assembly was convened in March 1948 in Nanking with 2,961

delegates. It elected Chiang Kai-shek president and Li Tsung-jen

vice-president. Subsequent sessions have been held in Taipei (Tien,

1989), but not on an open basis. The KMT insisted that the National

Àssembly must have a "national" character. Open election of National

Assembly members would reduce the Republic of China to a provincial

character which would in turn undermine its legitimacy of representing

china as a whole. The insistence on rn. "national,'status of the state

structure became the permanent excuse for the KMT to suspend open

election, and the aging National Assembly became the powerful means of

mainlanders' domination over the Taiwanese. One of the Taiwanese

frustrations was that the National Àssembly, which was supposed to

represent the country as a who1e, appeared no more than the rubber stamp

of the KMT, passing whatever helped to enhance or consolidate KMT (i.e.
mainlanders) power.

There are five branches of the national government (ROC Government

Information 0ffice, 1990:21-22) , '1 ) The Executive yuan or cabinet, r+ith

a range of ministries and commissions, which is appointed by the

president of the country. The president of the Executive yuan is the

premier. The division of l-abor between president and premier is vague,

and either one could be the effective leader. All provinc ial
governments and special municipalities administered directly by the
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central government come under this yuan's direct control, and it
appoints their leaders, 2) rhe Legislative yuan, erected by the people

based on region and profession. It is responsible for legislation,
approving the budget, interpellation of government officials, etc.. 3)

The Judicial Yuan, whose justices are appointed by the president. 4)

The Examination Yuan for civil service exaninations and professional

licenses. Its members are appointed by the president. 5) the Control

Yuan, the chief watchdog agency, whose menbers are elected by provincial

and municipal councils.

Since removal to Taiwan, the KMT has suspended general elections.

Top government and military positions rvere monopolized by mainlanders

who were former wealthy landlords, powerful military leaders in the

world War II and in the Chinese civiJ. war, or new capitalists. General

elections were resumed only very recently under public pressure and the

opposition movement which demanded native rule and a genuine political
democracy. Thus, the party had maintained its dominance by freezing the

organs of election for almost forty years. perhaps as important, the

original mainlanders stil1 occupy the majority of National Àssembly

seats.18 At the "national" level, the distinction between party and

state, including their budgets, was blurred until the rise of an

opposition movement in the 1970s (Jacobs, 1981).

Beneath and subordinate to the national level, but governing the same

piece of real estate (wittr the exception of a few offshore islands), is

the Taiwan Provincial Government (TpG). Its seat is in }iu-feng,

The original mainlanders in the National Assembly were eventually aIl
replaced by democraticalJ.y elected members in a national eleêtion
held in December 1991, in which the KMT won a sweeping victory of
about 79.5 percent of the total 225 seats (lui, 1gg?:ilalzo).

f8
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Taichung county, 100 miles south of Taipei. The Executive yuan granted

Taiwan self-government or home rule, the same demand of the Taiwanese

under the Japanese, in 1950. À f.itty-f.ive-person provincial Assembly

tvas elected by county and municipal assemblies at the end of 1951.

Subsequent assemblies were elected by direct vote of the electorate.

The main duties of the Provincial Assembly, established in 1959, are

approvar of the provincial budget, interpellation of provincial

officials, and an assortment of mostLy advisory powers. Its sessions

are carefulJ.y monitored by officials sent from the national party and

state organs. KMT members are expected to submit to party discipline

and vote as a

president.

bloc. The governor of Taiwan is appointed by the

Beneath the provincial level are elected county (hsien) and municipal

assemblies and governments, which have a great amount of say over local

affairs. Magistrates and mayors are elected, except for the mayor of

any city run directly by the national government. Àn adninistrative

reshuffle in 1 950 divided Taiwan into sixteen counties and five
municipalities. Though continuing its dominance of government at al1

levels, with the introduction of direct suffrage and self-government,

the KMT's proportion of local elected representatives fell below that at

the national level (see chapter x, Table 19). To compete effectively,
the party had to field Taj.wanese candidates, so it actively recruited

Taiwanese into its loca1 ranks.

Government and party cadres and mililary officers with no property or

connections in Taiwan comprised a large part of the mainlanders who

sought refuge on the island. They had to be rewarded for their loyalty
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with some sort of secure income-generating position, so they were farmed

out to the various bureaucracies, which rapidly became bloated and

overstaffed. Chances for Taiwanese to advance to leadership positions

above the loca1 leve1 of government or party r+ere remote until recently.

A promising military career for the Taiwanese was almost unthinkable.

While this mainlander monopoly sparked resentment among Taiwanese, the

mainland cohort did include many well-trained, extremely talented, and

committed peopl-e who found their way to the top, especially in the

bureaucracies charged with the management of the economy.

Àlthough Chiang Kai-shek, Chen Cheng, and other leaders had military
backgrounds, they established a civilian government and the party

retained control of the gun. Nevertheless, an extreme network of overt

and covert quasi-miJ.itary security agencies played an important role in
maintaining KMT rule and suppressing dissenters. These agencies

include: 1) the National Security Conference, a coordinating body under

the president of ROc; 2) the National security Bureau, which is
officially under the National Security Conference and directly
responsible to the president, and which coordinates, supervises, and

plans the work of the intelligence and control systems, although each

agency's head has alternative routes to the president; 3) tire

Investigation Bureau, which is under the Ministry of Legal_ Affairs, and

which handles domestic security; 4) the Intelligence Bureau, which is
under the Ministry of Defense, and which takes responsibility for

collecting foreign intelligence and doing counterintelligence work; 5)

the General Political warfare Department, which is also under the

Ministry of Defense, and whose major role is, in generaÌ, social
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control; 6) the Taiwan Garrison command, which is a military agency

under the TPG, and whose tasks involve opening mai1, sensoring and

shutting down publications, and intimidaLing dissenters; 7) the Military
Police, which is responsible for military discipJ-ine and traffic
control;8) the Police, which is under the Ministry of the Interior, and

which is responsible for social order; and 9) the KMT security network

and agents in government and social units (cota, 1gg6:62-63),

As said in Chapter 6, the KMT leadership renovated the armed forces

by mass retirements, r s universar conscription of males, improved

training with US assistance, and indoctrination and close supervision

through a system of political commissars administered by Chiang

Ching-kuo, the oldest son of Chiang Kai-shek. Àlthough Taiwanese youths

naturally comprised the bulk of the conscripts, fräinlanders dominated

the higher positions. Àfter 1950, the regular forces rvere constantly

maintained at 600,000.

8.2.3 StaÈe Ideoloqv

The Taiwanese state did not rule the country merely by coercion.

ideological control and inculcation were equally important. In Taiwan,

media were well under the state control. Television and radio broadcast

and press r+ere all tightly censored. Like most socialist states, the

1s After retiring tens of thousands of old soJ-diers, the Nationalists
dia ¡9ç . just cast them out upon society. In léss the fovernmentestablished the Vocational Àssistance Commission for Retired
Servicemen (vecRs) charged with training and resettling demobilizedold soldiers and caring for those who weie i1l. Àmeriõan technical
and financial aid facilitated the operation. Àble-bodied retireesfound themselves engaged in major infrastructure construction
creating highwqys through.rugged mountain terrain, opening up virgin
farmland, building factories, and so on. vAcRS burgeoned íntð a irúge
operation owning a collection of productive enterprises of its own in
addition to undertaking contract work.
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Taiwanese state decided what its peopre should know and read. usua1J.y,

promot i on of commun i st , un i on i st , or ant i-government ideas rlas

considered the most serious crime. Violation always meant treason which

vras punishable by death or life imprisonment.

Ideological control was only the passive side of Taiwan's ideological

process. The Taiwanese state also actively used various media for

indoctrinating its own ideology. Founded under sun yat-sen, the KMT

inherited his teachings, usually called Sun Yat-senism or "Three-people

Principles," and developed them, with other elements, into an elaborate

system of state ideology. Sun Yat-senism criticizes both socialism ånd

capitalism; it believes that state-guided development avoiding either

extreme (total centralizaLíon or total privatization) is the best way of

developing China. Viewed from this perspective, state intervention in

the economy is not only justifiabre but also necessaryr âs long as it
has room for private economic acÈivities. Sun Yat-senism was included

in the formal curriculum of Taiwan's school system and was taught at a1l

levels in school. It was included as one of the major subjects in

senior high public examination. Failing to pass it would bar the student

from getting into university.

Traditional varues were equally important in the state ideology.

confucian values and teachings, which emphasize loya1ty, patriotism,

obedience, hierarchalism, and patriarcharism were not only part of the

formal school curriculum at a1l levels; they also always appeared on

television, radio, and other media in both serious discussions and daily

entertainment programs. In particular, traditional family ideology

which emphasized obedient house-wives was given a modern image. A good
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in the labor market and at the

same manage to do all kinds of domestic work. Nevertheless, this
transformed ideology openly discouraged women from moving into politJ.cal

and economic leadership. women who were able to 1ead politicaJ.ly or/and

economically were often depicted in negative images having family and

marriage problems. ModeI citizens who practiced state-approved values

were often chosen from the public for official recognition and awards.

Many famous scholars even joined the state to argue that Confucian

values llere instrumental to development and therefore should be

preserved.

The Taiwanese state also made use of its confrontation with Communist

China to justify its oomination. In Taiwan, communism and Communist

China in particular were depicted as the necessary evil and Taiwan under

the KMT as the only hope for a "free china." Hencer Do matter horl

repressive Taiwan was, it was democratic. By the same token, people

living in china were like riving in hell, which was fulr of kil).ings,
irnprisonment, famines, etc.. In conseguence, repressive measures tvere

explained as necessary to counter communist permeation and therefore
justifiable.

The strong state structure and ideology in Taiwan did not just

happen . Rather , i t was forged by the diarect ical process of the

international political economy and internal class structuration, which

carne together at a historical juncture highly favorable to the KMT's

consolidation of power. Massive Àmerican support to the regime of

chiang Kai-shek in the 1 950s r âs discussed earlier, arong with an

extensive police apparatus left by the Japanese, r,'ere crucial for the
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consolidation of state power in the turbulent period of state building

after 1949. The destruction of the great landlord class during the

colonial period and the absence of a comprador class with strong ties to
metropolitan capitaì. provided the state with ampì.e autonomy from class

interference. Probably equally important was a long Chinese tradition
of authoritarianism and bureaucracy under the Confucian and Legalist

inf luence (Michell , '1 984 ; Hr+ang, 1988 ; peng, 1 990 ) .

Political division in China and continuing confrontation with the

Communists provided the state with a permanent excuse for violence and

repression. These conditions also led to hypermilitarization and the

maintenance of an extensive security system of police and intelligence.

As Jon Halliday (1980:7) comments, ?aiwan was not merely a militarized
regime, it vras a militarized society. Because administrative and

coercive organizations are the most important bases of state poþrer, the

hypermilitarization of society inevitably enhanced the power of the

state over society.

However powerful and repressive the state tvas, a puzzle remains: T.lhy

should a regime fanatically committed to national security and to
returning to China tolerate a policy change that made the Taiwan economy

highly vulnerable to foreign markets and more dependent on foreign-owned

firms? The answer is very complex and therefore will not be given here

right av¡ay. it wil-l be revealed in the analysis that follows. But

several clues may help us understand the process of this transformation

beforehand. First, it must be emphasized that the increased reliance on

international markets and capital that characterized the civilian
economy did not extend to defense production. The latter was weLl
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supported by American aid and therefore may have made the generals less

concerned with the diminishing autarky of the cívilian economy (Àmsden,

1985:99). Second, the dream of retaking the MainLand grew dimmer as the

Communist regime there proved its durability and as the American

government continued to reject all proposals of retaking operation. Àt

the same time, it became less clear that Taiwan could rely simply on its
anti-Communist credentials to ensure American support.2o To embark on a

self-initiated industrialization based upon foreígn investnent and

export-led growth is not onJ.y a viable self-strengthening option but

also a valuable lray to secure political a11ies. Third, Àmerican

pressure v¡as important. continued Àmerican ..aid would be a great

financial burden on the Àmerican government. To force Taiwan into a

path of self-substainable growth would reduce this financial burden and

even make Taiwan a successful example of capitaLism which in turn would

serve an ideological purpose. Finally, as the state began to reap

economic benefits from the sustained basis of capital accumulation, it
was transformed by the process and its militarism was gradually forced

out of Taiwan's centre of power. In this regard, Àlice Àmsden

(1985:101) was certainly correct, the Taiwanese state can be said "both

to have transformed Taiwan's economic structure and to have been

transformed by it."

20 There in fact existed a conftict of interests between the Arnerican
and ROC governmenLs. The ROC governrnent wanted to use the USÀ to
help it retake the China mainland, whil-e the Àmerican government did
not want to invorve itself in china's civil war. Though it did not
turn sour, the conflict did hurt the ROC government quite seriously
when Washington stopped its attempt to invade Fukien immediately
after the second offshore crisis (Clough, 1g7B).
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8.3 DE\¡ETOPIÍENTÀT POËICY: STATE CAPITÀIISM

The existence of a powerful state in Taiwan made possible active state

intervention in economic development. The Taiwanese state transformed

the economy into a capitalist one and has exercised great influence on

the manner in which local capital is connected to international capital.

Strategically, the KMT worked to develop the country lhrough a two-step

approach - first to develop the agricultural sector and labor-intensive

industries and then to promote capital-intensive and heavy industries.

In other words, while the international political economy and internal

class structuration were important, the role of the KMT rlas

indispensable. Without the developmentalist state which manipulated

both external and and internal factors in a llay beneficial to the

nation's interests, Taiwan's development would have been questionable

(cota, 1986; wade a Ï{hite, 1984; Àmsden, lgig). To a large extent,

Taiwan's rapid development was possible because the ruling bureaucratic

capitalists mitigated the effects of dependency and class polarization

by maintaining a firm guiding control on foreign investment, domestic

development, and other decisions. More specifically, it is the success

of state capitalism implemented by the Taiwanese government (Àmsden,

1979:342). By state capitalism, I mean the development of a market

economy under the state's strict regulation and supervision. it is the

form of capital accumulation based on a combination of free enterprise

and the government's centralized economic planning. In brief, it is a

form of capitalism designed and directed by the state, in contrast to

the traditional forn of capitalism based on control by private forces.
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The concept State capitalism I employ here is very different from the

state control-free market dichotomy which is deeply embedded in Western

economic thought and which tends to dominate discussion of these broad

issues of government-economy relationships. State capitalism focuses on

an issue which is pushed to the sidelines in conventional discourse:

alternative modes of state regulation of the "private" economy. More

fundamentally, I consider the state control-free market dichotomy

conceptual-1y inadequate and empirically misleading. By inrplying that

the absence of state regulation leads to fu1ly competitive market

processes and thus to the allocation of resources through

competitively-determined prices, this dichotomy ignores all those

occasions 1) in which market competition is stiffened by the use of

private economic and political power (..g., monopoly, corlusion) (wade,

1988); and 2) in which effective, but not total, state control of the

economy is achieved through the emergence of corporatist arrangements of

various types between state agencies and organized private interests
(schmitter, 1974).

State control and free markets are not necessarily polar opposites.

In many si.tuations the relationship between the two can be symbiotic. À

strong state nay be needed to ensure freely-functioning competitive

markets, and the resulting constraints on the emergence of private

monopoly porrer may help perpetuate the (retative) autonomy of the state.

In certain respects statism in Taiwanr âs wilr be shown rater, has

actually promoted competitive market processes. For exampLe, the

suppressing of trade unions has meant that agricultural and industrial

wage rates have been largely determined by competitive market processes
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Similarly, the prohibition of independent

permitted competitive market processes very

areas of the agricultural economy in which

inLervene.
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working class perspective).

farmers' associations has

wide scope to shape those

the state has chosen not to

State capitalism in Taiwan can best be appreciated in the state's
firm control over agricultural and industrial development. These two

sectors' though highly interrelated, are analyzed in separate chapters

so that the role of the state in each sector can be morely easity

understood.

8.4 STÀTE CAPiTÂLISM IN ÀGRICT'LTIIRE

Agriculture was the most important sector in Taiwan in the late 1940s

and 1950s, accounting for twice as much of the domestic product as

industry and over 90 percent of the exports (Amsden , 1979:3i2).

Realizing the importance of agriculture in Taiwan's economy, the

Taiwanese government set forth its development policy - "to use

agriculture to nourish industry" - to exploit the agricultural sector by

means of firm state direction and organization. This strategy rvas

proven highly successful in later decades. It not only saved Taiwan

from stagnation and poverty, but also laid down the foundation for its
industrialization. Gerald M. Meier (1989:5), a economic professor at

standard university, offers some theoretical explanation to the

important role of agriculture in solving poverty and industrialization:

The concentration of a large percentage of production in the
primary sector is in itself not a cause of poverty: the causeis the low productivity in agricurture. erimary þroduction isan associative - rather than a causative - chãråcteristic ofpoverty. A poor country's high ratio of agricultural
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population to total poputation is more appropriateJ.y viewed as
a consequence, rather than a cause of poverty. I^thenever theagricultural population is poor, the nonagricultural
population serving the agriculluraÍ population tãnds to be
relatively small and also at a low standard of living. when
the rural sector is prosperous, the nonrural sector tends to
be large and also prosperous.

8.4.1 Land Reform

However, in 1949 Taiwan's agricultural productivity was seriously

constrained by the land-holding system in which the land was mostly

controlled by a small indigenous class of big landlords (Amsden , 1979).

Land rent was irrationally high, and farmers had no incentives to invest

in their land on a long-term basis. Even if they did, there was not

very much surplus left after paying for their rent. In order to pave

the way for the improvement of agricultural productivity and, more

important, to strengthen its political authority over the society, the

Taiwanese government decided to get rid of the domination by the

landlord class in agriculture through a series of rand reforns.

Land reform was the first step of the KMT to reshape Taiwanese

society and economy, but its inj.tial objective was political rather than

economic. It was primarily driven by self-preservation, though the

means and side effects t¡ere generally positive (cota, 1gg6; Moore, lggg;

Peng, 1989). In 1950 r+hen the vast majority of Taiwanese were peasants,

land reform would inevitabJ.y build a strong social base for the KMT,

whether or not it was necessary. Moreover, reai-izing that skillful use

of the land question had helped the CCP mobilize tens of millions of

peasants to overthrow their party (XUf), the Nationalists took this

lesson to heart and placed priority on land reform in Taiwan to solve
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the problem (Chen, 1961). In addition to removing the economic and

political base of the indigenous elite, the KMT's objective h'as

conservative - to prevent peasant upheaval rather than to be charitable

to the rural population.

Taiwan's land reform also had a strong ideological orientation
(Kindermann, 1975:-149-173). Land reform is an essential component of

Sun Yet-senism, the Taiwanese state ideology. Sun's vier+ on land reform

vras very traditional and owed heavily to Confucianism, which believes

that equal distribution of land to peasants is the principal condition

for social stabili.ty and harmony. Due to this belief in land reform,

rulers of almost every chinese dynasty introduced land reform, and

Confucians often attributed dynastic downfalls to the failure of

maintaining an equal land system. Às Sun (1974:276) himself once openLy

said, "the ultimate solution of the peasant problem, which would also

mean the ultimate solution of the problem to the people's livelihood,

will be for every farmer to own his land." KMT readers, especially

after their defeat in mainrand china, took sun's words to heart. Às

Chen Cheng ('196'1 ) , f ormer vice president of Taiwan and the key promoter

of the land reform, admitted, Tai¡van's land reform was based upon the

land reform design and procedures put down by Sun. Whether this is true

or not is unimportant, but Chen's words did reveal the ideological

importance of land reform in the KMT Leadership. A successful land

reform would help vitalize Sun Yet-senismr oD r+hich Lhe KMT was built,
and which had lost most of its supporters in both China and Taiwan by

1949.
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As the mainlanders did not themselves own land and the KMT had no

strong connections with the Taiwanese landl-ords (the largest of whom had

been active Japanese collaborators ) , there were few sociopolitical

obstacles to undertaking the reform. As explained in the previous

chapter, the KMT felt no obligation to such a landed class. Àlso, fresh

from successful land reform in Japan, the American government strongly

urged land reform on the Nationalists and supplied experts, advice, and

funds to see it through, all funneled through the Joint Commission on

Rural Reconstruction (¡Cnn) (;acoby , 1966).

The land reform carried out in Taiwan in the years 1949-1953 was

undoubtedly a turning point in Taiwanese history. It occurred in three

stages. In the first stage, tenants' rents were reduced from the

pre-war high of 75 percent of the harvest to 37.5 percent. Àt the same

time, all extra burdens such as advance rent payments and security

deposits were abolished. The second stage of the reform began with

selling government land acquired after World War II from the Japanese to

farmers on long-term, low-interest loans. Finarly, a new land law was

enacted, requiring all owners of land above a legal minimal holding (l

acre) to sell their land to the government. À new land bank was created

by the government for the purpose of lending money to tenant farmers and

part owners so that they could purchase land formerly held by landj-ords.

These l-oans were issued at a 3 percent annual interest rate for as long

as 15 years. Landlords were compensated 70 percent rlith land bonds in

kind (rice for paddy Iand, sweet potatos for dry land) and 30 percent

with shares of stock in four government enterprises earmarked to be

transferred to private ownership - Taiwan Cement, Taiwan paper and pulp,
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and Taiwan Industry and Mining (Hsiao,

Although the KMT propaganda always described the ]and reform as

peaceful and equaI, the latter did meet strong opposition from several

local groups' especially from small and medium landlords who did not

fare well under the land ref.orm program. Martin Yang (1970) reports that

of five hundred landlords, more than 98 percent of the small landlords

sold lheir shares to big landlords and to nonrural persons, often at a

considerable loss. Many landlords sold because they lrere neither

willing nor abJ-e to change occupations. Yang's survey also indicated

that less than 10 percent of the small landlords and only 17 percent of

the big landl-ords used their money to establish business after selling

their stock. Few of those who followed that path started industrial

concerns. Some small landlords did establish commercial firms and

trading companies, but only after a long period of difficult adjustment.

Despite the general opposition by the Landrords, the land reform

conducted by the Nationalist government made at least four contributions

to Taiwan's economic development. First, by forcing the landlords out

of their lands, the KMT was able to strengthen its political domination.

second, by redistributing land to the farmers, the KMT gained fuJ.J.

support from the rural population, vrho had suffered so much from the

excessively high land rent, and Lhereby stabilized the sociopoliticat

situation. Third, some former landlords, though limited in number and

determined by the size of landholding, reinvested the capital received

from the sale of land in urban commerce and industry, and this in turn

accelerated induslrial development. According to Ho (1978), by the late
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1970s over half of the top capitalists in Taiwan were former (big)

landlords. FinaLly, by establishing a much larger owner-cultivator

farming class ( 78 percent of the total agricultural population )

agricultural productivity was greatly enhanced because cultivators were

able to invest in their land and to work harder on a long-term basis.

The creation of a much expanded owner-cuLtivator class also meant the

creation of an expanded class of self-exploitative petty bourgoisise.

It proved to be the primary cause of Taiwan's agricultural success, and

was reflected in the dramatic increase in agricuttural output after the

reform. Tab1e .1 I shows that in 1 953, the annual production of

agricultural products h'as N.T. $7,436 million, but it rose to
$N.T.$12,591 million in 1959 and N.T.$28,304 mirrion in 1969 - an

increase of 3.8 times in 1971 prices in ress than two decades.
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TABLE 1 8

Value of Agricultural Production, various years

Source: Li (1978),
p,262.

* VaIues f rom '1973

N.r.$ (in Million)

7 ,436
8 ,029

10,163
12 1591
17 ,872
1 8 ,844
24 ,7 97
27,489
28 r304
30,048
42,190*
70 1906
72 1029
87,110
10,235
30,570
26,909

126 ,1 66
1 39,079

istical Yearbook of the ROC, 1990,

at current prices.

Yea r

1 9s3
1 955
1957
1 959
1961
1 963
1 965
1967
969
971
973

197 5
1977
197 9
1 981
1983
1985
1987
1 989

p.370; Stat

to 1989 are

8.4,2 Governnent Intervention in the Àqricultural Economy

Land reform, however, was only a part of the state's larger agricultural

policy, which was to transfer agricuJ-tural surplus to non-agricultural

sectors. This transfer r+as achieved by active state intervention in the

market rather than through the price mechanism. Às Dr. T. H. Lee

(1971: 1 38 ) , cornell-trained economist, and currentry president of the

ROC, frankly admits:

The price mechanism was not consi.dered as an incentive for
adopting new technoLogy and increasing agricultural output.
Governmenl allocation of chemicaL fertilizers, pesticides,
irrigation rlater, funds and subsidy compensated foi the price
mechanism. Government coLlection of rice, sugar, and other
important products in addition to the unfavoiabre terms of
trade resulted in a tremendous net capital outflow from
agr iculture .
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Lee's own academic work was concerned mainly with the enforced transfer

of economic resources from agriculture to non-agriculture, and

especially with the effects of the many monopolies, restrictions, barter

arrangements and taxes applied to the producers of rice, the major crop

grown by the majority of farm households.

There can be litt1e doubt that the extraction of various surpluses

from agriculture and government agricultural policies made important

contributions to industrial development. According to Mick Moore

(1988:133):

cheap2l rice enabted industriat wage costs to be kept 1ow and
thus boosted industrial prof its and Taiwan's competitive
position in export markets. Taxes on agriculture provlded the
state with domestic financial resources which courd be
invested in industry. Monopolistic arrangements for the
procurement of agricultural export commodities from grovrers
served to concentrate foreign currency earnings in the hands
of the state (sugar and rice), well connected private
capitalists (asparagus and mushrooms) or some combinalion of
the two (fruits). In addition, two further important sets of
stimuli to industrial growth resulted-from sLate action to
skew terms of trade against farmers in an environment where(a) the.agricultural sector comprised mainly famiJ.y-operated
farms; (b) there was, until about 1968, ã clear-aggregate
surplus of labor; and (c ) industrial development rvas
decentralized to rural areas. In the first plaèe, this
combination of policy and circumstances further reduced the
supply price of industrial labor and this helped provide the
basis for Taiwan's takeoff into low-cost industiíaI production
and exporting... in the second place, this combination of
circumstances and policy created an industrial work-force
which was relativeJ-y malleabte from the employers' point ofview. Relativery few families abandoned agricurture entirely.
Household heads, i.e., older married males, tended Lo work in
the fanri Iy farm and younger men and women to seek
non-agricultural jobs. Maintaining a base on the famiJ.y farm,
these young industrial workers were less likely to clairn
permanent employment and resisted the loss of their jobs.

21 Rice was "cheap" in Taiwan
because of state intervention
(see next few paragraphs).

not because of price mechanisms but
in the rice market and rice production
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In Taiwan, f armers Ì,¡ere legally required to grow rice on tands

designated and recorded as paddy Iands. Ownership of paddy l-and carried

an obligation to deliver to the state a quota of rice and to pay a

substantial land tax in rice. Rents on the remaining publicly-owned

rice land were collected in kindr âs were tenants' repayments to the

state for paddy land acquired under the land reform. Credit from the

public "rice agencyr" the Provincial Food Bureau, ivas repayable in rice.

In addition and most importantly, fertilizer manufacLure and importation

vrere the monopoly of the government-owned Taiwan Fertilizer
Corporation.22 Fertilizer was allocated by crop, and was only available

to rice farmers in exchange for rice. The rice for fertilizer barter

programme accounted for more than half of all public rice procurement.

This in turn accounted for 60 percent of total rice releases (sales and

rental payments) by producers in the period 1951-60. By 1970 this
figure had fal-Ien to 38 percent (äsiao, igBT:16-1j).

All rice deliveries to the state were valued at a single rate.

Between 1952 and 1968 this rate averaged 70 percent of the "free" market

price (¡msden, 1979:358). This residual market was far from free. The

state dominated it directly or indirectly by monopolizing rice imports

and exports; by supplying a rice ration to alr state, military and

educational personnel and their famiries; and by setting the price at

which government-procured rice was released to private traders. private

traders required a license. The movement of rice between "food zones"

was restricted. The "private" rice trade rvas closely monitored by the

Provincial Food Bureau. A range of ad hoc regulations were introduced

22 rn the 1950s,
United States

a large quantity of fertilizer was
in the form of aid.

imported from the
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from time to time to further limit the scope of private choice in food

trade and consumption. For example, in 1953 a limit of two to three

months on home storage of rice was declared; milring of brown rice to
more than 93-94 percent was prohibited; and a programme r+as launched to

promote sweet potato and wheat as rice substitutes (Moore, 1988:128).

The Provincial Food Bureau faiLed in its attempt to widen the scope

of the barter economy by exchanging rice for cotton cloth, bicycles,

soybean cake and other commodities. The Bureau tvas, however, successful

in obliging the Farmers' Àssociations - organized and controlled by the

KMT which inherited the Japanese legacy - to bear the bulk of the costs

of administering this Large public food system. In Taiwan, farmers were

aJ-1 organized into about five hundred local farmers' Associations. The

local Farmers' Associations stored and distributed fertiLizer;
collected, stored and milled paddy; and distributed much of the rice

ration. Farmers had to pay membership fees to cover the Àssociations'

administrative costs. Not onJ.y did the Nationalist state succeed in

obliging the farmers to meet the costs of administering a system which

exploited them, but it succeeded also in maintaining the appearance of a

"caring state" by providing basic agriculturaJ. information through the

Assoc iat ions.

Sugar r¡as the second most important crop in the 1950s and this was

under even more direct state control than rice production. The Taiwan

sugar corporation, like the Taiwanese pubric sector as a whole, has its
origins in former Japanese enterprises seized by the Nationalists. The

provisíon of sugar for Japan had been the main single motive for and

function of Japanese colonial rule (Moore , i98B:128). while they
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produced some cane on their own estates, Japanese sugar refining firrns

relied mainly on small farmers, who were obliged to supply cane on terms

fixed by the refiners. The refining firms were highly cartelized and

firmry supported by the administration. Each had a monopoly in the

procurement of cane within its operational territory. The Chinese

Nationalists took over the system and continued to run it on established

lines, albeit at a lesser disadvantage to farmers than under Japanese

ru1e, and in a context in which the relative importance of sugar

production declined once the monopoly over the Japanese market was lost.
The Sugar Corporation maintained a monopoly over sugar exports and over

refining, each contract grolrer being tied to the refinery serving

his/her 1ocality. Àdministrative and political pressure was used to

secure supplies from growers. Levels of remuneration to growers for

their sugar were well bel-ow open market sugar prices (Àmsden, 1979;

Moore, 1988).

Just as public industrial enterprises have been used to help further

the government's plans to build up new lines of production (wade, 1988),

so the Taiwan Sugar Corporation has been prevaiJ.ed upon to meet state,

rather than its own, corporate objectives in relation to agriculture
(Hsiao, 1987). The Corporation became diversified into a wide range of

agriculture-related industries. Its main activity has become livestock

production; it is the largest hog producer on the island. ( rne

livestock sector is dominated by hog production.) In recent years the

government has tried to stabilize the market price of hogs by asking the

Corporation to regulate the timing of its market deliveries in the light
of actual and expected prices. The Corporation's farms and agricultural
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expertise have arso been called upon in pursuit of broader policy

objectives. the corporation has, for exampre, helped small farmers

diversify into livestock production, financed local drainage, flood

control, irrigation, water supply and projects, and tried to promote

cooperative farming. The Sugar Corporation runs the Livestock Research

I nst i tute.

In the Japanese period, state development of canal-irrigated areas of

prescribed crop and irrigation rotations were used used to attract
farmers to grow sugarcane. These practices v¡ere continued in the

Nationalist period, with an emphasis on rice as well as sugarcane. Às

in the case of the Farmers'Àssociations in relation to rice procurement

and storage, the nominally private Irrigation Àssociations were subject

to state control and employed to enforce public policy.

Publicly-financed and controlled infrastructure, especially irrigation,
accounted for the bulk of agricultural investment. Private agricultural

investnent was relatively insignificant.

Other dimensions of state regulation of agriculture included: the

existence of a i.tíne and Tobacco Monopoly which r+as the sole legal

Iicensee for cultivators of tobacco and grapes, and the monopsony

purchaser of their produce; a livestock slaughter tax which was a

significant source of publ-ic revenue in the 1950s; retaiL price controls

on a range of agricultural products apart from rice, such as e99s, meats

(notably pork), and vegetables (Ho , 1978); strong state pressure on

farmers in the 1960s to "assent" to land consolidation programmes; state

control of the import of virtually all agricultural products; and the

use of Farmers Àssociations as agents for the licensing and colleclion
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production of asparagus and mushrooms on behaLf of

8.4.3 Chanqinq ÀqriculÈural Policies in the 1920s and BOs

After almost two decades of exploitation, by 1970 Taiwan had reached a

turning point in the development of agriculture (also in the developmenL

of industry, see next chapter). It was becoming increasingly clear that

the agricultural policies that for two decades had been so successful in

increasing agricurtural production and providing resources for

industrialization were becoming less effective. In '1968, the absolute

number of farm workers began to decline. The cost of farm labor rose,

as did the other expenses of operating a farm. For some time, farm

income had been declining relative to nonfarm income. Although the real

income of farm families increased 94 percent from 1952 Lo 19G7, the per

capita income of farm families from al.l sources, which had been 75

percent that of nonfarm families in 1954, dropped to 58 percent by 1968

(Shen, 1974:39 & 229). Clearly, nev¡ poJ.icies were needed to halt this

slide in order to increase agricultural production further and to
alleviate dissatisfaction on the part of farmers.

Since 1960, the state had taken steps to promote farm mechanization;

it altered the rice-fertilizer barter ratio in favor of the farmers, and

reduced the taxes and interest rates paid by farmers. But the rise in
farm wages to some extent offset these gains. Thus, although the

incomes of farm families had improved by 1972 lo 66 percent of those of

nonfarm families, the increase came in considerable measure fron a rise

in the nonfarm income of farm families (Shen, 1974:39).
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In 1972 the state embarked on a rnore far-reaching program to improve

the life of the rural population. The rice-fertilizer barter system was

abolished, making the prices of lhese products more subject to market

forces. In response to stagnation in rice production, the official
purchase price was almost doubled in cash terms in 1974. Subsequent

increases meant that by 1976 the official price had become a support

price. Rather than detivering obligatory quotas of rice to the state,

since 1975 farmers have been privileged to seIl to the government an

individual quota amounting in totaL to about a quarter of the rice

production. The state now incurs a loss on sugar and rice exports,

makes no profit on fertilizer distribution, and in a wide range of ways

has given agriculture increasingly generous treatment in its fiscal
operations.

Moreover, in 1976, agricuLtural taxes were further reduced and the

terms of agricultural loans eased. An appropriation of u.s.$62.5

million llas made for a two and one-half year program of constructing

dikes, roads, and irrigation facilities; accelerating the introduction

of new technology, including the mechanization of farming; establishing

specialized crop areas; strengthening research and extension work; and

in other ways seeking to improve conditions for agriculture (C1ough,

1978). But agricultural decline in the '1 980s to a large extent

demonstrated the failure of these measures. Agricultural exports have

shown a trade deficit since the late 1970s (nOC Government Information

0ffice, 1990:87). The average income of the farming population was

consistently 30 percent below that of the non-farming population

throughout the 1970s and 1980s, and farm workers continued to leave the
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To solve the agriculturaL crisis,
forward a consolidation program

greater degree of mechanization.

agricultural decline.
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Yearbook of the ROC, various years).

the government in the mid-'1980s pushed

to al1ow land concentration and a

But this still did not reverse the

Having formerly been a net provider of resources to the state, to the

urban population and to industry, Taiwanese agricurture, which is
increasingly inefficient relative to both Taiwanese industry and world

agriculture because of rising labor costs, has since the 1970s been

receiving increasing protåction against imports and is now the net

recipient of subsidies from the state. The main beneficiaries of these

subsidies have been rice growers. There are a range of factors which

help exprain this change in poricy, most of them stemming from

structural changes r,lithin agricuture

generally.

or in the national economy more

First, it seems 1ikely that economic Arowth and structural change

have wrought in Taiwan certain changes in the direction and intensity of

political pressures from socioeconomic aroups which could be anticipated

from a few axioms of the rational choice approach to political analysis
(gates and Rogerson, 1980). In the 1940s and 1960s the majority of the

urban and non-agricultural population were spending a high proportion of

their incomes on the stapre food, i.e., rice. There was therefore a

strong if not aJ.ways overt pressure on governnent to provide rice

cheaply: to extract supplies from farmers at less than market prices or

subsidize consumers directly. Higher incomes have led to a much greater

diversily in consumer spending patterns, and thus to the diffusing of
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political pressures from consumers. in Taiwan consumers nor,l spend

almost as much on pork, for example, as rice, and they are increasingly

concerned about the quality of rice they buy rather simply with price.

The retail price of rice was aLmost doubled in 1974 without overt

protest.

Second, the relative decline of the agricultural sector, especially

of cereal production, in relation to the expanding national economy

meant both that public revenue from the exploitation of cereal producers

was of declining importance and that the potential cost of subsidizing

rice producers was diminishing in relative terms.

Third, farmer dissatisfaction with agricultural poficy nas been on

the increase. Several factors appear to have contributed to this:
avlareness of growing farm-non-farm income differentials; overall

political liberalizationf the increasing ability of native Taiwanese

politicians to voice criticisms of aspects of publ-ic poricy and to lay

claim to positions of power; and the increasing responsiveness of the

administration to public opinion generally (Hsiao, l989).

Fina1ly, and most visibly and directly, in the late 1960s,

pro-agricurture policy makers, represented by chiang ching-kuo, made a

strong case for some reduction in the level of public exploitation of

agriculture. In Chiang's view, it became evident that the existing

policy r+as leading to a slow-down in the growth of agricultural

production at a time when Taiwan could not yet be confident about its
long-term ability to feed itself in the event of some drastic reversal

in its international diplomatic and Lrading position. Chiang feared
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that prolonged dissatisfaction of farmers would cause social unrest, the

principal cause of the KMT's defeat in China.

8.5 coNctusloN

In brief, Taiwan's agricultural development - its fast growth and

transfer of surplus to the towns in the 1950s and 1960s - was not the

outcome of free market forces. Rather, it was a reflection of both the

restructuring of ownership in the countryside and the state management

of almost every conceivable agricultural activity. The successful Iand

reform in the early 1950s fundamentally transformed the rural class

structure by creating a large class of setf-exploitative farmer-owners.

The land reform created both the political and ideological basis for

subseguent state intervention in agriculture aiming at transferring

agriculturar surplus to non-agricultural sectors, of course, at the

expense of the rural- population. Às À1ice Amsden (1979) remarks, it was

the highly centralized government bureaucracy that directed Taiwan's

agricultural development. R. Apthorpe (1979), with a pardonable degree

of exaggeration, even likens the entire Taiwanese agricultural sector to

one large (state) farm.

under the state's unlimited exploitation, the rapid decline of

agriculture in the 1970s and 1980s was simpJ.y the logical outcome of the

whole development drama. I.ihile agricultural surplus was transferred to

the industrial and public sectors rather than reinvested in agriculture,

how courd Taiwan's agriculture be able to maintain a healthy,

sustainable development? As agriculture has fallen today into a state

of insigni ficance in reration to industry, s!ate protection and
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subsidies seen to have a political rather than economic meaning.

Indeed, Taiwan's agriculture has exhausted its historical task in

development and is waiting to be abandoned when its political value also

disappears. The continued shrinking of agricultural population, from

over 70 percent in 1949 to less than 18 percent in 1989, to a certain

extent has reflected such a gloomy destiny (Statistical Yearbook of ROC,

1 990:282\ .



Chapter IX

THE TÀIT{ÀNESE STATE II: ITS ROIE IN INDUSTRY

9.1 INTRODUCTiON

Taiwan's industrialization has often been fatsely characterized as a

product of the market. i t has been argued that raiwan' s rapid

industrialization is due to the fact that it, unlike most Third World

countries, resisted the temptations of infant industry protection

(r,ittte, 1979; Balassa et al, 1982). This chapter attempts to dispel

this illusion. Às will be shown in the section that follows, a regime

of import substitution preceded the export of labor-intensive

manufactures in Taiwan. Nor was infant industry protection a trivial
episode in Taiwan's economic history. The protection laid a strong

foundation for local capitalists to grow and to compete internationally

in the subsequent decades. In addition, with American assistance, the

Taiwanese state, though its policies had undergone important changes due

to external pressure and internal needs perceived by the state

bureaucrats, rvas always in a leading positíon to plan and direct the

country's development throughout the past forty years.

Industrialization in

in three stages:

Export-0rientation I:
Export-0rientation I I :

an important position

Taiwan can be roughly classified as deveLoping

Stabilization and Import-Substitution;

Economic and Financial Reform; and

Industrial Upgrading. Each stage has occupied

in Taiwan's development history, showing the

- 195 -
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sophisticated planning of the state in response to the changing

international political economy and class rerations. This chapter

examines how the Taiwanese state, while riding external and internal

forces, guided the country ínto and through these three stages of

industrial development.

9,2 STÀBIIIZÀTION ÀND IÌ,IPORT-SUBSTIN'TION

Às state capitalism was the generaJ. key to Tai¡+an's rapid economic

deveLopment, corporatismr ôs defined in the sense used by p. schmitter

and discussed in chapter IV, the principal approach the Taiwanese state

adopted after 1950 to develop its industry. The corporatist approach

aims to accelerate capital accumulation through close cooperation of the

state planning apparatus with the business and industrial elites in

making economic decisions. it emphasizes the necessity of the

cooperation between political elites and business and industrial leaders

in the competitive globa1 economy to ensure stable capitalist
accumulation. corporatism was 1ess obvious in the early stages of

Taiwan's developmentr âs the business and industrial class was stilL in

formation. But it became increasingly significant as Taiwan's economy

grew in strength.

In late '1950, with the backing and advice of the us Agency for

International Development (el¡), the Taiwanese government established

institutions for guided capitalist development, although the primary

purpose at the time was to stabilize the chaotic situation and revive

production. The chastened pol-itical leaders, notably Chiang Kai-shek

and Premier, later vice-president, chen cheng, attributing their general
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collapse on the mainland in large part to the collapse of the economy,

gave greater control of Taiwan's economy to Western-trained experts and

intervened less than they had on the mainland. Within the economic

bureaucracy there rvas a division between those who favored continued

state dominance of the economy based on its ownership of dozens of

confiscated Japanese enterprises in several sectors and those who

advocated more latitude for a private sector. Both sides could claim

Iegitimacy through Sun Yat-sen's vague instructions on the restriction
or regulation of capital. Sun had writLen that the state should own

enterprises in key sectors related Lo national defense, national

monopolies, or where capitaJ. requirements !¡ere so stiff that no private

entrepreneurs could afford the risk (Sun, 1974).

be left to private capital.

Everything else could

In the early 1950s, to revive production, the more socialist-oriented

cadres prevailed and import-substitution measures. were adopted,

including strict import controls and a currency reform which introduced

multiple exchange rates and limited the amount of foreign exchange per

person (nuo & Fei , 1985). Notwithstanding the obstacles to

import-substitution measures, there was more or less consensus in the

goverenment leadership that import controls had to be implemented for

two reasons. First, by 1951 Tair+an was confronted with a sizable trade

deficit, which was to continue throughout the 1950s. Large trade

deficits are not only an economic problem but also a political one as it
would adversely affect the legitimacy of the government. The latter r+as

especially dangerous to the KMT government which just came out of the

nightmare of the Chinese civil war and which did not have a social base
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on Taiwan. To impose import measures - i.e., to reduce trade deficit,
therefore, became both economically and politically necessary. Second,

numerous small enterprises had gone into business immediately after the

tgar' partly by acquiring old Japanese manufacturing facilities that

produced simpre products of poor quality but at high cost. Many of

these enterprises not only encountered difficulties in marketing abroad

(".g. no marketing and distribution networks, poor quality of products,

lack of capital, etc.), but arso had to compete with the superior

Japanese products, both domestically and internationally. A free market

would inevitably have driven these infant enterprises out of business.

in view of these conditions, import-substitution policies vlere

introduced to stabilize the economy and to protect domestic the infant

industries.

It must be cautioned, however, that whether the government was

socialisL-oriented or market-oriented was only a matter of degree and

Ì,¡as limited by the time frame. The principal objective of the

government was to achieve rapid economic arowth, not to be hampered by

any ideology. Government planning to accomplish this national goa],

therefore, penetrated the whole process of Taiwan's development.

Di f ferent ial strategic emphas i s on import-substitution or

export-orientation only reflected the government's flexibility to

achieve the national goal in a changing international and domestic

envi ronment. The government never abandoned its control over the

economy and society.

The Taiwan Production Board (rps), established in May 1949, was the

first organization designed Lo stabilize the economy. It was chaired by
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the provinciaì. governor. i{ith the addition of an Industrial and

Financial Committee in early '1950, its activities expanded beyond that

of coordinating production, suppJ.y, and trade. in 1953 it was absorbed

into the Economic Stabilization Board (nS¡), established in 1951 on

Àmerican advice. The ESB itself r+as reorganized from the Financial and

Economic working Group of the Executive yuan. The ESB, chaired by the

governor and later by the premier, had committees for monetary banking

and trade policies, utilization of us aid, budget and taxation,

agriculture, and price stability, as well as an Industrial Development

commission (lnc). The IDc was responsibre for overseeing the

formulation and implementation of the economic plans that began in the

same year (1953). Moving the chief economic agency from provincial to
national level increased its power and merged the identity of the

central government with the provincial government. The state thus had

bureaucratic agencies to guide all aspects of the economy in addition to
its or+n unassailable position as the dominant capitalist (lin,
1989:37-54).23

23 One man dominated and forged the broad Iines of Taiwan's economicpath in the 1 950s. K. y. yin ( 1 903-1 963 ) v¡as trained as anelectrical engineer and worked for Westinghouse. Àfter his return toTaiwan, he held a number of posts ñor. o, less concurrently:
permanent member, then deputy chair of TpB; generar manager of tñe
Central Trust of China; member and later secretary general õf gS¡ and
convener of IDC; minister of economic affairs; chair of the Foreign
Exchange and Trade Control Commission; vice-chair of the Council õn
us Àid; and chairman of the board of the Bank of Taiwan. yin had a
number of enemies who tried to destroy him, but this day he is
worshipped by officials he trained and businessmen he aãsisted.
Since his deathr Do one person has wielded so much power over the
economy: He also established a pattern of engineers, not
professional econonists, running the key economic planning ageácies.
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The KMT government, however, did not have final say over its economy,

as the Americans, through AID, had de facto veto power through their
control of the Nationalists' economic lifeline (cota , 1996:69).

Àmericans attended ESB meetings, and many Chinese government agencies

had to hold their meetings in English for the benefit of Àmerican

advisors. The key organization charged with administering American

assistance was the council on us Àid (cuse), composed of relevant

cabinet members and chaired by the premier. Enjoying a degree of

financial independence and not being nested in any particular ministry,

CUSA maintained an autonomy which comparable bodies in other recipient

nations lacked. it was thus relatively free of the manipulation,

corruption, and red tape that plague development programs elsewhere.

Àmericans who dealt vrith CUSÀ were unanimous in their praise for the

agency and its members. The Roc members, fluent in English and

Àmerican-oriented, carried the ideoLogy and methods learned from the

CUSÀ experience into the leadership of Taiwan's economy over subsequent

decades.

Às pointed out in Chapter VI, American economic aid to Taiwan was

relatively large. In the first few desperate years it was nearly all of

the nonproject type, mainly commodity imports, which helped supply basic

necessities to the people and ease inflationary pressure. By the middle

of the decade, basic stabiJ-ity had been achieved and the economy had

recovered to the level of prewar production peaks. Hence, the character

of aid shifted from plugging holes in the dike to fostering economic

development. The proportion of project aid increased. This meant that

the recipient had to apply for assistance for a special project, giving
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the donor more control over the disbursal of monies. The Nationalist

government also moved in the direction of building up Taiwan, and in

1953 it produced a Four-Year Economic plan to this end (lin, 1973; Li,
1976).

The ESB's First Pran rlas "a rather crude effort" (Li , 1976:93),

encompassing only industry and agriculture. The Second PIan (1957-60)

added separate communications projects and special projects such as the

Shihmen Reservoir, tidal land reclamation, vocational assistance for

retired service people, and public housing. It specified measures for

achieving the targets (r,i, 1976:93) , The essence of the pran was really

a Iinking together of applications for ÀID monies.

AiD also supported the growth of a private sector through its Small

Industry Loan Fund and Model Factory Program. Venture capital was not

forthcoming through the state-owned banks that businessmen refer to

disparagingly as pawnshops. Àspiring industrial or commercial

entrepreneurs with no collateral had to turn to friends, relatives, and

loan clubs for funds.

The 1950s also saw the emergence of the first postwar generation of

industrial capitarists. Às pointed out in chapter vII, almost no

leading mainland capitalists followed Chiang Kai-shek to the island;

they went to more secure areas, such as Hong Kong or the United States.

The few business people who did go were unwilling to commit capiLal as

they were convinced that their stay on Taiwan would be short. The

environment was so unsettled and inflationary that it was faster and

made more business sense to make money through speculation than to sink
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funds into risky manufacturing ventures. The KMT dominated most

industry, but partly under US pressure and partly due to the insistence

of the more market-oriented bureaucrats, it devised measures to promote

capitalists in certain key sectors such as cotton textiles and flour

milling (Amsden, 1979; 1985).

The first people to benefit rlere mainlanders from Shanghai and

Shangtung province. They applied to the government for an allotment of

ÀID-financed imported cotton or wheat. in the textile sector, the more

market-oriented bureaucrats employed an "entrustment" scheme whereby

the state supplied raw cotton, paid wages to workers, and purchased the

yarn. what the entrepreneur had to do was to find a place and buy the

necessary productive equipment. CUSA's Textile Subcommittee also

controlled cloth weaving. The enirepreneur had no risk and stood to

make a fortune in a market where demand far outstripped supply. Major

corporations such as Tai-yuan Textile, Far Eastern Textile, and

Chung-hsing Textile got their start in this environment. They expanded

into artificial fibers rvith additional state and US assistance 1ater in

the decade.

Taiwanese industrialists also got a boost from the land reform. They

accumulated shares in the four state enterprises used to compensate

landlords for compulsorily purchased land. In 1954 the state began to

transfer these firms to private ownership amidst a fJ.urry of stock price

manipulation. The main beneficiaries were the biggest landlords. Most

of them became big capitatisLs in Taiwan.
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In 1951, leading business people set up an umbrella organization, the

China National Association of Industry and Commerce (CH¡iC). Cabinet

officials charged with economic affairs maintained close links with it.
It functioned as a channel by which government policies were relayed to

business people.

0nce it $ras clear that there r+as expanding scope for private

enterprise, that the government was committed to industrialization, and

that Taiwan had a future, there was an explosive release of the latent

productive forces on the island (Barrett & I.ihyte, 1982; Amsden, 1985;

GoIdr 1986). Numerous entrepreneurs, without a yarn allocation, bought

looms to get on the textile boom. To protect infant industries, the

state decisively employed a battery of measures such as murtipre

exchange rates, tariffs, and import restrictions. The

import-substitution strategy paid off quickly as infant industries were

protected by it. By the end of the 1950s industrial production had

doubled and its contribution to the net domestic product increased while

that of agriculture declined (see chapter II, Table 3). e shift in

employment from the primary sector into manufacturing could also be

discerned. A further trend was the increased value of industrial

production from the private sector and its faster growth rate when

compared to publ-ic enterprises (Cotd, 1986:72).

The isl-and's economy obviously underwent a fundamental reorientation:

from a typicaJ. colonial-style orientation of primary products traded for

manufactured goods with Japan and then china, the volume of trade

declined dramatically. This was mainly because those traditional

markets had been lost and with the rapid population increase the
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domestic market consumed nearly all that could be produced. By the

middle of the decade, however, as industrial production continued to

expand, the domestic market for textiles, wood products, and rubber

goods became rapidly saturated (Lin, 1973:68-70). price wars ensued,

and as production declined the demand for the few locally made capital
goods did too. I t is evident that by the late 1 950s,

import-substitution industrialization had fulfilled its historical task,

and it was up to the government to lead the economy into a new path - a

path of export-orientation, a path that would integrate (and has

integrated) Taiwan into the capitalist world economy with abundant

wealth.

9.3 EXPoRT-oRIENTÀTIoN l: ECONOMTC AND FINÀNCIÀL REFOR!Í

Taiwan's adoption of a strategy combining export-orientation and direct

foreign investment to stimulate further industrialization r,las not

totally inherent in its import-substitution economic strategy. Rather,

the shift to the outward-looking policy was derived from a political
debate within the leadership (emsden, 1985; Gold, 1996) and rvas

inf luenced by Àmerican pressure (.iacoby, 'l 966) , even af ter it was

decided that the substitution of light consumer goods had exhausted its
potential.

By the mid-1950s, the ÀID mission felt that Taiwan's economy had more

than recovered prewar peaks and could embark on a path of sustained,

rapid development. In 1958, with the establishment of the Development

Loan Fund, the American congress commenced to provide aid with the

express goal of stimulating development In the same year, AID
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established the Office of Private Development. This shifl in ÀID's own

mission greatly influenced policies in Taiwan. In conseguence, between

'1959 and 1960, ÀiD and the chinese government worked out a package of

reforms to speed development - the famous Nineteenth-Point program of

Economic and Financial Ref orm (Hppnrn) . In '1960, ÀID made cl-ear its
decision to phase out its Taiwan program by 1968. in essence, NppEFR

intended to liberalize controls on trade and industry, promote exports,

and create a business climate to stimulate private local and foreign

investment. The reforms revised import duties; reduced tariffs on

imported inputs; provided rebates if the products were exported; unified

multiple exchange rates; liberalized controls on exchange; encouraged

savings and private investment; raised public utirity rates; ana r,era

down military expenditure (.lacoby 1966,:134-35).

These reforms created a serious debate in

socialist-oriented bureaucrats believed that reduction

the

of

KMT. The

controLs could

wreck hard-won price stabiJ.ity and bring back inflation, while a rise in
trade would increase vulnerabirity to the global economy. The

market-oriented reformers, backed by chiang Kai-shek and chen cheng

among other leaders, pushed the reforms. They thought that the reforms

"would enable Taiwan to get off the dole and become self-reliant" (Gold,

1986:77). Equally important, the Americans threatened a reduction in

aid should the government not adopt the package, but offered a

u.s.$20-30 million carrot for prompt implementation (Jacoby,

1965:134-135). Such pressure on Taiwan's economic liberalization

certainly testifies the theory of Gunnar Myrdal (1968:15) - an economics

Nobel Prize winner - that "a country's dependence on credits and gifts
from the Western bloc may influence its internal policies."
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In addition, the Àmerican government promised continued miJ.itary aid

to Taiwan's security and defense even after the economic opening of

Taiwan. This significantly reduced the anxiety of the military generals

who were generalJ-y supportive of the socialist-oriented bureaucrats and

who still occupied an important place in the KMT's centre of power in

the 1950s (Àmsden, 1985:99).

The Third Four-Year Economic plan ( 1 961 -G4) , which predicted g

percent annual GNP growth, incorporated the NPPEFR as well as the 1960

Statute for Encouragement of Investment, which offered incentives to

stimulate private investment (Ho, 1978). The state took other measures

to promote the private sector, such as establishing the Industrial

Development Center and the China Development Corporation, which also had

KMT capital in it.

The government made an important instituti.onal reform as well. In

september 1963, to prepare for AID's impending withdrawal in '1965, it
merged CUSA into the new Council for International Economic Cooperation

and Development (ctncD) under premier chen cheng (Kuo, 1gg3). cIECD, an

organ of the Executive Yuan, represented a commitment to centralized

planning and coordination as well as to Taiwan's nerv position in the

Capitalist world economy outside the US economic womb, but still under

its military shield. Constantly improving its statistical base and

anaLytical ski11s, CIECD took responsibility for the four-year plans and

arso promulgated a Ten-Year plan for 1965-74. vice-chair K. T. Li

secured U.S.$180 million in low-interest loans from the united States

and Japan to compensate for the loss of AID nonies, a way of proving

Taiwan's viability (wen 1984:78). cIEcD also continuously improved the
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investment climate as the situation demanded. The statue for

Encouragement of Investment, a barometer of such improvement, t+as

revised rnore than a dozen times by 1987 (t,in, l9B9). It rvas

suppl-emented by frequently updated categories and criteria of strategic

productive enterprises singled out for special encouragement. In

addition, there were separate statutes covering investmenL by

foreigners, overseas Chinese, and technical cooperation.

Taiwan's power of atLraction as a site for direct foreign investment

did not really emerge until global conditions matured in the mid-1960s,

even though ÀID tried to publicize it as an investment site (Jacoby,

1966). The relaxation of cold war tensions facilitated the general

expansion of world trade. Among the beneficiaries was Japan, by then

well into its or+n rapid development. Low-priced Japanese textiles,
plastic, and electronic products had flooded American markets, sending

American manufacturers rushing abroad in search of production sites with

costs so low that they could compete with the Japanese in the US market.

Taiwan's new investment climate featured its comparative advantage in

very cheap, abundant, disciprined, and educated labor. For exampre, in

1972, the wage for a skilled worker in Taiwan was u.s.$73 a month

compared slith $'102 in south Korea, $183 in singapore, g122 in Hong kong,

and 9272 in Japan. For unskilled tabor, the respective rates were g45,

$68, $60, $82, and 9120. Taiwan's labor efficiency was ranked just

below that of Japan and the United States (cota, 1996:79).

The "cheapness" of Taiwanese labor t.¡as not only in monetary terms. It
also came from the non-unionized nature of Taiwanese workers, their
readiness to work in any poor conditions, and their traditional values
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of obedience and Ioyalty. Às pointed out in Chapter VII, unionization

was prohibited in Taiwan for ideological and other (properly economic)

reasons. Hence, compared with other Third World countries where

unionism was active, Taiwan became an attractive investment site because

investors would have a better control of their workers. Besidesr âS

there !¡as a labor surpLus in the 1960s, workers were willing to take any

jobs they found available, regardless of hazardous conditions these jobs

might involve. Moreover, traditional values of obedience and loyalty

also made Taiwanese workers better ones as they were more 1ikely to
accept order and less 1ikely to engage in dispute with their bosses.

Following the Americans, large Japanese corporations began to invest

in Taiwan to lower labor costs and so to recapture US market shares lost

to their American counterparts. Taiwan thus became vital to the global

corporate systems from two different core economies: the USA and Japan.

The ROC government took another important step to solicit direct

foreign investment and further integrate Taiwan's economy with the

global one. In 1965, it prornulgated the Statute for the Establishment

and Management of Export Processing Zones (epz). It selected a plot of

reclaimed land in the harbor of Kaoshiung EPZ which combined a modern

harbor with an indusLrial park and centralized administration. The

Kaoshiung EPZ thus enjoyed decision-making power beyond the red tape of

the ministries. Investing firms - foreign and local- enjoyed tax

incentives and avoided import duties on equipment and parts as long as

they exported al-l that they manufactured or assembled (Lin, 1973i Ho,

1978).
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The foreign investment response gathered steam. The Ministry of

Economic Affairs (uon¡) approved 29 cases in '1961, 36 in j962, 103 in

1966, 212 in 1967 , 32s in 1958, and 201 in 1969 (the statistical
Yearbook of the Republic of china, 1981:236), Local capital, singly or

in partnership with foreigners, also invested actively.

The opening of EPZs brougnt an explosion of job opportunities for

I1'omen. Àccording to Linda Gail Àrrigo (1980:25), 85 percent of direct

labor workers in the EPZs were ruomen. This huge percentage of women

employment in the EPZs not only l-eads us to conclude that women's

contribution to Taiwan's rapid economic Arowth r+as significantly large.

It also tells us that women workers as a group experienced a higher

degree of exploitation compared to men workers. That foreign and

domestic investors tended to hire far more women reveals the relative

"cheapness" or "exploitability" of women.

in the EPZ and elsewhere, direct foreign investment vlas concenLrated

in a few sectors, most notably in electronics and to a much lesser

degree in pl-astics and garments (Ho, 1978). Government incentives were

important in this, as was the nature of the investors' target markets,

mainJ-y the United States. Foreign investers were rnainly Àmericans and

Japanese. Àmerican investors on Taiwan were generally large TNCs, which

set up wholly owned subsidiaries to cut costs on goods targeted at the

US market. They were wíIting to purchase locally made parts if they met

specifications. By contrast, Japanese investors, although including

some large enterprises, tended to comprise small and medium companies.

But large and small, Japanese enterprj.ses were all unwilling to purchase

1oca1ly made goods and continued to import parts from Japan (Gold,

1986).
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The industrial boom also created a ner+ cohort of tocal entrepreneurs

based on various forms of cooperation with foreign interests. Among the

best known are Tatung, sampo, and Matsushita Taiwan, today all of which

have transformed into TNCs competing with other foreign-owned TNCs in

domestic and overseas markets.

The change of industrial policy from import-substitution to

export-orientation to encourage foreign investment, however, did not

mean that the KMT government would lose control over industrial
development. In fact, the KMT government still maintained a strong

control over its economic planning. To attract foreign investment rrras

only a strategy to industrialize its country rapidly. until the early

1970s, key manufacturing remained wholly in the state's hand in the form

of state enterprise. The government continuously dominated such fi.elds

as heavy machinery, steel, aluminium, ship-building, automobile

production, petroleum, synthetics, fertilizers and last, but not 1east,

banking. A1most all banks in Taiwan (foreign banks were not allowed to

establish operation until 1969) were wholly owned by the state. The

lending activities of all institutions had been under strict state

supervision (Hsing , 1971:224) .

State enterprise had allowed the Taiwanese government to buttress its
own power against the influence of foreign capitaJ. (emsden, 1979; Gol_d,

1 986 ; Koo , 1987 ; r,tade and Whi te , I 9BB ) . One of its fundamental

consequences was the reduction of foreign domination in the crucial

economic sectors which were controlled by the government rather Lhan by

the TNCs. However, the power of TNCs nust not be minimized. No one

will doubt that Taiwan's industrial development was heavily dependent
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upon foreign capital. Foreign investment, however, was either limited

to trading or concentrated in electronics, chemicars, and textiles

destined for export.2a This rvas the strategy of the Taiwanese

government. 0n the one hand, it realized Lhat the country could not

develop without foreign capital-. On the other hand, it also understood

the potential harm of dependency on it. It was on the basis of this

understanding that the Taiwanese state maintained strong control over

certain economic sectors but at the same time created favorable

conditions to attract foreign investment in other areas. in fact, what

the state alLowed foreign capital to do was to exploit cheap and

disciplined Taiwanese labor and to make possible technological transfer,

not to intervene in its economic policies. State enterpri se ,

undoubtedly, became the mediator which directed the effects of

dependency to the country's advantage.

State enterprise and Taiwanese-mainlander relations r+ere also

intricately linked. As free enterprise wouLd enhance the political
leverage of the Taiwanese, state control of certain key industries

became poJ-iticaì.ly necessary for the KMT to secure and continue its
domination in Taiwan (simon, , 1 988: 146-147) . From the KMT's viewpoint,

to let free enterprise totally run its course would inevitably invite

the Taiwanese to take control of the economy, since the mainlanders were

a small minority in relation to the Taiwanese and were alien to the

local society. 0n the other hand, state enterprise would serve as a

2a Àccording to Ho (1978), until the mid-1960s, about harf of the
foreign investments in Taiwan were limited to the area of trading
because of the political uncertainty of Taiwan caused by the military
threat from communist China. This phenomenon largely reduced thã
adverse effect of TNCs in Taiwan's economy, because these TNCs were
attracted by short-term profits rather than by the long-term control
of Taiwan's market.
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sectors which the KMT considered crucial to its survival.
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economic

9.4 EXPORT ORTENTÀTION II: TÀIWÀN
OF IÀBOR

AND THE NEW INTERNÀTIONAT DIVISION

When the rapidly growing economy of Taiwan made its way into the 1970s

with optimism, the international political economy changed suddenly and

this almost destroyed the development of the previous ttlo decades. The

change was spearheaded by the jump in oil prices in 1973. Nevertheless,

Taiwan was hit hard by an attendant hike in prices of other commodities,

from food to capital equipment, necessary to Taiwan's survival, plus the

subsequent recession in aL1 of its increasingly protectionist markets.

In 1974, prices went up more than 50 percent; a Lrade deficit of 1.3

billion was sustained for the first time since 1 970 (Statistical

Yearbook of the ROc, 1990). Àfter 19i6, there began to be a labor

shortage (clough, 1978). In addition, the opening up of the pRC to the

outside world in 1978 and its export drives into Taiwan's markets

selling sÍmilars goods, its solicitation of direct foreign investment,

and its Special Economic Zones similar to Taiwan's EPZs posed threats of

a previousLy unanticipated kind to Taiwan's economy. Fina1ly, the

United States's eventual establishment of diplomatic relations with the

PRC in 1979 also produced considerable damage to the KMT's leadership.

In face of these successive, unanticipated international and donestic

changes, the KMT strengthened its developmentaL role in the economy to

assert its legitimacy as the national leader. In January 19].4, the

government sought to cope with the imported and domestic inflation by

taking what it hoped would be a drastic but one-time measure: It raised
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33.4 percent and loan rates 25.8

percent, oil prices 88.4 percent, and electricity rates 78.7 percent

(Kuo, 1983:211-214). For the year, wholesale prices went up 40.6

percent and consumer prices 47.5 percent, but after impJ-ementation of

the measure, they feJ.l back to 5.1 percent and 5.2 percent respectively

in 1975 and decreased further until the second oil crisis of 1979-1980.

After the economy rlas stabilized in 1975, the state began to devise a

flexible, multifaceted strategy to reduce Taiwan's vulnerability to the

instability of the global economy, to meet the economic challenge from

the PRC, primarily by vertically integrating and deepening industry, and

to compensate for its diplomatic isolation, by substituting economic

ties for political ones.

In industry, the first stage involved selectively building up heavy

and capitaJ.-intensive industries and modernizing the infrastructure.

Resembling their Japanese counterpart, the ROC government adopted a more

aggressive stance toward restructuring the economy and inserting Taiwan

into a new position in the international division of labor (wade and

White, 1988).

Scrapping the Sixth Four-Year Plan, the EPC issued a Six-year plan

from 1976 to 1 981 , emphasizing capital and technology-intensive

industries, notably steel and petrochemicals. Domestic economic

dislocations and lack of confidence pushed the state to the forefront as

the only actor capable of bringing this to fruition. It linked several

projects already underway as the Ten Major DeveJ.opment projects (r¡Op)

and invested in thenr with a great deal of its own capital. with a final
price tag exceeding u.s.$8 billion, the projects helped the economy ride

out the first oil crisis (Kuo, 1983:216-1i).
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I'lhereas some of the TMDP rlere purely infrastructural (witn a

significant defense component), such as the North-south Expressway, an

airport, harborsr râiIway electrification, and the East Coast railway;

others, such as the integrated steeL mill and Kaohshiung shipyard, were

intended to be joint state-private enterprises for profit. Since the

start of operation, the state-owned steel mi11, China Steel Corporation,

has become one of the worrd's most profitable companies, supplying both

domestic and overseas customers (Free china Journal, Jury 29, 1984:4).

Development of the petrochemical- industry, also one of the TMDp, Ì,¡as

envisioned as a means to integrate verticaLly two of Taiwan's major

industries - synthetic textiles and plastics - and thereby locate

domestically as many stages of the production process as possible to

further reduce vulnerability to price ftuctuations in imported supplies.

The petrochemical sector brought the state, foreign, and local investors

together as equity partners. Foreign partners supplied necessary

technology and nanagerial expertise. LocaI partners, usually downstream

and intermediate manufacturers, provided a captive market. The state,

through monopory controL of oil imports, ownership of a1r naphtha

crackers, and its own petrochemical plants, supplied raw materials,

infrastructure, incentives, and overarl coordination (Lin, 1999; peng,

1e90).

In late 1977, the state expanded and restructured the EpC into the

Council for Economic Planning and Development (Cgpu) which was more

centralized, taking responsibility for macroplanning, setting

priorities, coordination, and evaluation. Its members were cabinet

ministers, backed by young and rcell-trained staf f (I.ien, 19ga:T). The
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CEPD soon began to broaden the scope of industrial restructuring to

include technology-intensive, nonpollut ing, nonenergy -guzzling

industries, instead of mereLy heavy or capital-intensive ones. Its Ten

Year Plan for 1980-1989 and Four-Year Plan for 1982-1986 reflect this

broadened scope. The CEPD devised a new incentive package to channel

capi tal into strategic industries, such as computers,

telecommunications, and robotics. It planned to let low value-added,

labor-intensive industries such as textiles and footwear die out or

transfer to China's SEZs to take the advantage of cheap labor there. To

further strengthen its corporatist strategy, it turned its thrust to the

private sector. In 1983, it pressured five shaky synthetic-textile
manufacturers to merge to create economies of scale, upgrade technology,

and improve their global competitive position against threats from South

Korea. The resulting Hualong Corporation represented a merger of

well-connected local capital. The government sweetened the incentive to

merge by converting the NT$750 million the five companies owed to its
banks into shares of stock (Cota, .1986:i02).

The CEPD's additional restructuring plans fLoated in the 1 980s

incruded further trade liberalization, offshore banking, and opening of

the stock market to foreign investors and venture-capital firms. in the

late 1980s, trade with and investment in the PRC were decisively

legalized. All these practices, of course, were obviously still under

the government's close supervision (wade & white, 198B; Lin, 1999).

The export-oriented electronics industry rvas an inrportant part of

restructuring. Primarily manufacturingor assembling television sets

and other consumer goods, it was deemed capable of being upgraded into
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The CEPD's goal was to continue to ulitize
export demand to guide production. But rather than relying on the

product's Iife cycle or technology transferred from abroad, it nurtures

Taiwan's own research and deveLopment (ncn) capacity to develop new

products. It raises value added and vertically integrates the

electronics industry (wade & I,thite, 19gg). The revised statute f or

Encouragement of Investment, effective January 1 , j 991 , required

industries receiving benefits under the statute to spend a standard

amount of money on R&0.

To concentrate talent and resources, in 1980 the state established a

ner.¡ type of industrial zone, the Science-Based Industrial park in

Hsinchu, seventy Kilometers south of Taipei. This park constitutes a

second generation of foreign investment, where production technologies

are characterized by their technicaL complexity and sophistication

rather than by their labor intensity. The development of the park had

been conceived in three stages. During each successive stage, the

government's aim was increasingly to involve the local private sector

and to use links with foreign firms as a means to stimulate indigenous

technical advancement. ultimatery, the government hoped that locaI

firms would be able to establish independent operations in the park and

gradually to decrease reliance on foreign technology suppliers.

To attract foreign firms in such high-technology fields, the

government offered incentives that equal or exceed those provided by the

Statutes for Encouragement of Investment plus additional sweeteners.

Þihile still utilizing Taiwan's relative low-cost labor force, its chief

features are low-cost engineers, proxinrity to two leading technical
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the state-run i ndustr ial
Technology and Research Institute (tru) and its Electronics Research

Service 0rganization (nnSO) aivision to deveì.op and transfer technology.

In addition, tax rates and duties were adjusted to accord with the

requirements for establishing a high-technology industry (Business Àsia,

1979). To qualify, firms must not only offer a competitive and

sophisticated technology with a stable and possibly growing

international market; they also must indicate how they ¡+i11 contribute

to the local economy through sourcing practices, worker training, or

development of research facilities on Taiwan. In return, the state is
willing to take up to 49 percent of equity inventures in the park,

replicating the tripartite model used in petrochemicals. Thus, the

state "has used a variety of means to ensure that the process and nature

of technoLogy transfer in the park will accord its own objectives for

future development of the island" (simon, 198B:219). By 1999, the park

had more tnan 100 investments in operation, and local capitar held

nearly 70 percent of the investments (eeng, 1990).

Other activities of the state to improve the technological

environment include development of a strategic plan for the creation of

a viable informatics industry on Taiwan. Grants were made to create the

Computer Industry Development Center, and funding was provided for the

establishment of an Institute of Information Industry (Taiwan Industrial-

Panorama, August 1979). Both of these organizations were designed to

facilitate the development and application of computers and information

systems among private and public firms (simon and schive, 1996). Àn

Industrial Technology Transfer Corporation r+as formed in 1g7g with
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government assistance as a complement to these other programs. The firm

is a joint venture, with 60 percent of its capital coming from the ITRI

and 40 percent from the private sector. More recently, the government

had also been the driving force behind the creation of a u.s.$106

million project to establish a very large-scale integrated circuit
company that will manufacture foreign-designed, "application--specific"

integrated circuils as r¡ell as some of the more general types of chips

(free China Journal, February 1986).

These recent efforts by the state have led to the rapid development

of Taiwan's computer and information industry. Companies such as Mitac

Computer Company and Microrek have grovrn into multi-billion enterprises.

These companies are all owned by Chinese who had been trained and

employed abroad and were recruited back to Taiwan by the government's

aggressive global talent search. They represent the emergence of a ner.¡

generation of capitalists and their products have been well received in

the global market.

I^ihile the electronics sector was being upgraded domestically, some

firms went transnational to overcome tariff barriers in the Japanese

fashion and to penetrate new markets. Besides companies setting up in

the united states, Tatung, the electronics giant, also began

manufacturing video tape recorders, computer terminals, and

microcomputers in Great gritain in 1981 (Far Eastern Economic Review,

November 29, 1 984: 66-69) ,

Beginning in 1980, the state also attempted to improve Taiwan's

automobile industry, fo]-lowing the exampre of Japan and south Korea.
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The government negotiated with several Japanese makers to set up a

tripartite joint venture with China SteeI and private interests. Àt the

sarne time, a state firm, a KMT firm, and a state bank also entered a

defense-related joint venture with General Motors to manufacture

heavy-duty Trucks.

Industrial integration was not

planned to increase Taiwan's ability
The following is also important:

only means by which

survive in the 1970s

the

and

the

to

sta te

1980s.

First, in order to cope with the changing skiJ.l requirements of the

labor force, the state invested heavily in education and training. In

1965 educational expenditure was 3.3 percent of GNp; in 1980 it
increased to 4.7 percent i and in .1 985 it further increased to 5.5

percent (see Tab1e 19). From 1966 onward, educational expansion in

Tai.wan has been guided very explicitly by a Manpower Development plan

(u¡p). The first plan was developed by a team from the cIEcD, now the

CEPD. They were assisted by experts from the International Labor Office

and the US Department of Labor. They developed the plan from economic

projections of growth by industrial sector and then derived projections

of occupational requirements for various education levels. They had

specific targets for employment leveLs (usua1ly keeping unemployment at

3% to 4%)25 and for reducing the share of employment in agriculture and

increasing it in industry and services. To do this, the plans set

enrollment distributions between senior high schools, senior vocational

schoors, and junior co1ì.eges, and between various departments in

2s Since the early 1960s, Taiwan's unemployment rate has
below 3%. In 1979, it went down to the historical 1ow
bad years of 1975 and 1985, it was 2,4% and 2.9%,(Statistical Yearbook of ROC, 1 990:53 ) .

been kept weIJ.
of 1.27%. In

respec t i vely
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universities and colleges. They also established an index for totat

expenditure on education as a proportion of GNp. From this, the

Department of Education would set fees and enrollment levels for

specific schoors, both private and public, at all levels. Hencer âS

Jennie Hay Woo observes (1991:1029),

the education system was planned to grow in a manner that
closely matched the changing requírements of the growing
economy... the secondary leveL curriculum t.¡as shifted more
toward vocational fields, the supply of university graduates
was strictly limited, and the university curriculum cñanged to
emphasize science and engineering subjects. The levels above
basic junior high level v¡ere expanded, but disproportionately
into the private sector so they were not as- coètly to the
government.

TÀBLE 1 9

Educational Expenditure in GNp & Government Expenditure

yea r

1 955
1 960
1 965
197 0
1975
1 980
1985

Source :

GE* (¡¡r$ ) EE* * ( NT$ )

5,808 , 
ggg 673 ,26311,037,305 1,671,962

22 119'1 ,953 3,g5g 162g54,906,850 11 ,236r766
1 39,1 30,096 25,377 ,015
409 ,667 ,961 7 4,112,579
686,622,474 139,667,203

EE in DE (%)

11.6
15.1
17 .8
20.5
18.2
18. 1

20.2

EE in GNP

2.1
2.5
J.J
4.6
4.2
A. 'I

{%)

* GE=
*:t f,f, =

Government Expenditure
Educational Expenditure

Ministry of Education, Education Statistics of the Republic
of China, Taipei: Republic of China, 1987, p.40.

Second, the government maintained an elaborate apparatus of trade

management to save foreign exchange and to build up technological and

supply capacity within Taiwan (wade, 1988:49-52). In Taiwan, all
imports and exports have to be covered by a license. imports are
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classified into prohibited, controlled, and permissible. The controlled

list includes luxuries, goods with security implications, and some goods

subject to government procurement. À11 items not classified as

prohibited or controlled are "permissible." The dramatic fa11 in the

proportion of imports classified as prohibited or controlled from 43

percent in '1968 to 3.5 percent in 1976 would lead one to think that

Taiwan has a liberalized economy. The situation, however, is much more

complicated. First of all, many permissible items have origin or agency

restrictions which specify where they can come from and who can import

them. For example, most garments are permissible, but only from Europe

and America, thus excJ.uding the most competitive sources of such

products, such as Hong Kong, Japan, and south Korea. The second, and

more important, complication is that not arl permissibres are

automatically granted licenses even i f the origin and agency

restrictions are met. The Industrial Development Bureau (ios) has

policies governing the evaluation of import applications. only items

whose domestic production the IDB officials consider important for the

growth of the economy in desirable directions will be granted licences.

This hidden mechanism has been an important instrument of secondary

import substitution. Its function is to provide strong domestic demand

for the products that the planners consider important, especially new

ones. Maintaining their capacity at fuIl util-ization helps them to reap

economies of scale and lower unit prices. But for machinery, the

mechanism provides only weak protection because the planners are well

aware of the importance of allowing industrialists to use the equipment

they think best suited to their market.
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Third, to reduce dependence on imported energy, the state turned to

alternative sources (primarily coal and nuclear). it engaged in oil
exploration and investment abroad at energy source sites, strengLhened

reLations with its main supplier, saudi Arabia, and encouraged the

development of industries that were not big consumers of energy. The

first nuclear power plant came onstream in 1979. Two more were added in

the 1980s. By 1989, nuclear power accounted for more than 50 percent of

all power generated (f,in, 1989) .

Fourth, to improve defense capabilities, in addition to promoting

heavy and high-tech industries and modernizing the transportation and

communications infrastructure, which were part of the TMDP, the

government stepped up domestic production of jet fighters, helicopters,

guided missiles, artillery, and other ereaponry. In .1989, the government

arso began to design an even more ambitious project, the six-year

National construction Project, estimated at u.s.$300 bilrion, which,

when completed, will significantly improve the defense ability,
infrastructure, technology, and industrial potential of the country (rhe

Economist, February 22nd-28th, 1992:28).

Fifth, to reduce heavy trade dependence on the united States and

Japan, the state led in diversifying partners. It opened new markets in

Western Europe and East Àsia and liberalized imports from these regions,

and in late 1979 ít abolished the ban on trade with Eastern Europe. By

1989' trade volume with the United States and Japan had decreased to

less than 40 percent, whereas European trade had increased to 'l 5 percent

and trade with nast Asia Countries (except Japan) to 30 percent (Cheng,

1991).
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Sixth, to counter neoprotectionist quotas based on volume of goods,

primarily textiles, the state encouraged exporters to produce more

upscale, higher value items to earn more for each unit sold. This was

another element in the strategy of upgrading the industrial structure.

seventh, to ensure the major comparative advantage of Taiwan

low-wage labor of relatively high quality, which was the key to Taiwan's

success in its export-oriented and labor-intensive industrialization in
the '1960s and 1970s, the PRC government has combined corporate control

of labor union activities with repression (Koo, 1987). Until the late

1980sr unions in Taiwan were weak and existed as no more than an arm of

the governmenti strikes in foreign-invested sectors were i11ega1; and

labor unrest r+as severely punished.26 In addition, in the late 'f980s

large numbers of foreign workers were imported from Thailand and China

to offset rising labor cost as well as to relieve labor shortage.

Eighth, to ensure access to foreign funds in the event of expulsion

from multilateral lending agencies such as the world Bank and

International Monetary Fund (IMF), it facilitated the opening of foreign

commercial banks - mainly European and American - and encouraged locaI

banks to open offices abroad. yet, the state still continued to

monopolize the banking system through ownership of the major banks on

Taiwan as a means to control industrial borrowings and therefore

industrial development (Cota, 1986).

According to Koo ( 1 986) , this is one
peripheral states must provide to promote
climate for foreign capital r+hile enhancing
domestic capital.

of the conditions that
a favorable investment

business conf idence for
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Ninth, to entangle the island in as many foreign alliances as

possible, despite its near total political isoì.ation, the government

adopted a much more flexible foreign policy and encouraged other nations

to establish trade offices as substitute diplomatic representatives,

charged with issuing visas and other consular powers (cheng, j991).

Tenth, to secure industrial supplies and distribution and to further

develop Taiwan's high-tech future, a fund of U.S.$10 billion was created

in the late 1980s to facilitate foreign mergers and acquisitions. For

example' in 1989 the state-run Chinese Petroleum Corporation received

from this fund u.s.$1 billion to buy an Àmerican oil company. There is

tark, too, that u.s.2 billion may be handed out to Taiwan Àerospace, the

government-created fledging aircraft-maker that is negotiating to buy a

40 percent stake in McDonnell Douglas's commercial aircraft business

(fhe nconomist, February 22nd-28Lh, 19ïZ-ZB) .

Eleventh, to reduce the threat from Communist China and to protect

the rapidly increasing china trade, the government devised a more

flexible and friendly policy toward china, incruding beginning talks

rvith the PRC on unification and creating laws to regulate China trade

and investment in china (cheng, 1991). In addition, the ROC government

also devised investment policies to regulate Taiwanese investing in the

China mainland, making the China mainland a hinterland for Taiwan's

deepening industrialization (rien, 1989). This policy change not only

reduced the challenge of cheap mainland products, but also pushed Taiwan

tov¡ard a higher level of industrial integration in the Àsian division of

labor.
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All in all, the Taiwanese state had actively led the country out of

difficulty, making both long-term and short-term plans for its continued

recovery and growth. This Leading role of the state in the country's

economy is captured forcefully by Robert Wade (1988:7-B) in his study of

Taiwan:

Taiwan is a market economy. Its experience gives no comfort to
those r+ho say that "markets do not work," stilr ress that
economic agents do not respond to prices. But neither does it
support the popular idea that the seed of industriarization
bore fruit in Taiwan because the environment that nurtured it
was free of state interference. Not only in the 1950s, but
also in the 1960s and 1970s, the governmeñt has pressed ahead
with a guided programme of import substitution, at the same
time as the economy has been "outward-Iooking.;' The aim has
not been to allow considerations of maximizing profitability
based on current comparative advantage to -determine 

thã
direction and pace of'advance. The aim has been to create aflexible and integrated production structure within Taiwan, sothat the economy can respond quickly to changes in world
market conditions and be less vulnerable to interruptions in
input supplies.

For all of the buffeting it sustained, Taiwan's economy not only

survived the '1970s, but also grew in strength in the 1990s. in 1999,

Taiwan was the World's twelveth largest exporter. Its foreign reserve

reached u.s.$75 bi11ion, the second largest in the world, only after
Japan. Because of its economic strength, countries that have no

diplomatic ties with the ROC are becoming eager to establish one, as

long as it would not upset the pRC. They all want to share the pie of

the Six-Year NationaL Construction and to gain advantages from Taiwan's

economic potential. Thus, political isolation seems to have been washed

away' bit by bit, by Taiwan's increasing importance in the internaLional

economy.
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9.5 TTIE srÀTE RIDiNc EXTERNÀI Àt{D INTERNÀL FoRcEs: À REVISIT

Àny explanalion of Taiwan's growth with stability must start r.¡ith the

Nationarist party-state. what leaps out from the preceding

historical-structural analysis is the way in which Taiwan's political
elite, with a great deal of autonomy from particular social interests,

effectively led sustained economic deveJ.opment through several crises

and remained strong. it did not just get the prices right; it also

restructured society, channelLed funds for investment, intervened

directly in the economy, created a market system, devised guiding plans,

determined the physical and psychological investment climate, and guided

Taiwan's incorporation into the capitalist world economy.

The KMT state's effectiveness vJas derived from several factors.

Perhaps most important was its relations to Taiwan's society. The KMT

began as a colonial power occupying and restructuring a conquered and

leaderless society. Comprising little more than a bureaucracy and army,

the KMT had no social base on Taiwan with demands to constrain its
actions. Taiwan was al-so devoid of foreign economic interests that

might have hindered the KMT's efforts at control. The mainlander regime

confiscated industrial and financial assets, carried out a land reform,

and remolded social groups from an unassâiIable position of strength

virtually v¡ithout parallel in the Third t^torl-d. Backed by a huge,

foreign-supported nrilitary machine, the organs of martiar law, a

pervasive inLernal security system, and a successful state ideology, the

KMT stood as a polrerful case of state capitalism.

Effectiveness was also derived from Lhe high degree of cohesiveness

of the KMT on Taiwan. Negatively, this came from being a numerical
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minority excessively armed in a hostile society, and from the threat it
faced across the straits. positively, its unity came from a strong

leader, a commitment to prove it could succeed, its motivating ideology,

and us backing. Thus the factors that doomed it on Lhe mainland -
foreign military and economic occupation, a massive revolutionary

movement, alliance with the conservative social forces, rampant

corruption, crippling factionalism, warlordism, demorarization, and a

hesitant aIly - did not confront it after 1 950. i ts autonomy,

ruthlessness, determination, ideological J.egitimation, cohesion,

material base, and foreign support distinguished the KMT on Taiwan from

other authoritarian regimes as well as from iLs images on the mainland.

The above conditions sufficed to ensure its control over Taiwan's

territory, people, and resources, but they do not explain why it shifted

to a program to develop and industrialize the economyr or why this

succeeded. The initial motivation behind development was short term: to

build Taiwan into a defensive bastion and to enhance its supplies and

productive capacity for the imminent counterattack, after which Taiwan

would revert to being one of twenty three provinces of the Republic of

China. It achieved the former goals rather quickly. Realizing that the

sojourn on Taiwan would. be lengthy, and under Àmerican pressure to
develop the island as a showcase of noncommunist development, the

party-state then returned to promotion of agricultural and industrial
growth. To the United States, assisting Taiwan to develop into a modern

economy would serve a propagandistic purpose because a modernized Taiwan

would be a living proof of the superiority of a noncommunist route to

relatively egalitarian prosperity (Amsden , i9B5). Àl_so positively
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affecting state policies were Sun Yat-sen's writings on the strategy of

a state-led economic development with a role for foreign investment,

which provided systematic ideological underpinnings most other

non-communist LDCs lack.

The decision to commit resources to build Taiwan and to allow the

Taiwanese to participate as capitalists was not inherent in the KMT

despite Sun Yat-sen's advocacy of a role for regulated private capitaJ..

I'thíle the debilitating factionalism of the mainland had been reduced,

there were still sharp differences of opinion among the elite over

questions of developing the economy, the suitable role for the state in

the economy, and permitting the growth of a private sector. In Taiwan,

such a decision would certainly mean a Taiwanese bourgeoisie controlling

sizable resources. In a one-party system, all decisions are political;
in this case, the ethnic issue made it even more contentious. Here, the

Americans, with their control over the regime's life-support system and

conditions governing their provision of aid, played a decisive role.

They helped create the initial developmental institutions, staffed them

rlith American-trained experts, and insulated them from political
interference. They looked forward to the devetopment of a private

sector and Taiwanese participation in it. American pressure and Chiang

Kai-shek's decision to back the market-oriented deveì.opmentalists over

the return-to-mainland socialist-oriented bureaucrats in the early 1950s

determined the shape the economy would assume - a mixture of official
commitment to the free-market ideal in theory and actual conformity to

the state-led model in practice.
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in the party resulted in

specialization, reducing the influence of the socialist-oriented

bureaucrats. Over subsequent years, bolstered by continuous success,

the technocrats gained more influence and backing, and institutions such

as the planning agencies and MOEÀ upgraded their capabilities and

responsibilities. The creators of Taiwan's development lrere primarily

engineers by training who learned by doing. Government planners rarely

concerned themselves with ¡+elfare issues, Ieaving those to other bureaus

or the party, and adopting the attitude that an expanded economic pie

was the best way to solve such problems. Although KMT leaders such as

chiang Kai-shek, chen cheng, and chiang ching-kuo had military
backgrounds and put the island under martial law, civilian rule was not

challenged serious1y.27 The decision after 1958 to take steps to open

the country to trade and direct foreign investment and the later one to

establish EPZs likewise involved political struggle within the KMT, with

us pressure shifting the balance in favor of an export-1ed

industrialization.

Stability through authoritarianism

a foundation for Taiwan's growth,

mainlander party-state's willingness

wide scope to succeed economically to

and talents in that direction. Such

and a developmentalist state laid

but equally important rvas the

to create a system that granted

a pragmatic people with ambitions

willingness largely stemmed from

its haunting experience on the mainland.

27 Party control of the gun in Taiwan contrasts with such Asian
neighbors as Thailand, Indonesia, and the philippines where themilitary has more or less clearly run the show. It more resembles
South Korea, which has civilianized leaders.
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The KMT's political domination and economic agenda plus American

assistance created suitable conditions, but we should not overlook

Taiwanese society to understand why the policies worked. Fifty years as

a second-class race had accustomed the Taiwanese to repression and

limited aspirations. The brutal Nationalist takeover reinforced this.
In addition, the aristocratic elite had been easily separated from its
assets and other community leaders were physically liquidated. people

r,rere organized into various groups run by KMT cadres or military
officers. From the perspective of the masses, the KMT appeared as

another repressive colonist domination.

Nevertheless, there were major differences. The land reform really

did distribute land to the tiller and introduce technology of benefit to
individual farmers. The Taiwanese could start up enterprises freeLy.

There r+ere no foreign corporations to compete with. Government

enterprises restricted bheir activities, leaving the field more open.

Higher educational opportunities vrere available once one mastered

Mandarin. 0ne could engage in political activities at the local level

and have a say over domestic issues. The opportunities in the city to

start a company or find a job seemed boundless. Recognizing and

accepting the benefits and limits of the system, the people responded

positively and successfully.

CulturaI characteristics played a role. These included pragmatic

assessment of channels for upward mobility; acceptance of a noralistic

authoritarian state and arrogant bureaucracy with a familistic concern

for the citizens'dai1y life as normal; ambition for self and famiry; a

high value on education and learning from exemplary moders; frugality;
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the family as an economic unit; and entrepreneurship (xahn, 1979

Berger , '1 988 ; Hwang, 1 988; (Greenhalgh, 1 98B ) . of course, these varues

vtere not always equally beneficiatly to every Taiwanese citizen or

group. As pointed out in various places throughout the study, they

always favored men over t.¡omen, upper class over lower class, and

mainlanders over Taiwanese. In particular, patriarchal values and

patriarchal family arrangements contributed significantly to Taiwan's

rapid economic growth, which would have been impossibl-e without the

subordination of rvomen.

The problem in Taiwan has not been a scarcity of entrepreneurship,

but rather a structure to let it propser. The Japanese demonstrated the

potential rewards but kept them from the Taiwanese. The Nationalists

built a structure enabfing these latent talents to thrive. It involved

granting high official prestige to business success - turning the

Chinese tradition on its head. Stability became self-enforcing as

people were too busy making a living to worry about political issues,

and they knew first hand that politics rvas dangerous.

Government-business relations in Taiwan vras mainly corporatist.

Government planners met with business representatives regul-arly to
formulate policies and then passed their decisions and attendant

mechanisms to implement them to the business community and watched what

happen ed.

Backed by the United States, the KMT state controlled the way Taiwan

became incorporated into the capitalist world economy in a way few other

countries have. When it took over Taiwan, it faced no foreign interests

obstructing the integration of society or consolidation of power. Local
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groups tied to the Japanese either fled or jumped to the Chinese side.

No indigenous landed elites opposed manufactured exports. The state

cJ.ose).y regulated exports and imports, either directly or by allocating

Àmerican aid commodities. In the 1950s, because of its smal1 market,

economic instability, indeterminate future, backward industry, and

paucity of resources, Taiwan had virtualLy nothing to offer foreign

corporations, if any was around.

Aid and financial dependence were the initial forms of incorporation

with the globaJ. economy. Government-regulated tariffs, t rade

prohibitions, and foreign exchange controls prevented haphazard

commercial linkages between the business class and the outside. The

first foreign investors either joined with the state or were small and

did not pose a threat of denationalizing loca1 enterprises, disrupting

the domestic economy, or weakening state power.

When the KMTr under intense US pressure and after great internal

debate, shifted to a strategy welcoming direct foreign investment and

liberalized trade (which, even after Iiberalizatíon, was stil1 closely

manipulated by hidden state mechanisms controlling imports), the

integrated domestic economy already had a sound foundation and the state

channelled foreign capital into selected industries. Unusually good

timing assisted this strategy so that, by and 1arge, TNCs kept to a

limited number of sectors, accepted local suppriers, introduced

appropriate technology, and agreed not to disrupt the domestic market.

À division of labor in the economy among TNcs, local capital, and the

sLate, with distinct spheres yet numerous vertical and horizontal
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linkages, formed the dynamic base for Taiwan's development. TNcs

dominated certain sectors, notably electronics, through ownership and

technology licensing, and others, such as textiles, through

subcontracting and purchasing arrangements. Taiwan's situation of

dependency passed from one characterized by aid and loans to the more

common pattern of direct foreign investment and trade, but never up to a

point of usurping the state or denationalizing local industry. On the

contrary, it reinforced the state and boosted domestic production.

Capital accumulation had a vital external component, but the majority

tvas done domestically. Until the late 1970s this strategy worked

extraordinarily well, despite the ec,onomic crisis of 1974-7s. Local

society and TNCs responded to the incentive packages presented to them,

and foreign markets easiJ-y absorbed Taiwan's exports. The standard of

living rose rapidly, and between authoritarian penetration and control

of society and nurnerous mobility channels outside politics, the regime

faced only a handful of chalrenges and suppressed them all.
Intellectuals were subject to strict censorship and either lived abroad

or retreated to their studies. The social base for an opposition did

not mature. The state successfully responded to economic crises in 1958

and 1973, with Àmerican public and private counsel. It defused economic

frustration before it turned into political action. The technocrats did

not consult other social groups except business and industrial leaders

prior to strategy shifts - they anaLyzed problems and options and

devised incentives based on what enlrepreneurs and TNCs would respond

to, and which ensured the survival of the regime and the island's status

quo internationally. They conLinued to uliLize direct instruments such

as serective tariff rates, state investments, designated priority
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sectors, incentive packages, and credit allocation to these ends (wade ç

white, .1988).

Às a bourgeoisie, proletariat, and modern interligentsia emerged, the

KMT incorporated them into party-dominated associations or controlled

enough of their environment to prevent the formation of class

consciousness or spontaneous organization (rien , 1989). The class

fluidity and safety vaLve of emigration defused frustrations. The party

mediated class relations. Serving the interests of the bourgeoisie by

constantly improving the investment climate, the state nonetheless

maintained a distance from it and other classes. It acted as if it
reflected a capitalist-led pact of domination, but politically it was

not always in line with the capitalists. state cadres rvere a

professional, self-reproducing stratum. The fragmented bourgeoisie,

while supporting the general framework of the state's developmentaJ.

strategy, ineffectively opposed a number of state poricies, such as

import duties, high interest rates, ultraconservative lending policies,

retention of state control of key upstream industries, pressure on

family enterprises to list on the stock market, TNC investment in some

sectors, and "voluntary" patriotic exactions. 2 I

28 Taiwan's development experience has posed a serious challenge to
dependency which argues, on the basis of Latin Àmerican experience,
that foreign dependency will lead to underdevelopment of the
dependent country. But Taiwan avoided the several major problems
inherent in a dependent-development form of society due to its
special class relations, state structure, and geopolitics: 1)
technology brought by TNCs rvas not capital-intensive and
inappropriate, but labor-intensive, absorbing rather than unemploying
labor and transferring easily adaptabre knowhow; 2) while starting as
enclaves in some cases, TNcs became firmry linked with loca1
entrepreneurs, transferring skills and upgrading capacity; 3)
deepening of industry came after a solid technical, industrial, and
financial foundation was established, avoiding the debt burden and
further TNC dominance; and 4 ) there $¡as no class fraction
characterized by foreign consumption patterns based on imported or
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9.6 coNctusioN

Taiwan's rapid development to a l-arge extent v¡as a result of efforts of

the developmentalist state controlled by the KMT. Due to its nature as

a foreign power to Lhe local society and the enormous support it
received from the United States, the KMT assumed a poLitical power in

its country unparalJ.el in almost all countries in the world. At the

same time, threatened by the pRC of liberation and pressured by the

Àmerican government to engage in sustained development, the KMT, with

its relative autonomy, became committed to economic development from the

1950s on. In large measure this strong economic commitment derived from

the desire of the heads of the state to enhance their poJ.itical

legitimacy. chiang Kai-shek, and his son chiang ching-kuo as welJ.,

apparentJ-y perceived economic development and improved welfare as the

best means of demonstrating their right to rule. As economic

development based upon export-Ied industriarization proved to be

fruitful, it in turn strengthened the commitment of the state and

transformed its originalJ-y militaristic nature into a developmentalist

one. The dialectical development of the state and changing economic

sLructure, plus the favorable class structure and international

political economy, worked quite smoothly to underline the historical

complexity and "accidentality" of Taiwan's rapid development.

1oca11y manufactured luxury goods. Distribution of J-and,
free-wheeling outlets for entrepreneurship, measures to restricÉ
capital concentration, numerous opporlunities for employment
self-generaLed income, the family nature of enterprises, homôgeneous
consumption patterns, lhe rural safety net for migrant workerð, and
no necessity to limit incomes to pay foreign debts all contribuied to
rgdgcing income inequaJ.ity and extreme soèial disintegration (Evans,
1979; Barrett & Whyte , 1982).
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Despile this historical complexity, the role of the state bureaucracy

cannot be overlooked. this bureaucracy was relatively well-trained,

efficient, and relatively uncorrupt. Its core was Àmerican-educated

economists, engineers, aid administers, and foreign experts working for

AID, the world Bank, the iMF, and the like. unconditionally supported

by the top leaders of the government hierarchy, these technocrats had

worked in a highly favourable environment to devise an unhesitatingly

capitalist path of accumulation. From land reform to industrial reform,

fron intervention in the agricultural market to strategic planning of

industrial development, the state actively integrated agriculture and

industry and aggressively devised numerous workable policies, plans, and

measures to accelerate its capital accumulation in a long-term,

macroscopic fashion.

But it is through the state's rol-e in labor relations and agriculture

that we can see the class character of the Taiwanese state clearly.

This strength and commanding pov¡er over the economy notwithstanding, the

Taiwanese state is unequivocally capitalist, and it represents the

interest if not that of individual capitalists, then of the capital.ist

class as a whole. In Taiwan, the government depends on capitalists, not

so much for their political support as for their economic performance.

Espec ially when the KMT-controlled government i s 1os i ng pol i t ical

support around the world, capitalists provide an important link with the

international community. In addition, Taivran rvas not onry a passive

recipient in the capitalist world system. in fact, it hetped to cement

the political and economic position of international capitalism by first
blocking communist expansion in Asia and second by demonstrating itself
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a successful example of development using a capitalist model. This

international capitalist nature also significantly shaped the character

of the Taiwanese state.

In sum, the Taiwanese state enjoys only a relative, not absolute,

autonomy from the dominant classes domestically and internationally,

especialLy in the country's development. It is free from direct

influence of individual capitalists or class segments, but it cannot

transcend the collective interest of the capitalist class - both

domestic and international. Most important, the Taiwanese state,

dominated by wealthy bureaucrats and militarists, has been highLy

successful in exploiting this reLative autonomy to promote capitalist
interests and thereby to achieve high rates of economic Arowth in the

periphery of the capitalist world economy at the expense of the farming

and worker population.

Fina1ly, it is interesting to compare Taiwan with other Third World

countries in ter¡ns of several key aspects of political economy. First,
the integration of Taiwan into the international political economy in

the mid-20th century had a character more political than economic.

Taiwan came into being as a result of the col-d war, and the united

States has supported it politically and economicalJ.y for strategic

reasons. Foreign private capital began to enter only after a state and

a class structure emerged which could adapt itself dynamically and

positively to new conditions in the international poJ.itical economy.

The role and power of the multinational corporations in Taiwan has been

much weaker than in most Third Wor1d countries.
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Second, the Taiwanese state has been much stronger than the states of

mosl, if not aIr, Third world countries, and it has enjoyed ample

autonomy from the dominant classes, especially in the 1950s and 1960s.

This internal state strength rvas based both on forces of the

international political economy (U.S. military and political support as

well as the inheritance of a highly developed state apparatus from the

Japanese colonialists) and on a relatively favorable configuration of

class forces. The Taiwanese state is distinguishable from its Third

World counterparts not only by its strength vis-a-vis internal social

classes but arso by its successfur suppression of the opposition,

disciplined labor force, its strong commitment to economic development,

and the high degree of efficiency ana aiscipline found in the state

bureaucracy. AIso important is ideologicaL homogeneity among state

managers and technocrats. The position of the state in Taiwan in the

triple alliance - among state, foreign capital, and domestic capital -
seems to be much stronger than those of other Third Wor1d states (Gold,

1986; wade & lihite, 1988).

Third, the class structure and cLass struggle in Taiwan has differed

enormously from many Third WorId countries. The Taiwanese economy

started its dependent development with a remarkably egalitarian class

structure (as a result of the land reform) which was at the same time

characterized by a dense petty bourgeois desire for upward social

mobility and a pervasive entrepreneurial spirit. The early stage of

primary exports, which occurred while Taiwan was under Japanese colonial

rule, produced neither an entrenched agrarian dominant class nor a

comprador commercial class. Instead, Japanese colonialism and political
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turmoil after 1949 effectively destroyed the old agrarian class

structure, producing a very fluid stratification of society. In short,

the relatively favorable experiences of dependent development in Taiwan

are largely attributable to the fact that in the late 1950s Taiwanese

society possessed a class structure that was very congenial to dependent

capitalist accumulation. No class posed a serious obstacle to

export-oriented industrialization; rather, the dominant classes reponded

constructively when the state tried to propel the economy into this new

pattern of dependent development.



Chapt,er X

CoNSEQITENCES OF RÀPID ECoNoMTC DEVEtoptfENT

10.1 INTRODUCTION

The rapid development of the past four decades has brought great social

changes in Taiwan. The political economy of Taiwan has been transformed

and future development will be determined by newly emerging class forces

and by new patterns of relatíonship between the state and society. The

position of Taiwan in the world political economy has changed a great

deal, creating new structural constraints as well as opportunities for

development strategy. This chapter discusses some of the most

substantial changes brought about by Taiwan's rapid development.

10,2 SOCIÀL-DEMOGRÀPHIC TRÀNSFORI.ÍÀTION

As Taiwan's economy developed rapidly, the whole society experienced

significant demographic and social changes. The occupational structure

continued to shift from agriculture to industry (see Chapter II, Table

3). The population became more concentrated in urban areas. The birth
rate declined dramatically in this period; in 1989 it was 1.57 percent

(statistical Yearbook of Republic of china, '1989:6). The rate of

natural population increase in that year rvas 1.02 percent (Statistical

Yearbook of Republic of china, 1989:5). popuration control had J_ong

been a controversial subject as it implied that the mainland ¡+ould not

be recovered and Taiwan's population surplus would have nowhere to go.

- 241
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The issue of legalizing abortions - aJ.ready numbering 200,000 to 400,000

annually - brought on a debate in 1984 and abortion was eventual]y

legalized in 1985 (Cota, 1986:112).

As summaried in chapter II, physical quarity-of-1ife indicators

-literacy, infant mortality, J-ife expectancy, and income distribution -

continued to improve. To avoid repetition, only one thing is emphasized

here: In Taiwan, open examinations v¡ere seriously implemented as the

sole criterion for passing from one level to another. The open

examination system enabled the government to arrange students in

different productive sectors, but r+ith the following consequences: an

obsession with taking tests and a shadow educational system of tutoring

schools, which students attended after regular school, exclusively to
prepare for examinations.

The effect of education on social mobility in a rapidry

industrializing society with a free labor market is obvious, but more

significant were the political consequences. By stressing a common

Chinese heritage, enforcing the use of Mandarin in the schools and the

progressive restriction of the Taiwanese dialect in the mass media, the

government managed to decrease dramatically the linguistic and cultural

differences between young people of mainlander and Taiwanese parentage.

Popular culture, enhanced by the rapid deveJ.opment of pubLishing and

modern communications and the virtually complete penetration of all
households by television, is also substantially dominated by foreign

(i.e., Àmerican) ideas and content. As a result, nearì-y everyone in

this highLy penetrated society is exposed frequently to American values
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of consumerism, individualism, human rights, electoral politics, and

democracy, especially after the mid-1980s (tien, 1989:195-215). Nearly

1.5 million foreign and overseas Chinese tourists annually help solidify

these values around the island (Cota, 1 986: 1 1 4 ) . Taiwan's business

people travelling abroad partake of the free economic and political

atmosphere of the West and Japan on a regular basis. The availability

since early 1979 of tourist passports has also allowed large numbers of

Taiwan's middle class citizens to travel abroad, and the significant

appreciation of Taiwan currency in the late 1980s (it almost doubled in

four years) further accelerated the tides of foreign travel.

10.3 TRÀNSFORT,IÀTION OF GE}TDER RELÀTIONS

Economic development has produced some significant changes in the

Chinese patriarchal system in Taiwan. As pointed out in Chapter XII,

Chinese parents would not invest in their daughters education because,

once they were married, they would belong to their husband's family and

would be cut off economically from their natal family. But today,

educational opportunities for men and r+omen are nearly equal up to the

college IeveI. This has been possible because of rapid economic growth,

"together with reduced family size, the introduction of free education,

and changing attitiudes on the part of both parents and rvomen

themselves" (Chiang, 1 989 :97) .

Patriarchal values, however, still have great influence in higher

education and educational choices. For example, in 1986 although women

received 42% of undergraduate college degrees, they only constituted 19%

of the master's and 8% of the doctoral graduates (¡,tinisLry of Education,
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1985). in addition, according to Lan-Hung chiang (1989:98), "women

college students are overwhelmingly concentrated in the humanities and

liberal arts and are dj.sproportionately enrolled in vocational schools

and colleges or in normal and supplementary schools."

Economic Arowth has made possible the increasing liberation of r¡omen

from patriarchal domination. Às Marx (1973:158) hinrself believed, one

of the positive forces of capitalism is its breaking power of "personal

dependence". The emergence of labor market creates the possibility for

women to leave home and become economically independent workers. As

pointed out in Chapter VII, female labor participation rate incr."rud

dramatically beginning in the 1960s when the Taiwanese government moved

toward an export-led industrial policy. Àccording to Linda Gail Àrrigo
(1980), most Taiwanese women feel they have more freedom after they work

as wage earners; they now have their money to spend and have more poh'er

over family affairs as they also contribute significantly to their
family income.

The rapid expansion of women work force is also accompanied by

increasing occupational diversification (chow & Kang , 1989:79-102).

More women move into occupations which were traditionally monopolized by

men, including lawyers, medicar doctors, and other high-status

occupat i ons. Yet , despite this absoLute improvement, women's

occupational structure at the professional level still disptays a much

lower level of specialization than men's. As their college training is
much more likely to be in the social rather than the physical sciences,

t+omen tend to move into teaching and crerical jobs, whire being

considerabry underrepresented in engineering, architecture, medicine,

and other professional occupations (Chiang, '1 989:1 00 ) .
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In addition, rvomen's participation in the labor force is closely

intertwined with their life cycl-es. They enter into the labor force

earlier than men due to a somewhat shorter period of education.

However, many women leave work after marriage or the birth of their

first child; and fewer re-enter the labor force at a later stage of

life. Thus, while the employment rate for women is highest in the 20-24

age bracket, it then declines and only rises again for the 35-44 age

group, creating a M-shaped curve for female labor participation at

different ages (chiang, 1989:100). Moreover, because of. their

interrupted employment and reproductive responsibility, women are less

likely to be promoted than men and are more likely to be paid less even

having the same educational achievements and performing the same type of

work (sian, 1985).

In sum, some significant changes have occurred in Taiwan's gender

relations since 1949. Women have acguired more freedom over their life
and greater equality in educational and occupational opportunities.

Yet, Taiwan's society is sti11 very much patriarchal as v¡omen are still
experiencing inequalities in higher education, occupation

diversification, pay, donesLic work, and so on. In particurar, they are

almost absent in the top levels of political and economic structure

(Greenhalgh, 1985). These continued inequalities are resulted partl-y

from the persistent traditional patriarchal values and partly from the

failure of the state to implement support system to solve wonen's

reproductive need. Às women's contribution to Taiwan's economic

developmenl has been increasingly recognized today, the stale should

take active sLeps to educate both nen and rvomen the right gender
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attitudes so that the right of women as independent persons can be fully
recognized and respected by both sexes, and to design and implement an

adequate support system (such as child-care facilities) that can free

rvomen from unnecessary burden. But as the patriarchal state still
clings to the traditional patriarchal values of the traditional model

wife and model mother today, the subordinated status of women perhaps

still takes many years to be fully liberated. À11 in all, a consistent

feminist movement that pushes forward gender equality seems to be the

onIy, though not easy, solution.

10.4 CIÀSS TR.åNSFORMÀTION

Ànother important conseguence of rapid economic development can be

observed in the transformation of the class structure. Àccording to

Hill Gates (1981:272-78), Taiwan has five social classes. At the top

are members of the upper class, divided into two elite strata. The

first refers to high government officials and military leaders, who are

both "wealthy and politicalÌy powerful" (Gates, 1981:272). The other

consists of influential industrial and commercial entrepreneurs

(capitalists). At the bottom are the lower class and what Gates has

described as the "lumpen proletariat" - the "deviant " and the

unemployed. The lower class consists of mostly industrial workers,

landless agricultural workers, salespeopJ.e, peddlers, and smalL-scale

craftspeopJ.e. The lumpen proletariat refers to those in gambling,

prostitution, and other illegaI economic activities as well as those

frequently unemployed or marginally employed. In between the two el-ite

and two lower classes are the growing middle-class components of the

social order. Gates also distinguishes the "new middle class" from the
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"traditional middle class." The former refers to salaried employees of

large bureaucratic organizations - government institutions, schools,

industries, and banks. The latter consists of those involved in
ov¡ner-operated farms, commerce, and smaIl industry.

the capitalists has grown in direct

national economy. The capitalist
class vlas a creature of the state, but its relationship with the state

elite is not always harmonious. In fact, the (Taiwanese) capitalist
class has for a long time retained a subordinate political position.

Some significant changes, however, have occurred in state-capitalist
relations as the national economy continues to grovr. In a capitalist
society the economic power of a social class cannot fail to affect its
political power, if only in the long run. In Taiwan, tensions betr+een

the state and big business have since the late 1970s been increasing.

Large capitaJ.ists, having grov¡n under state protection, no longer

weLcome massive state intervention and have pressured the state to

loosen its grip on the economy. partly as a result of the domestic

pressurer âs well as foreign pressure, the Taiwanese government has

permitted a considerable degree of economic liberalization since 1980.

Business leaders have become bold, vocally attacking bureaucratic delays

and inefficiency. The class power of big business has grown too big to
be ignored in major economic policy decisions (Chu, 1989).

Rapid industrialization also brought about a rapid expansion of the

industrial working cIass. The increase in the industrial work force has

been fast in Taiwan. Production workers went from 23.5 percent in 1964

to 39.7 percent in 1989, and of lhe nonfarm labor force in 1989 they

of

the
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constituted ¿6.8 percent (Statistical Yearbook of Republic of China,

1990:60). This remarkable occupational change has entailed a massive

proj.etarianization of the working population. As pointed out in the

previous section, a large proportion of the new proletariat is composed

of young female workers. In relative size and social significance the

industrial working class has become increasingly significant in Tair+an.

According to Kwang-ching Sui (1989:103-126), since the late 1970s labor

movements have gradually emerged as an important political force in

Taiwan politics, though they still are not consciously united as a

single organized group with a clear political agenda. Labor disputes,

which were almost non-existent before, have also increased dramatically

(Hsiao, 1989).

Despite the growíng significance of both the upper and lower classes,

it was the emergence of the middle that has changed Taiwan's poLitical

landscape. l,iith its rising political and social consciousness, the new

middle class acts as a reformist force in electoraL politics and social

movements (rien, 1987). in the 1980s alone, there emerged at least

seventeen major social movements in Taiwan, and most, if not all, were

led by, or heavily involved with, members of the middle class (Hsiao et

af, 1989:9-32). But scholars cannot agree on the membership of this

middle-cIass sector; estimates of its size vary from 25 percent to 40

percent of the total adult population (Hsiao, '1 985: 1 5; Lu, 1 984: 45-46;

Kao, 1985:10-12). À detailed rist of the socioeconomic groups in the

middle class would probably include the following: 1) entrepreneurs who

have emerged since the 1960s in small- to mid-size enterprises:, 2)

managers in public corporations and state banks; 3) managers in
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corporations; 4) upper-middle-level government bureaucrats; 5) elected

representatives in the provincial Assembly and the national

legislatures; 6) professionals such as college professors, lawyers,

physicians, architects, accountants, and artists; 7) school teachers,

especially in secondary schools; 8) foreign-trade businessmen; and 9)

middle- and upper-middle-1evel KMT cadres (tien, 1989:33).

The middle class in Taiwan, however, is not politicarly cohesive;

indeed its diversity suggests to some extent a lack of class

consciousness. Still the great majority of KMT electoral candidates,

social movement leaders, and opposition activists come from this social

c1ass. Their voices and reformist demands are gaining the attention of

the ruling authorities. Elements of the middle class have provided the

impetus for democratic reform in recent yearsr so they are of great

poLitical importance even though they are not united.

Class divisions have occurred in both the mainlanders and Taiwanese

whose relations, as discussed in Chapter VII, have been characterized by

conflicts and tensions. Às one U.S. resercher has observed: "previously

absolute ethnic advantages and disadvantages became relative as poor

mainlanders and rich Taiwanese became part of the social landscape"

(Gates, 1 98 1:269) . Today over 1 .5 mirrion, or 55 percent, of the

"mainlanders" in Taiwan were born on the island (ciriu, 1 983:1 58 ) . In

other words, about 93 percent of the total population is Taiwan-born.

This figure is further blurred by intermarriages and frequent

interethnic ties (tien, 1989:41-42).
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While ethnic lines are increasingly faint, the gap between the

mainlanders and Taiwanese is closing, both sociaJ-1y and economically,

though this is not entirely satisfactory. Economically, many more

Taiwanese than maintanders engage in small business, though lhe precise

figure is unavailable. According to a survey done by Alan p. t. Liu

(1985), in 1979 ot lhe 2,699 leading entrepreneurs, 30 percent were

mainranders and 70 percent were Taiwanese. In a similar study, s.

Greenhalgh (1984) reveals that 78 percent of the Board Chairpersons are

Taiwanese.

PoliticaI power shows a Ìess symmetrical distribution along ethnic

lines than does economic power, but there have been significant

improvements over the years. In general, Taiwanese are doing much

better in elected posts and local government. Às Table 20 shows, in 1987

Taiwanese accounted for all 2'l mayors and county magistrates and held 97

percent of the 77 provincial Àssembly seats. As of 1981, of the 88,873

civil service functionaries in the provincial government, provincial

enterprises, and public schools, 36 percent were mainlanders, who only

make up less than 15 percent of Lhe population (Gates, 1981:255). À

study in 1969 showed that mainlanders occupied 31.5 percent of the

positions in the military, police, and national security apparatus and

25.7 percent of positions in public administration and the professions

(wei, 1976:262). In the city government of Taipei, Taiwanese hord the

greatest number of positions but only 6 of the 15 key administrative

posts and 40 percent of the 100 civil service appointments (yang,

1986:6). Taiwanese fare better in low-level positions and locaI

government administration, whereas mainlanders controt the national
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TÀBLE 20

Ethnicity of Taiwan's PoliLicaL EIite, 1987

KMT Central
Stand i ng
Commi ttee
Members

KMT Central
Headquarters
leade r s

Cabinet ministers
Military Generals
Legislative Yuan

Members
Control Yuan

Members
Taiwan Provincial

assemplypersons
Mayors and County

Magi strates

Source: Tien (1989), p.39.

Total Number
of Positions

% held by
Ta iwanese

45

27

20
tb

22

44

97

100

% held by
Mainl-anders

55

73

80
84

78

56

3

0

31

'11

30
not available

348

78

77

21

political transformation in this chapter).

Despite increasingly greater ethnic equality in poritical power,

gender inequality persists. In the past forty years, only one woman rvas

appointed as cabinet minister at the national level and less then 5

percent of the political elite at both the national and provincial

levels vrere women (tien,'1989). The top levels of power structure such

as KMT Central Standing Committee and military leadership were

excl-usively dominated by men.
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In sum, state-society relationships in Taiwan have changed

significantly because of changes in the economy and in the class

structure. Àlthough the state of Taiwan is sti11 characterized as hard,

authoritative, and developmental (wade and l^lhite, 198B), it now seeks to

manage an increasingly complex and politically sophisticated society.

The continuing ability of the state to lead the process of developnent

is now widely questioned, and big business leaders and women activists

seriously challenge it. Às capitalist and working classes and women

have become increasingly potent political forces, so the state has lost

a considerable degree of the relative autonomy and institutional
insulation that r+ere essential to the major shift in development

strategy of the early 1960s. The capitalist class has grown too strong

to be easily dominated by the state, and workers and women are not as

docile and quiescent as they once were. Àt the same time the presence

of a relatively large, well educated middle class exerts pressure on the

state for political democratization. Economic arowth alone can never

legitimate an authoritarian state, Fina1ly, changing cLass rel-ations

have also decreased the gap between the mainlanders and Taiwanese. More

and more Taiwanese move into the higher ranks of the social ladder.

Such mobility has exerted a great deal of pressure on the patriarchal,

authoritative state to continue to denocratize the country by opening up

the share of power, both outside and inside the KMT.
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1 O. 5 GEOPOIITiCÀT TRåNSFORI.ÍÀTION

The. geopolitical conditions of Taiwan have also changed a great deal in

the past four decades. As pointed out in chapter vI, Taiwan has rost

alI of the American economic aid since 1968 and most of the military aid

since 1979 when the United States established formal diplomatic

relations with the PRC. The latter means that Taiwan must defend its
country on its own, rlithout American support. Hence, since the late
'1970s, the ROC has invested heavily in the defense industry which

becomes increasingly self-reliant today (tire White Book of Taiwan's

National Def ense, '1989) .

Besides, since the ROC lost its seat to the pRC in the UN in the

early 1970s, Taiwan has been politically isolated in the international

comnunity. This international political isolation, as the Taiwanese

authorities have admitted, has produced some barriers to Taiwan's

economic expansion. In addition, as the PRC moved forward an open-door

policy in 1978, it created a double threat to Taiwan, both economic and

political. Economically, the PRC now emerges as a major conpetitor of

Taiwan's l-abor-intensive industries; politica1ly, the PRC also refuses

to give up its military threat to Taiwan on the China unification issue.

Despite all these international and geopolitical changes, Taiwan's

situation is not all negative. Às a resuLt of forty years of rapid

development, Taiwan's has emerged as an important world economic force

in the capitalist world economy. Its huge foreign reserve, which no

capitalist country could ignore, believably could help the Taiwanese

government solve most of the political and economic probì.ems indirectly,

it not directly. For example, the United States, ãfter establishing
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formal diplomatic relations with the PRC, still maintains a semiofficial

agency in Taiwan to take care of the trade with the ROC. This

semiofficiaL agency is basically not very different from the former

officar agency. In fact, since the early 1980s, Taiwan has begun to use

its economic strength to reestablish relations with the international

community. In addition, the ROC government is now utilizing its
economic capital to further deepen the country's industrialization, with

an attempt to integrate mainland China and Hong Kong into its production

systen (Cheng, 1991 ).

0f course, this does not mean that Taiwan's future is entirely

optimistic. Its extensive network of external economic linkage would

affect (and has affected) ttre state's economic policy making abilities.
In Taiwan, substantial direct foreign inveslment limits the state's

freedom to devise new industrial strategy, though it also creates

opportunities for further technological upgrading. Believably, in a

highly competitive globa1 economy, the state must meet this challenge

and transform it into opportunity, because the country's survival and

prosperity also depend on it.

1 O. 5 POTITICAI TNÀNSFORMÀTION

Taiwan's rapid social and international change was accompanied by a

political transformation in which opposition movements not only

seriously challenged the KMT's authoritarian rule but also pushed the

one party-system toward a rapid process of democratization.

HistoricalJ.y opposition movements in Taiwan occurred in two general

stages of development, with 1977 as the dividing point. opposition
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movements bef ore 1977 r+ere mainly led by tr,¡o separate groups:

mainlanders and Taiwanese. Mainlanders drew their support mainly from

mainlander intellectuals, while Taiwanese had wider support from all
sectors of the society. However, both groups received brutal

suppression in the 1960s. Their leaders either were put in prison or

fled to foreign countries. After the 1960s' suppressions, opposition

movements stagnated for almost a decade. At that tine, the society

simply did not have the social base for massive political movements.

Howeverr âs the econony continued to propser and the society to

pluralize in the 1970s, opposition movements, which $¡ere mainly led by

native Taiwanese and Taiwan-born middle class mainlanders, began to

revive and gather strength. In 1977 political candidates associated

with the Taiwanese intetl-igentsia scored impressive victories as a ner,l

"tangwei" (nonparty) by winning 21 of the 77 seats in the Taiwan

Provinciar Àssembly and 4 of the 20 magistrate and mayoral races

(Jacobs , '1 98 1 :27 ) . In the central Taiwan town of Chung1i, a mass

protest against alleged irregularities in vote counting touched off a

serious clash between angry voters and the poJ-ice. Àlthough the clash

was eventually suppressed by force with a number of casualties, it
signaled a growing popular disenchantment with the KMT's domination in

electoral politics. Since then the opposition movement, led by the

"tangwei" activists, who come from both the Taiwanese and and

Taiwan-born mainl-anders, has been widespread.

Similar clashes occurred in increasing magnitude in following years,

though all were suppressed with higher casualties each time. The most

welL-known one took place in 1979 when thousands of people rallied in
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Kaoshiung to promote human rights. The Kaoshiung rally culminated in a

street confrontation between the participants and the police that

quickly developed into an unexpected riot known as the "Kaoshiung

Incident." Thousands of policemen and civilians were injured (naplan,

1981:16-20,34-38).

Under increasing pressures from various social groups which organized

themselves into a united "tangwei" movement, the KMT-controlled state

realized further suppression would turn the society into greater

political uncertainty and, very possibly, turmoil. In the end, the

authorities, which gradually came to be controlled by the younger

reformist mainlanders, wisely chose to legalize opposition activities

and the "tangwei" movement immediately moved to establish itself in 1986

as the first opposition party - the Democratic Progressive Party (¡pp)

in Taiwan's political history. Foll-owing an impressive victory in the

1989 national election which earned the DPP over 30 percent of the

popular votes, Taiwan's political development entered a ner+ phase,

though it was sti11 far from mature (for more about Taiwan's political

developmenr., see Chapter ii).

While still the major political force, and in firm control of the

military and security apparatuses, the KMT's unquestioned dominance was

weakening, especially at the local IeveI. Once off fronr any sort of

chal-1enge, the mainlanders found the legitimacy of their monopoly of

state power questioned by a new cohort of well-educated, articulate,

Mandarin-speaking Taiwanese (and younger "mainlanders"), both in and

outside the party. The KMT had coopted and incorporated emerging sociat

forces for over thirty years and was now, with the support of certain
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elemenls in the leadership, being reshaped by these internal reformers

while at the same time it was forcefully prodded by external political

forces. Its autonomy from society was reduced proportionately. It was

too large to function as a vanguard elite and its membership was too

independent-minded to submit to centralist discipline. The old division

of labor, where KMT mainlanders ran national politics and enforced their

will while Taiwanese made money in business and channelled their
political ambitions into 1oca1 contests, r+as breaking down.

In general, as the international environment continues to worsen for

ROc on Taiwan, the trend of democratization has to continue. The

economic competition from the PRC and increasing pressure by local

capital to develop close trade relations with the mainland are pushing

the KMT to the point where it must unite Taiwan's society and broaden

the political base at the national leve1 before it is abandoned. The

party's success at leading economic development and social change from a

position of autonomy created conditions for the withering away of its
dictatorship. it has made marked strides toward political development,

and the far-flung repressive apparatus has become anachronistic.

10,7 CoNCLUSIoN

Forty years of continued economic Arowth has released various social

forces in Taiwan. These forces include the capitatist class, the middl-e

class, the working class, feminists, independence activists, and other

social and political activists. For better or worse, they alL are

actively seeking to change the society according to their images. Àt

the same time, Tair.¡an has no longer been protected unconditionally by
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the declining hegemonic United States and this has significantly

affected its status in the international political economy. To survive,

Taiwan must continue to do well in the global economy which has been

increasingly dominated by protectionism since the late 1980s.

I n the 1 990s , therefore , faced externally with increasingly

unfavorable world markets and domestically with increasingly potent

pressures from social classes and activist groups, the Taiwanese state

has a substantially reduced space to maneuver. In arl likelihood, it
r,¡i11 continue to play a major role in economic development in the

foreseeable future. But it must find ner+ ways to intervene in the

economy and develop new patterns of relationships with a highly

di f f erentiated society.



Chapter XI

CONCIUSIONS AND POIICY II.IPIICÀTIONS

11.1 CONCTUSIONS OF THE SN'DY

This study has analyzed the interactive process of the state, class

structure, and international political economy underlying Taiwan's rapid

development. Contrary to the existing literature, Taiwan's development

was not a product of free market forces nor $¡as it singly determined by

the powerful state ready to imprement a grand pre-meditated

deveJ.opmental p]an. Instead, it was a result of the interaction of the

state, class structure, and international pol-itical economy. The

commitment of the Taiwanese state to development was important, but we

cannot abstract this commitment from the concrete historical conditions

in which the state began the country's development program. The

strength of the Taiwanese state and the role it played in the economy

was significantly shaped by its internal class structuration and the

international political economy - especially its relationship with the

united states.

Several important aspects of internal class structuration helped

strengthen the power of the KMT-controlled state. First, the KMT

inherited from the Japanese a seriously undermined great tandlord class

and a powerful state structure to which the society was subordinate.

second, âs an external power to the Taiwanese society, the ruling KMT

had no immediate connection to the existing dominant landed aristocratic

-259-
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classes and therefore was able to maintain a relatively high degree of

autonorny in carrying out a thorough program of agricultural reform.

Third, the KMT came to Taiwan with a huge military machine in relation

to Taiwan's population which made possible its repressive rule over the

society. Fourth, as a loser in the civil war, the KMT retreated to

Taiwan without being followed by any major chinese or foreign

capitalists. This significantly increased the state's autonomy from the

influences of both foreign and domestic capitalists. Finarly, Taiwan's

class relations were shaped by the Chinese patriarchal system and these

patriarchally shaped class relations in turn were supportive of the

capitalist program of the Taiwanese state, especialLy ,in terms of

t ran s f ormi ng

labor.

traditional v¡omen into a pool of cheap and disciplined

The international political economy also contributed greatly to the

relative autonomy of the Taiwanese state, especially from internal class

influences, as well as to the rapid development in Taiwan. First, the

outbreak of the Korean war and subsequent communist-capitalist struggle

in world politics justified large quantities of u.s. military and

economic aid to Taiwan which proved crucial to Taiwan's national

security and initial stages of economic development. The milítary role

of U.S. aid was particularly important, because it prevented Taiwan from

falling into the chinese communist hands. u.s. aid also made other

contributions, including maintaining a strong state por+er in Taiwan,

financing government budget deficit, building infrastructure, and

bringing badJ.y needed foreign exchange to cover the import surplus.

second, promises of u.s. markets by the American government for
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Taiwanese products created a solid foundation for Taiwan's export-1ed

economy. For more than forty years, Taiwan enjoyed the most-favored

nation status, while it imposed many restrictions on imports, both overt

and hidden. For geopolitical reasons, the US government allowed Taiwan

to do so. Third, the international economic boom in the 1960s and the

outbreak and continuation of the Vietnamese war in the late '1960s and

early 1970s created added stimuli to Taiwanese exports. Taiwan's

economic expansion met with the up-swing development of the world

economy. Àmerican and Japanese capitalists t.lere eager to invest in
Taiwan to exploit the labor advantage there. In addition, the outbreak

of the Vietnamese rvar also turned Taiwan into a supporting base for the

US troops. Military materials were either transferred through or

produced in Taiwan which was also made as a retreat site for Àmerican

soldiers.

0f course, the internal and external forces mentioned above only came

as favorable conditi.ons for Taiwan's capitalist development. The

Taiwanese state r+as the principal architect and promoter of the

country's development, though its actions were significantly shaped by

the external and internal forces and its nature was greatly transformed

by the process of the country's development. Several important aspects

of the state were important to Taiwan's capitalist development. First,

iL cultivated an ideology that supported a state-guided capitalist

deveJ-opment. The KMT inherited from its founder, Sun yat-senr äD

ideological system which emphasized the active role of the state in

creating and guiding capitalist development. After it noved to Taiwan,

the KMT controlled all forms of media and used them to foster a pubJ.ic
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consensus that its domination was legitimate under the communist threat

and that state-guided capitalist development was the most effective way

to prevent Taiwan from a communist takeover. In addition, the slate

also supported the traditional patriarchal ideology that subordinated

rvomen to men. Such support justified unequal r+ages for women in

relation to men which constituted one of the key aspects of the

"cheapness" of Taiwanese labor. Second, the state resorted to forces

when it felt the necessity of using it to maintain the existing social

or political order or to implement developmental policies that met with

resistance. The suppression of opposition and union movements were some

of the examples. Third, the state devised a well-integrated

agricultrual and industrial program to industrialize the country. The

program, in consideration of the changing internal and external

conditions, consisted of policies such as land reform, state

intervention in agricuì.ture, import-substitution in the 1950s,

export-1ed industrialization after the early '1950s, state assistance and

investment in key and capital-intensive industry, and heavy investment

in infrastructure and education.

In sum, the Taiwanese state, under the hegemonism of the United

States, was politically integrated into the capitalist world system as a

peripheral country in the 1 950s. Because of its existence as an

external polrer to the Taiwanese society, it was able to maintain a high

degree of autonomy in relation to the civil society. This autonomy was

further strengthened by its military might, by its ability to create a

hegemonic ideology, by American support, and by a relatively fluid class

structure caused by the Chinese civil war and the sudden leave of the
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Japanese. A high degree of autonomy provided the Taiwanese state a

precious opportunity to pursue a rapid capitalist development, and with

the American support, to rapidly transform its peripheral status into a

semi-peripheral one in the 1960s and into a core one in the 1980s. This

transformation is in a v¡ay contradicting the classical Marxian notion of

capitalist transformation which tends to view such transformation as a

product of bloody crass struggle between the feudar lords and

capitalists. In Taiwan, the capitalist class was intentionally created

by the developmentalist state. This phenomenon is closer to Marx's

theory of Asiatic mode of production, which has been abandoned by the

classical Marxists, and which emphasizes the centralized role of the

state in leading the country. Yet, despite this deviation, the nature

of the Taiwanese state is getting closer and closer to the classical

Marxian theory of the state, especially in its later stage of

development in which state bureaucrats are increasingly

indistinguishable from the capitalist class. In particular, the

interests of state bureaucrats, like other capitalists in general, are

to ensure an effective order supportive of a smooth but capitalist

accumulation in an increasingly competitive capitalist globaI economy.

This explains why Taiwan, like other core capitialist nations, is

increasingly moving toward a corporatist approach to managing the

ec on omy .
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11,2 POIICY IMPIICÀTIONS FOR DEVEIOPING COT'NTRIES

Obviously, the mix of factors responsible for Taiwan's rapid development

is unique to that country. Many of the factors that were important are

certainly not ones that could or should be copied. For instance, it
does not make much sense to suggest that developing countries today

arrange to spend 50 years under Japanese colonial rule or open their

doors to a massive influx of losers of a civil war. Nor is it desirable

for any country to consolidate its state power by killing thousands of

indigenous elite. Nevertheless, implications for developing countries

and the international community, however limited, can be derived fron

the present study.

For developing countries, the Taiwanese experience does imply that

development is aided when a substantial period of agriculturaJ.

development precedes the drive toward industrialization. During this

phaser âgricultural planing - land reforms, production objectives, etc.

- have to be emphasized. Land reform is especially important for an

agricultural economy where land distribution is highly unequal and

overpopulation is a common phenomenon. It helps to reduce income

inequality and to liberate productivity of the agricultural masses.

Besides, substantial investments have to be made in the rural

infrastructure - in schools, roads, electrification, credit facilities,
etc.. Such investments wiIl improve agricultural productivity and

decrease unbalanced gror+th betweeen the industria] and agricuLtural

sectors - especiaJ-1y if later industrial growth is to provide broader

shared benefits.
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As industrialization proceeds, it seems clear that measures have to

be taken, by the government, to ensure that both domestic and foreign

investments occur in order and fit into the prevailing factor endowments

and infrastructure. Taiwan's experience suggests that a stage of

import-substitution is required to protect domestic infant industries

before the country moves toward an export-1ed growth, although the

timing of such a policy shift is critical- and subject to the conditions

of individual countries. Besides, a stress on decentral ized,

labor-intensive firms without important economies of scale seems a

viable option to countries which are resource-poor and overpopulated.

When industrialization gets beyond its initial stages,. it appears

that the government must also take steps to lead the country in

deepening the industrialization process by integrating the economy

horizontally and vertically - e.g. by an expanded investment in social

and economic infrastructure, such as education, transportation,

communications, and basic research, and by helping, or even directly

investing in, industries considered to be highLy valuable to the

development of the country as a whole.

For the international community taiwan's experience also provides a

strong case of the usefulness of foreign aid. Based on addressing the

needs of the developing countries, foreign aid can assist in the

alleviation of poverty, directly and indirectly, albeit it is by no

means lhe necessary or even the crucial ingredient for development

(.lacoby, 1966; Riddell, 1987). To argue, however, that there is a case

for providing aid is not the same as arguing that all is welL with

foreign aid. Às Heil Jacoby (1966) points out in his evaluation of the
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U.S. aid to Taiwan, there existed some serious problems with foreign

(Àmerican) aid at both the general and specific leve1s which reduced its
effectiveness, incruding insufficient quantities, lack of supportive

institutional networks, resource-use inefficiency, inappropriate or

inconsistent technologícaI interventions by the donor countries, project

or programme rigidity, overloading of aid administrations in the

rec ipient countr ies.

Àccording to R. H. Cassen (1986), these problems can be improved in

two ways: increasing aid quantity and improving aid quality. First of

all, based upon his study of trends in economic performance in

low-income countries and in quantitative flows of aid, Cassen argues

that a significant expansion in aggregate aid funds from the donors and

a change in the targeting of allocations more toward those 1o¡+-income

countries are extremely necessary and urgent. (fhat the huge amount of

American aid contributed to Taiwan's rapid development certainly offers

a fresh example.) The logic of Cassen's argument is that aid flows

should rise when economic circumstances in the Third World v¡orsen. Yet

at present when economic recession in the industrialized world leads to

recession in the Third Wor1d, the linking of donor aid and commitments

to a proportion of GNP precisely reverses this relationship: for if the

donor country's GNP actually falIs, so will aid flows.

To increase quantitative aid flows in isoJ.ation, however, is no

guarantee that funds allocated will be used productively. Tr+o policy

recommendations which, if implemented, should, together with an

increased quantity of resources, contribute to improving aid

effectiveness. They are: 1) Recipient countries should recognize that
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they have a crucial role to play in drawing up consistent and

effecLively coordinated policies that spel1 out in some detail the

gap-fi11ing role that aid funds are expected to play in promoting

development at Lhe national and local levels and in the short and long

term. 2) Donor countries should also recognize that they have a role to
play through pooling their experiences in attempting to pinpoint with

greater accuracy at the counLry-specific level those constraints which

impede aid effectiveness and, if possible, in quantifying the inrportance

of particular constraints and the scope for eliminating or reducing

them. Àid effectiveness depends upon a harmonious interaction of both

recipient and donor countries - a mutual recognition and sincere

implernentation of their respective roles in improving aid effectiveness.

Nevertheless, it must be pointed out that the policies suggested

above to assist development in developing countries remain abstract and

do not just happen. Ideas may motivate action for change but on their

own they remain sterile. Às has been emphasized throughout the study,

development occurs in a concrete historical process in which not a

single action is totally free from the influences of structural forces,

both national and international. The state may plan to reform the

country and implement agricultural and industrial policies that would

bring about development for the country as a who1e, but the state is not

an entity which can freely exercise its will. it is also a product of

the circumstances in which it finds itself. Internal class strucluration

(..g. capitalist classess being too powerful, extreme inequality) and

international political and economic changes (..g. rapid increases in

oi1 prices, global recessions, wars) may all constrain its action and
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entire planning. Domestic and foreign interests may

the existing arrangements. All this is also true with

foreign aid. In the donor countries as well as in the recipient

countries, poJ.itical and economic pressures and forces are at work: to

maintain the status quo, to lobby for self-interested policies and so on

may all conflict with those aimed at increasing aid levels and

implementing donor-initiated measures designed

effectiveness.

to improve aid

In the final analysis,therefere, the applicability of the above

policy suggestions remains uncertain, depending upon how the

historical-structural forces around a country interact. In Taiwan's

case, so far they have worked quite smoothly and positively, though also

unevenly. But there is no guarantee that this relativeJ-y smooth

interaction will continue unchanged. Às pointed out in Chaper X, Taiwan

is still characterized by class, gender, and ethnic inequalities, and

there are uncertainties around its future. StiIL, Taiwanese society has

been very much pluralized, and this has created a good opportunity for

greater social equality. Moreover r âs Tai¡+an's economy has grown in

strength, this econornic muscle will place (and has placed) it in a

better position in the international politicaJ. economy, making it an

important player in globaJ. affairs.
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Appendix A

ÀBBREVIÀTIONS

Agency for International Development
Chinese Communist Party
Council for Economic Planning and Development
China National Àssociation of Industry and Commerce
Council For International Economic Cooperation and Development
Council on U.S. Aid
Democratic Progressive Party
Economic Planning Council
Export Processing Zone
Economic Stabilization Board
Direct Foreign Investment
Industrial Development Bureau
Joint Conmission on Rural Reconstruction
Kuomintang (Nationalist Party)
Military Àssistance Advisory Group
Manpower Development Plan
Ministry of Economic Affairs
Nineteenth-Point Program of Economic and Financial Reform
People's Republic of China
Research and Development
Republic of China
Transnational Corporation
Taiwan Production Board
Ten Major Development Projects
Vocational Assistance Commission for Retired Servicemen
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Appenilix B

À CHRONOIOGY OF THE I'ÍÀJOR E\¡ENTS 1'IIAT SHÀPED MOÐERN TÀIT{AN

Year INTERNATIONÀL
POLI Ti CÀL
ECONOMY

CLÀSS RELATIONS STÀTE POTICIES

1 89s Taiwan was ceded to
Japan following the
first Sino-Japanese
War.

The Japanese began
its colonial rule in
Taiwan. The ta-tsu-hu
(original big land-
lords) were formall-y
eliminated as a
class, while the
hsiao-tsu-hu were
reinforced. The state
rvas superinposed on
the society.

Àgriculture was used
and developed to feed
Japanese industrial
populat i on .

194s Taiwan was returned
to China. The
Chi.nese civil war
broke out.

The KMT government
acted as a colonial
government to the
Taiwanese people.
Corruption prevailed.
Land system remained
unchanged in which
the agricultural
masses were exploited
by a smaIl landlord
cIass.

Taiwan's resources and
industrial equipment
were shipped back to
China to finance the
civil war there.
Domestic life was not
concerned. The main-
landers monopolized
all forms of political
pol,er on the i sland.

1947 Ithe "2-28 rncident"
loccurred. 20,000
lTaiwanese were
I est imated k i Iled.

1949 lThe Chinese civil
lwar was over, and
Ithe ruling KMT fled
Ito raiwan. Communist
Itake over of Taiwan
I was imminent.

Taiwan was superim-
posed by a huge mili-
tary and government
bureaucracy from
China. KMT dictator-
ship began.

Land Ref orm e¡as i ntro-
duced to redistribute
land to farmers and to
eliminate the landlord
cIass.

1950lThe Korean War broke
lout. Washington sent
lout the Seventh
lFleet to protect

- 270 -

The KMT introduced an
import-substitution
program to stabilize
the economy.
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lraiwan from falling
I into the Communist

lhand. Àmerican aid
Ito raiwan began.

tttrl It,and ref orm was com-
lpleted and 78% of the
I 
agricultural populat-

Ibecame Land-owners.

1954 lThe united states
lsigned a mutual
ldefense treaty with
Ithe ROC on Taiwan.

1 955 The first offshore
crisis took place.
The KMT survived
with Àmerican
military assistance.

1 958 The second offshore
crisis took place.
Again, the KMT sur-
vived with American
military assistance.

1 960 The first opposition
party was formed;
the KMT immediately
suppressed it.
À11 political movem-
ments were silenced.

Export-led industrial-
ization lras adopted,
along with the famous
Nineteenth-Point
Economic and Financial
Re f orm.

1 965 lCommunist China
lb"gun its cultural
I Revolut i on .

1958lAmerican Aid was
lphased out. The

lVietnamese r+ar

I broke out.

1969lThe PRC and rhe USSRI

lclashed militarily I

lat Chen Pao Tao. 
I

lg7llWashington
I normalize
lwith PRc.

moved to
relat ions

1972lTaiwan' s U.N. memb-

lership was replaced
I by PRc.



1973lThe f irst oil- crisisl
I came. 

I
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I

197 4 High interest rates
were implemented to
fight against inflat-
ion caused by the oil
crisis.

197 6 Ithe ten Major Develop-l
lment Projects were 

I

I underway. 
I

1977 The "Chungli Incident"
occurred, and the
Taiwan Independence
Movement began to
gain momentum.

1978lThe PRC began irs
lopen-door poJ-icy and
Ieconomic reforms.

1979 lWashington establ-
I ished diplomatic
lrelations with PRC

land cut all those
lwith Taiwan.

The "Kaoshiung
incident" occurred.
Taiwan Independence
Movement was in its
full strength.

1 980 
| 
The second oil
lcrlsrs came.
I

ln trigh-tech industrial
lpark vras created in
I tls i nchu.

1986 Itire nPP was f ormed.
luost members were
lTaiwanese.

l1e8?l
luartial law was
lritt"a.

trttl lrne one won 36% ltire uS$iOO billion
lof the general votes lSix-Year National Con-
lin the national lstruction project
lelection. lwas underway.
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